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Guardjoins war
on marijuana
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky National Guard is joining forces with state police in the
war to curtail the growth and
harvesting of marijuana in the
state.
The program was outlined
Saturday by Adj. Gen. Billy G.
Wellman, who also serves as state
police commissioner.
Wellman said a memorandum
of understanding, scheduled for
signing this week, will enable Kentucky Army and Air Guard personnel to be trained to detect
marijuana fields while on normal
trebling flights.
Such information will be passed
along to state police for follow-up
action, he said, adding that
Guardsmen will not be used in a
law enforcement role. Wellman's announcement was
contained in a speech prepared for
delivery to the Und annual conference of the National Guard
Aasociatien of Kentucky.
Wellman explained that federal
drug abuse funds will be used to
train the Guard aviation personnel.
He said that state police have
been very successful in the past
few years in the drug enforcement
area, particubuiy that roasted to
motions.
Wellmes said lot state police
were railed third in the Mies hi
=Mama destruction last year,
eliminates an estimited II to Se
percent of the crop grown in the
state.
State police seised more than
311.01 pleats, valued hi excess of
PIO mass. and made a record
number elarrests. Wellman said
He also pointed out that the Army guard has now flown over 12
years and nearly 50,000 hours
without a major accident.
Last year, the Air Guard won
the Sputa trophy signifying it as
the beatHAN at in the nation.
Theemmerandom of understanding antrt be apprwred by the adNON amoral. state police commissioner mid the secretary of the`
Justice Waist.
In this instance, only one
Minsbere will be required on the
damnimm$ awe Wellman serves
In allarsecopecitise.
et
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Three-year agreement signed

Teams collect
for Boy Scouts
A goal of $16.500 has been set for
the Calloway County Boy Scout
Fund Drive.
The drive ends Wednesday and
all team members should return
their to their captains.
Money raised from the drive
goes to support the Four Rivers
Boy Scout Council — comprised of
2,400 scouts in 75 scouting units in
10 counties. Drive officials stressed money raised during the drive
will not go toward funding the Boy
Scout Museum. Similar drives
also are being held in each county
In the Four Rivers Council.
Dan Grimes is district executive
of the Four Rivers Council.
David King TiedDave Sevems
Ire serving as co-chairmen of the
county Campaign. Harold Doran
was in charge of advanced gifts.
Dr. Jerome Hainsworth is chairman of the Murray State University drive.
All money should be turned into
Harold Doran at Peoples Bank or
Chuck Foster at Bank of Murray.
Teams involved in the drive include(team captain in boldface):
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Rubber workers vote
to accept new contract
MAYFIELD. Ky

AP)

Croon

rubber workers_ at General Tire
Co of Mayfield voted Sunday to
accept a new three-year contract
with the company. a union official

-

NEW PROGRAM — Sharon, right, is a participant in a relatively
new program at the Murray'Adult Activities Center called residential services. She has been taken into the home of Jake and Sarah
Wilson, Murray, who offer the support Sharon needs in their home.
Mrs. Wilson (left) says that through the program Sharon has learned
to help out in kitchen and takes responalbilitty for the up-keep of her
room. The residential services program is designed to find comunfty
residential placements for persons whose family can no longer provide a home for them and are therefore place in date institutions.
Sharon came to Murray from Outwood institution in Dawson Springs.

Board offers training
for community services
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health and Mental Retardation Board Inc., is presently
recruiting persons in Western
Kentucky who would like to
receive training to work in any of
three new types of community
based services.
The services are: in-home support, respite care and residential
services. Through these services,
persons with handicapped conditions are able to live semiindependently without being placed in a state institution.
In-home support offers services
to families who need some
assistance if they are to continue
to keep the individual with mental
retardation in their home.
An example of this,according to
Darlene Hendricks, Core
Residence manager in Paducah,
would be an elderly couple caring
for an adult with a handicapped
condition.
The couple may need
assistance in lifting the person for
a bath." she says. This service offers a trained individual to go into
the home and offer assistance.
Respite care services provide
for a trained person to stay in the

home and allow family members
to leave for short periods of time.
Residential service is designed
to find community residential
placements for persons whose
family can no longer provide for
them at home.
Sharon, a young woman with
mental retardation, is a participant in the residential service and
Is living with a local family.
Sharon previously lived in Outwood, a state institution in
Dawson Springs for persons with
handicapping conditions.
Some of the program participants are capable of living
semi-independently. These persons might be found living with a
friend, in a group home or even
renting their own home with a
neighbor nearby for support.
Sharon. among other . participants, have much more to
learn before they can achieve
some measure of independence.
according to Hendricks.
"Jake and Sarah Wilson of Murray have responded to Sharon's
needs and are giving her the love
and care of a family," she says.
Sharon has been living with the
Wilson family since July 1982, and
through their encouragement has
(Continued From Page 1)

Kuwait leader says
OPEC price must fall
KUWAIT 1AP) — OPEC's of.
tidal $34-a-barrel price for oil is
"mistaken" and could drop to as
low as 00 a barrel unless the
cartel collectively adopts a more
moderate cut, a Kuwaiti political
leader is quoted as saying.
"The belief that the present benchmark can be defended is
mistaken and unsound." Jassem
al4Cherafl, head of Parliament's
rconomic and Financial Affairs
Committee, said Sunday, accordials to the newpaper AiWatan.
"U we are now heidtating to
slash our prices by0 to $4 a barrel. I am afraid•day which is not
too far will came when we will be
obliged to cut prices to as low as
$20 per ban-el."
Al-Khorafl said current prices
are tairealistic because of a sharp
drop in demand for oil by industrialized countries and the success of consumer nations in promoting energy conservation, the
newspaper reported.
He criticised the Arab nations
on the Persian Gulf for "ieniency
toward OPEC outlaws who have
been trying tofurther the Wehrle
of their countries through violation 'bI OPECs!Aces and production quotas."
A1-101orafi said the gulf states,
expected to meet soon in Geneva

or Vienna with other members of
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. "will make
their own moves and would not be
defeated in a price war that is imposed on us."
The oil minister of the United
Arab Emirates, Mans Sated
Melba, has warned that an all-out
price war could begin "vrithin a
week," unless OPEC cuts Rehmchmark price to at least po to
compete with Nigeria and North
Sea producers who slashed their
prices in the past two weeks ago.
Al-Khorati said the Persian Gulf
countries can iorvive a decline in
prices "because we panes' the
world's largest oil reserves, our
oils are the cheapest to produce,
and Increases in production coot
us almost nothing."
The Arab states on the gulf produos a little more than 7 million
barrels of oil daily, about balf of
OPEC's production ceiling, and
about one-fifth of global output. At
their peak. the gulf states produced almost 19 million barrels a day.
The shrinking oil market has
forced the gulf states into their
first belt-tightening measures in•
decade and may require them to
dip into their huge reserves to
shore up their economies and
avert unrest among religious
minorities.

said.
The action came after the company promised in a memorandum
to recall wittun 10 days about 900
workers who Were laid off during
the contract dispute. said George
RubMiller, president of
ber Workers Local 665
EOgilvyees had been- - working
without a contract since a threeyear agreement expired Oct 15,
said Miller The new contract.
Which Is retroactive, expires Oct
15, 1965, he said
Details of the agreement were
not made public. but Miller said
"we'll get no more pay except
cost-of-living allowances during
the life of the contract "

The new contract. approved on
a 647-362 vote. also restores insurance benefits. makes s,,etie
changes in working arrangements
and offers a plan for employees to
own company stock, fie said ,
As many as 1.300 people ‘s ere
employed at the Mayfield plant at
peak tunes last year.
Berry Craig, personnel and
industrial-Matl s manager at
the plant, said all the company
wanted -was for the union to permit the membership to vote on the
contract "
• Generat Tire said earlier_ in a
pre-pared statement that at least
two-tiiirds of-the layoffs- had orcurred because of uncertain production capability clue to the lack
of an agreement
-The contract
not what we
wanted," said Miller • We were
forced into passing it"

He said the prospect
callbacks played a part in appro ing the agreement, adding that
"insurance' probabls played a bit'
ger part "
The company (-tit off insurance
to all 1,300 members Of the. local
union on Jan 15 Miller said about
100 union members or their
relative's were ineligible for outside insurance because of health
reasons.
Harold Stevens. an employee
from Mayffel(L
the
workers who could afford in
surance "were .thinking,. I am
sure, of the number who can ma
and ones who can't get insurance.
anywhere else
Stevens said the average.
employee who works a 40-hour
week grosses about $22.000 a year
and takes Nellie% about S15.000
after deductions

Regan calls for reserve board
to slowly tighten money reins
Volcker, on NBC% -Meet the
WASHINGTON i API
Press," said the biggest threat to
Treasury Secretary Donald T
a slow, continuing recovery is the
Regan says the Federal Reserve
federal deficit, which continues tee
Board
"been on the loose
grow larger year by year lie said.
side" in cotitroling money supply
and should slowly tighten the reins the only way to address it is
through tax increases.
on money to avoid overheating the
Volcker said money' supply
econorrue recovery
But the Fed chairman, Nal figures have been distorted
bot ewe of the $275 billion in new
Vokker, is rejecting the idea that'---4,0
y market accounts that
the nation's central bank should
banks began establishing in
change its guidelines "simply
because the economy is rising December
-If we look through those." he-more rapidly" than had been ansaid. "we don't think the so-called
ticipated
broader aggregates
are show:
Regan. commenting Sunday on
ABC's "This Week With Davoi ing an exceptionally faster growth
rate
Brinkley" program, said the Fed
Meanwhile-. Martin Feldstein,
should act to avoid setting off a
new round of inflation But he said chairman of President Reagan's
interest rates still have room to Council of Economic Advasers,
fall because they remain too high said that if there is a, sustained
in relation to the 3 8 percent infla- decline in oil prices, the administration would have to
tion rate of the past 12 months.
Referring to the Fed's control of reassruits energy tax policies.
Feldstein, appearing on (*KS's
money. Regain said. ''They've
been on the loose side
in order "Face the Nation," said a decline
in the price of crude oil to less than
to get us out of the recession
$25 a barrel " will have a very
They've done well in doing that
The trick now is to slow that down, substantial effect on the. entire
taxation of energy in this counbut not kill it off "

High-priority issues
top Congress'agenda
WASHINGTON iAI'c
After a
slow start, the 90th Congress is acting this week on two high-priority
Issues, bailing out the Social
Security system and enactment of
an emergency recession-relief
measure.
The House is scheduled to consider on Wednesday the $46
billion recession bill, which includes provisions for jobs and
humanitarian aid
The House Ways and Means
Committee is also due to meet
Wednesday to put finishing
touches on a $165 billion Social
Security rescue plan that includes
the recommendations of the National Commission on Social
Security Reform.
The plan is aimed at keeping the
stwernment retirement system
'caveat though the rest of the
decade. It includes provisions bringing federal employees under
the system, slowing benefit dictums and increasing Social
Security payroll taxes.
The fall Home is expected to go
to week on the package next week.
Meanwhile, President Reagan
wasserdbig Congreem today a proposal to remove all controls from
the Mural gas market over the
nod three .an "to ensure 'bonded supplies ... at reasonable
prime."
The controversial plan would
place a cep on COONIMIlf pricers
through Jan. I. Mt allowing lotions@ bend only on inflation,
seises a government agency approves higher ism On the first
goy fid 1,111% an rice controls
wadi be reamed.
Itaegan's &deice on decontrol.

announced Saturday, comes at a
time when natural gas rates are
rising an average 25 percent a
year, despite record surpluses and
declining prices for competing oil
Sen. Howard Metzenbauni, DOhio, says he will lead a filibuster
against the proposal
The $4 6 billion recession aid
proposal is expected to be approved by the House without much fuss
despite opposition from some
liberals who say it is more of a
political Rand-Aid than any real
effort to ease the nation's 10 2 per
cent unemployment.
An unusual alliance of House
Democratic leaders, President

Reagan and some conservative
and moderate Republicans have
agreed that some quick-fix
answer to the recession should lip
through both the House and
Senate quickly.
House Democrats, while revising an original White House proposal, have been careful to keep
the package small enough to avert
a presidential veto.
But in the Senate, a combination
of liberal Democrats and 19
Republicans running for reelection in 1964 is expected to add
to the $4.6 billion total.
As approved by the House Appropriations Committee list
week, the measure provides $1.25
billion for community development grants for cities.$10 million
for foist for poor women and their
infant children, $150 million for
weatherizing low-income housing.
$404 million for Corps of toothiest flood control projects and
IN million for emergency .food
distribution and shelters.

trs
lie. said that ss bile beneficial to
the national e' 010111% . ea' h dollar
a-barrel chop in oil prices raises
the federal deficit bs about $I
billion
The federal gasoline tax is
scheduled to rise 5 cents a gallon
April I, and President Reagan has
proposed as standby tax of $.5 a bar
red OH Crude od if needed tee reduce
the budget deficit in fiscal 19&i
Regan said he would oppose. ans
attempt to levs new oil taxes
Feldstein said declines Di the.
price of oil from $34 a barrel to the
lo'.' "$20s would not be too loss
though it would create some!man
owl problems her oil-exporting na
hons with large debts, such as
Mexico. Veneruela. Nigeria and
Indonesia.

Class attendance
still below normal
but improving
A spokesituenfor the office eel
superintendent of Murras Independent School Ss stein reports
an increase in attendance todas
following last week's flu outbreak
that forced closure of the ss stem
Reports indicate that 89 percent
of students were in attendance today This figure. is reported to be
slightly below normal but up from
Tuesday's law of 84 8 percent
Attendance figures for Calloway
County School System were
unavailable at press time

clearing tonight
Today mostly cloudy with
highs in the mid 50s. Light
winds Tonight cleating with
lows in the low 40s Tuesday
clear to partly cloudy with
highs in the mid 50s with light
south winds
LAKE LEVEIS
354
Lake Barkley
354 4
Kentucky Lake
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TVA trys to re-introduce otters to Land Between the Lakes
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
GOLDEN POND. Ky. (AP —
Many people picture otters as funloving little creatures who spend
their time cavorting about on mud
slides and generally enjoying
themselves
a
There is some truth to the image. says Bob Smith, • wildlife
biologist with the Tennessee
Valley Authority. But it's a
mistake to think of otters strictly
as experts on leisure activities, he
adds
"Everyone has a picture of otters as cuddly little critters But
he's a pretty tough little critter
His whole game is finding
something to eat."
Smith has developed a keen interest in otters while working on a

program to re-introduce the webfooted mammals to TV A's Land
Between the Lakes in western
Kentucky and northwestern Tennessee. Thus far, the program has
shown just limited success.
Otters were common in the area
at one time. But they nearly
vanished in the late 1800s when
hunters and trappers sought them
for fur, and development
destroyed their home ranges.
Last June, otters returned to the
IJ3l.. The first to arrive were a
male and female who had become
a little crazy after spending
several months on display at the
World's Fair in Knoxville, Tenn.,
where they received constant attention and had to endure nightly
fireworks shows,Smith says.
'Since we were going to start an
otter program anyway, we decid-

ed this was a good way to bring
them in," he says.
Tiny transmitters were
surgically implanted in their
bodies and they were released
June 24in Hematite lake in the
LSI. compound. By all accounts.
they have thrived.
The male left Hematite and
moved over to Lake Barkley.says
Dr. Steve White, a professor at
Murray State University who is
assisting in the program The
female is still in Hematite
White says male otters have a
larger range than females and
there is not a strong bond between
the sexes
Pleased with the success of the
first pair, the project coordinators
released four more otters, two
males and two females, in early

February Wallin M hours,
though, both males and one
female were dead.
"We don't know what happened," says Dr. Jim Crum. another
MSU professor involved in the
program. "There was no abuse
and no sign of a struggle."
The otters had been trapped in
Louisiana, where there is a
substantial otter population, and
were sent te Kentucky via Knoxville, where they were implanted
with transmitters. Crum says the
three victims may have suffered
from the stress of travelling and
surgery. An autopsy may reveal
the exact cause of death.
The release of two more otters
into the LBL has been delayed until the officials are satisfied the
deaths have been investigated
thoroughly

"We're disappointed they died,
but we will benefit from it to'some
extent by finding out how to introduce otters." White says. "Otter restoration is a new process
and we're still learning."
The otter restoration crew
hopes the population.will increase
naturally. "We're hopeful with the
female in Hematite since she has
had time to adapt," says White.
"We would be surprised with the
other one.
Otters breed in the first three
months of the year and the female
carries the fertilized egg for eight
months to 10 months before a 10day gestation period begins. A litter usually is from two to four
baby otters, or kits. They stay
with the mother for about a year
before striking out on their own.

White says the restoration has
received unconfirmed reports that
other otters have been seen in the
area. "I suspect they're out there.
but I don't have anything scientific" to prove the siting&
The idie perchese price for each
otter may seem extravagant to
some, but White, Smith and Crum
defend the program.
"Man has a responsibility to
other living creatures," Smith
says. "We don't want than to
disappear."
White says the program also
fulfills one of the missions of the
TVA, restoring animals to areas
from which they were driven by
man.
"People tore apart their
habitat," Crum adds, "and now
we're trying to put the pieces back
together."

Growers urged to vote for quota program
4

LEXINGTON,Ky. iAP),.• - Kentucky's 140,000 tobacco farmers
would benefit by an extension of
the federal marketing quota control program,says a top official of
a burley producers' association.
"The support price is one of the
major factors that makes it so important that producers vote to continue the burley program," said
Beckley. executive
A.R
secretary-treasurer of the
Lexington-based Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Association
Farmers in the eight-state
burley belt are being polled by
mail this week to see if they want
quota controls in return for price
supports on the 1963 through 1965
crops
The referendum, being held
Monday through Thursday, is conducted every three years. If the
program is approved by a twothirds majority, fanners will
abide by government-approved

productions controls
Controls allow the agriculture
secretary to increase production
quotas by any amount, but
decrease them by a maximum of
only 5 percent a year In return.
growers are guaranteed • sale
floor
Before each marketing season
• opens, a support price is established for each of more than. 100
grades of burley leaf:
Support prices are determined
by a parity formula that allows for
Increased production costs. Last
year, the average price support
increased 11.5 cents a pound, or
about 7 percent. This year, it is expected to increase about 9 2 cents
a pound, or about 5.3 percent.
If buyers fail to bid at least the
support price for a lot of tobacco,
it is sent to one of two burley
cooperative pools for processing

Postal appropriations force change
in newspaper mail subscription costs
Mailing second-class
newspapers within their county of
origin could cost 97 percent more
by Oct. 1 under the Reagan adnurustration's proposed postal appropriations_
Because of these cost increases,
the Murray Ledger & Times announced its new mailing subscription rates to go into affect Tuesday Mailings in Calloway County
and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear.
Tenn , will be $27.50 for one Year;
$25.50 for six months; and $23 for
three months. Mailing to other
destinations will be $45 for one
year; $35 for six months; and $29
for three months Carrier routes
arid newpaper rack costs will not
be affected.
The administration's 1964
budget proposal includes WO
million for the U.S Postal Service
- about half this year's amount.
That money underwntes lower
postal costs for preferred mail
subclasses such as small incounty newspapers.
Postal Service officials said a
$400 million appropriation would
boost the cost of a four-ounce
newspaper mailed within its county of origin and presorted to five
ZIP code digits from 3.6 cents to
7.1 cents.
Even an $4100 million appropriation, USPS estimated, would raise
the price to second-class
newspaper publishers by $ percent, because of increasing costs.
ThLs year's postal appropriation is
1719 million.

The tuisubsidized second-class
rate for the hypothetical fourounce newspaper would be 9 1
cents, or 153 percent more than
the current rate. said USE'S.
The cost for out-of-county mailing of the four-ounce newspaper
I fewer than 5.000 copies would go
from 7.2 cents to 17 cents under
the administration's proposed funding a 21 percent hike
The postal appropriation was
authorized under the 1974 Postal
Reorganization Act. The funding
was designed to cushion preferred
subclasses, such as those used by
small newspapers, nonprofit
organizations and classroom
publications, from the effects of
changing the old Post Office into a
breakeven, businesslike operation.
A program of "phasing" out the
subsidies was supposed to end in
1967 with step 16. However.
because of cutbacks in postal funding over the past several years.
small newspapers and other
preferred mailers are already at
step 14.
National Newspaper Association general counsel Robert J.
Brinlunann wrote budget chief
David A. Stockman after the administration's budget was set
forth, pointing out that small
newspapers had already suffered
a 500-plus percent increase in
their mailing costs over the past
decade.
He disputed Stockman's
testimony before Congress recently that postal appropriations subsidized — Dow Jones, Time
magazine and pink mailers."
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Hoover chairman speaks here

and storage and is offered for sale
again at a later time.
The grower is paid the support
price for any pile of tobacco that
John F. Daly. chairman of the
fails to receive a bid from the
board
of directors and chief extrade, through loans from the
ecutive officer of Hoover Univerfederal Commodity Credit Corp.
sal Inc., will deliver the sixth anIf quota controls aren't approvnual Distinguished Lecture in
ed in the referendtun. there would
Business Administration at Murbe no guaranteed price supports
ray State University on Thursday,
and any farmer in the country
March 24.
would be allowed ,to grow an
His lecture titled "The Brave
unlimited amount of burley for the
New World of Automotive
next three years.
Marketing" will follow a buffet
The average support price is exdinner to begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
pected to be about $1.84 a pound
University Center banquet room.
during the 1983-64 marketing
Sponsored by the College of
season, about $1.93 in 1964-85 and
Business and Public Affairs at
slightly more than 92 for sales durMurray State and the Four Rivers
ing 196546, according to burley ofManufacture
rs Council, the dinficials
ner and lecture are open to area
Average support prices were
$1.75 during the 1992-83 marketing business people, as well as universeason, $1.54 in 1961-82, and $1.46 sity faculty and staff. A limited
number of tickets are available at
the last time the referendum w”.
hill each.
held in 1960.
Dr. Res F. Galloway, director of
-We had an excess supply of
the Waterfield Center for Business
burley produced in 1962 by almost
perfect growing weather and and Governmental Research at
Murray State and a director of the
fanners trying to catch up from
Four Rivers Manufacturers Counlow production caused by weather
cil, is coordinating the lecture proand disease during 1979 and 1900,"
gram.
Beckley said.
He said Daly will also deliver an
"Buyers purchased less than address titled
"What Are the Keys
two-thirds of the crop at sales to Career Success?"
and conduct
above support prices in Kentucky a question-and-answer
session for
and the other four states we students in the
College of Hairiness
serve . '
and Public Affairs while on the
The remainder of sales, Beckley campus March 24.
said, about 270 million pounds --including a record of nearly 309
million pounds received by his
cooperative
went to the local
cooperative and the Burley
Stabilization Corp. in Knoxville.
Farmers were paid an average
of about $1.06 a pound for sales goOn the 15th anniversary of the
ing to the cooperatives with
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
guaranteed loans from the ComSquad, firefighters responded to a
modity Credit Corp., according to
fire at the house of the man who
Beckley.
sold them their first truck.
The fire, behind a freezer at the
home of Ben Nix, resulted in
minor damage and was put out on
arrival.
On Feb. 17, 1969 the MurrayCalloway County Rescue Squad
was reorganized into the MurrayThe Murray-Calloway County Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Jaycees will distribute govern- Squad. On that date, Nix was in
ment surplus cheese Saturday at the process of selling the CCFR
the Jaycees' fairgrounds, Ky. 121 their first big fire truck.
North.
The CCFR has grown conA spokesman from the organiza- siderably in the last 15 years.
tion announced today that Then the CCFR just had an old
distribution will begin at 9 a.m. panel truck and a boat for water
and continue until 5 p.m. or until rescue. Now the CCFR has two
all of the cheese has been given fully equipped frontline fire truck
away
pumpers, a tanker which can also
To receive cheese, persons must be used to fight fires along vrith brreport their monthly income, inging water to big trucks,. van
social security number and the for carrying men and their fire
number of people residing in the suits, rescue truck equipped with
household.
general rescue drags, ropes,stretThe spokesman stressed that cher, and other equipment, two
only one person per household boats, one 414 old army rescue
may receive the surplus cheese.
truck for bred,fires, and one fire
house big enough to house all of
the equipment.
The squad and Murray Fire
Department also responded to a
trash fire this morning near the
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center The fire was put
under control and did not spread
to the building No damages or injuries were reported.

Squad answers calls,
reviews 15 years of
community service

Jaycees distribute
surplus cheese at
fairgrounds Saturday

SIRL
OIN SINICKADE
Every

Monday Special Chicken Fried Steak $2"
whit hop & sad see 12"
simp sad %kw lbw opiy'1"
Every
Tuesday Special6 oz. Sirloin Steak s2"

wfta so*a wed e•r s2"
Seep & Sidied ler only

Chamber sponsors
small business
income tax seminar
Randall Hahn, certified public
accountant at Murray State
University, will conduct an income tax-small business session
from 1:30 pm.to 9 Tuesday at the
Commerce Centre, US.UI North.
Sponsored by the MerseyCalloway Chamber of Cannwrce,
West Kentucky Segall Business
Development Center and Small
Buidness Administration, topics of
6:.rsession iii
tax planning, tax compliance and new
legislation regarding taxes.
There is a 97 entry fee and no advanced registrations are needed.
For further information, contact
the Climber at 1134171 or the
Small Moines' Development
Center at 701141111.

John F. Daly
"Hoover Universal is a leading
company whose management is
dedicated to manufacturing excellence, and the firm has a
substantial impact on Kentucky
with six manufacturing plants
located across the state,"
Galloway said. "We are honored
that the chairman and chief executive officer has accepted our
invitation to visit the campus to
address our students and faculty
and regional business • executives."
He noted that Howard Burns,
operations manager for the Metal
Seating Division of the company's
Automotive Products Group, with
regional offices in Cadiz, was instrumental in arranging for Daly's visit to the campus.
Daly, who has been chairman of
the board of directors of Hoover
Universal since 1976, has served
nine years as chief executive officer. He has also served the firm
as president, executive vice president and corporate vice president.
A graduate of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy,
N.Y., Daly held positions of increasing management responsibility with the Hancock
Manufacturing Company, Hardie
Manufacturing Company and International Steel Company before
he became associated with
Universal Wire Spring Company.

He was the executive vice president of Universal when it was acquired by Hoover Bill and Bearing in 1980.
Active in a vride range of
business, educational and civic
endeavors, he is on the boards of
directors of the Comerica Bank of
Ann Arbor, Corneica Incorporated
of Detroit and the Michigan
Mutual Insurance Company of
Detroit.
Hoover Universal, headquartered in Ann Arbor, Mich., is
the largest independent manufacturer of fabricated metal seating
frames, wire spring assemblies
and urethane foam seating
cushions for the North America
autombile industry.
The company is also the largest
independent manufacturer of
precision steel balls in the U.S.
and Is one of the world's five principal manufacturers of two-liter
plastic bottles. It is also a leading
producer of other products made
of plastic, steel, aluminum, zinc
and brass and of industrial
machinery and equipment and
engine parts for aircraft, missiles
and aerospace vehicles.
Sales for the company, which
operates 50 plants in the U.S. and.
maintains manufacturing
facilities and subsidiaries in
several foreign countries, were
$588.4 million in 1981, with profits
of $23.2 million. Two of Hoover
Universal's largest customers are
the General Motors Corporation
and the Ford Motor Company.
Galloway said tickets for the
Daly lecture are available
through his office by calling 7626970 or by contacting members of
the Four Rivers Manufacturing
Council, an organization of plant
managers of manufacturing and
processing concerns from 40 companies in West Kentucky, West
Tennessee and Southern Illinois.
Reservations should be made no
later than March 5.
Among Four Rivers Council
members in the Murray area are:
Paul Kiesow, plant manager,
Fisher-Price Toys; Charles Hornbuckle, plant manager, Sager
Glove Corporation; and Ed Shinners, vice president and general
manager, Vanderbilt Chemical
Corp.

Sharon...
(Continued On Page 2)
people understood little about
learned to participate as part of
mental retardation. There were
their family unit.
very few community resources to
"She has begunto help out in the
turn to for support Children with
kitchen without being asked and
handicaps went through the
will generally take responsibility
educational system as far as they
for keeping her room dein." acwere able, then it was up to the
cording to Hendricks.
family to provide for any further
Sharon and Jean Edwards, training," she said.
Sarah Wilson's daughter, are
Since community resources
roommates and are both
were almost nonexistent, this was
employed as work activities difficult and very often more than
employees at the Murray Adult the family could manage. InstituActivities Center on Main Street.
tions such as Outwood met the
Since caning to the cedar Hen- needs of the families by providing
dricks says Sharon has been in- residential care for individuals
volved with working on projects with handicapping conditions,
such as sanding craft MIMS. while also providing an enviro"Working at the Murray Center mint geared toward learning
has done much to improve her self basic self help and academic
esteem and confidence. She is one skills, explains Hendricks.
of their more enthusiastic
But- recently community proemployees," she seri
grams have boom to replace inThe center Is a program stitutions. Public schools now take
operated by people in Calloway the responsibility for education inCounty who fed that the
with dividuals up to the age of 21 and
mental retardation can learn and vocational programs such as the
need to be taught OD *ilia says Murray Adult Activities Canter
Hendricks.
provide work-oriented training for
The center receives some fue- adults.
ding by the Western Kentucky
Anyone listerested in working
Regional Mental Health and Men- with persons with mental retarda`•11 Retardation Board. Inc., but tion or who would like to find out
also relies en daestiens been con- more'beetconimunity based procenwid persons Is the consunity grams in en arm should reelect
In order tostay in operation,
Rick Chdhipnan at 3-190-111141110
liendricks esplaine that rein- or
mat,programa such as the ems
TS:re:arterial,/ in 'sensing
atom iojenroh,ed in, have been in more about the Murray Adult Activities Canter should call Pow
edehnetteier only a sheet time.
"When Mersa was Dew** up. Williams at 753-1122,
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General Motors,
Toyota venture
gives 3,000 jobs

capitol conversation

Democrats get ready for new delegate selection
FRANKFORT. Ky AP
The
first informational meeting on Kentucky's new delegate selection process for the :964 Democratic National Convention will take place
Tuesday at Lexington.
The 1912 General Assembly moved
the state primary from May to
August, starting next year, which
means the rules for delegate selection will be have to be completely
rewritten.
State party chairman Paul Patton
of Pikeville said the national committee has established detailed rules ''to
Insure that the delegates selected are
representative of the demographic
makeup of the state and the
preference of the people as to a
presidential nominee."
But, Patton said, Kentucky still has
a lot of leeway in designing a selection system to meet its traditions and
wishes.
Patton has scheduled seven
meetings throughout the state to explain the new process and receive

It's clear that the joint venture of General Motors
Corp. and Toyota Motor Co. in Fremont. Calif.. will
be bringing about labor changes. •
The two auto firms announced they will reopen
the Fremont GM plant in the fall of 1964 and will
need to hire 3,000 workers to construct a Toyotadesigned subcompact.
The Fremont plant closed in March 1962. laying
all 6,000 employees represented by the United Auto
Workers. The UAW is demanding that these
workers be hired back first. on a seniority basis.
Leaders in the joint venture say the UAW contract, which expires in September 1964. is no longer
applicable, because an entirely new company is being formed. "We are going to start from scratch."
said Toyota Chairman Eiji Toyoda. "We are going
to hire new people."
At present, production costs in the United States
are much higher than those in Japan. Japan spends
fewer man-hours per vehicle and has an $8-per-hour
advantage in labor costs. These and other factors
give the Japanese a net cost advantatof $1,718 per
car when comparing the Toyota Coro against the
Chevrolet Chevette.
The UAW has been cooperative in.attempts to
solve the problems of the nation's auto industry by
rolling back its members pay and benefits. It is a
progressive labor union.
Nevertheless, the UAW is hardly likely to accept
the hiring conditions laid down by the new Fremont
joint venture. It will fight for the seniority rights of
its members.
We side with the automakers. It is important that
the joint venture gets off to a fresh start; otherwise
It will not be competitive with Japanese firms —
and that is the whole purpose of the Fremont venture.
The new firm should be able to hire workers at
competitive pay scales. The workers, once they are
hired will have the right to vote to join the UAW or
remain independent.
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Until the last national convention

three years ago. a Kentucky governor all but handpicked most of the
state delegates
But in 1980. the formula was to ap-
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letter to the editor
Edit()1
I cc as delighted to fund your report
on the deposit polic.)of Southern [tell
on the front page of, the Ledger Se.
Tunics Sue So011 Aiter
had talked
I want to congratulate )oti for an
excellent job The article. cc as what I
had hoped it would be. and I felt that
In) coni CUL', ikere %ell represented
It might interest en lie knila that I
hall
Se% Vial
crici Ito ging r ea, nor's
from Murra) readyn s. u i• people write
are not in all) V.
orinrcted cc Ith the
UnlVertilt!. NIont•
onitionett
the !tell practice, and all were appreciative of the. fact that the) had
heen informed
As Ted Koppel say s iou Niglitline•
Thank )eiti Vet-% el inch Mitred
)iiurs
Slf“
1)r l'we Itetchenbach
Foreign Student Ad% sot
Thr

Ten years ago
C turn :mil Phil
firth Wilson. St.e
Morris of Murra) High School were
elected to 4 Aline t ihIsItIOns iii 19;.i ;4
Kentuck) Ycitith .Assembly Pre
le.gislatit.i. meeting at !Acne 1 lak
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won't be in office next year
Should either IA Gov Martha
Layne C0111113 or Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane become the next
governor
and they are the current
leaders among Democrats
the influence of each In picking delegate's

in more than 3 Akin precincts. then
conventions in counttes, followed to.
congressional district conventions
The. state Demo( rani. Part) is
restricted to a large extent b) national part) rules '
State Itepubhcans ha% e indicated
they will stick with delegate. selection
on the basis of congt essiortal chstrict
and state conventiiins
In the past two national conven
bons, the Kentiii k) Cc( el', like tile
Democrats. had to p. k delegates :IC
cording to the. state. presidential
primary lira Republican delegates
in 1984 will be. able tic vote as thr)
wish
The. titain reason the- K ciao, k)
presidential prIllIalfi Was Short
est
IS that b) the tone it was held in Ma).
the show was o‘er nattonall) and
Kentucky— merely tagged atom',
behind the probable menu:tee
A I h.mileratic drafting committer
of 30 persons is iieveloping the
delegate. selection program dIlti
reVleVi mg iiotiucii Ipart) rules

looking bock

Tr

WALTER I. A PPERSON, President &
Publisher
MATTHEW S SANDERS, Managing Editor
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March 17 at Ashland.
It happens that one possible
presidential candidate is Gov John
Y Brown Jr , who goes out of office
in December and cannot succeed
himself
Brown's weight in delegate selection
a customary prerogative of a
governor
will wane because he

portion delegates on the basis of how
presidential candidates fared in the
state prunary which no longer will
be held
Patton and his advisers will determine how the state's 63 delegates and
21 alternates will be selected Alter•
nates don't vote- unless a delegate
cannot
Patton said he will analyze the
schedule of national primaries in
other states to determine the- tuning
of Kentucky's delegate selection
State Democrats could go in different directions on trilling The) can
try to give Kentucky early clout in
the presidential rare. bide their time
until much later or sandwich the process between the early national
primaries and the actual election
Caucuses in Iowa start in Februar)
1984 while the New liampshire
primary., which always draws 11:1 lions I publicity, is scheduled in
March
The usual method of beginning
delegate selection Is to hold meetings

•
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comments
The other sessions will be held
March 2 at Louisville and Erlanger.
March 8 at Bowling Green, March 9
at Paducah, March 15 at London and

oN

The students who rudely heckled U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick off a stage recently at
the University of California, Berkeley, professed
concern about U.S. human rights policies abroad.
All they accomplished, however, was to trample
on the right of Kirkpatrick to speak and the right of
others on the campus to hear her.
That the students' distasteful conduct make it virtually impossible for Kirkpatick to be heard is bad
enough. Even worse, the deafening protests against
U.S. aid to the embattled, democratically elected
government of El Salvador forced her to cancel a
second campus speech.
The students' obnoxious behavior is a disservice
to a campus with a proud intellectual tradition and
belies their own rhetoric.
To criticize the United States, on one hand,for not
aggressively pursuing human rights, and, on the
other, to deny freedom of speech to Ambassador
Kirkpatrick is nothing but hypocrisy.
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Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column
HEARTLINE
Fourteen years
ago, my husband and I bought a
home, which was considered a VA or
GI home loan My husband is now out
of work and we have no immediate
way of meeting our mortgage
payments. We love our home and
don't want to lose it. What can we do
to keep the bank from foreclosing until my husband can find another job'
R.T.
ANSWER: In an effort to prevent
unnecessary GI home loan
foreclosures, the Veterans Administration is asking all lenders,
holders and serviceni of GI home
loans to offer veteran borrowers an
opportunity to reinstate delinquent
accounts through reasonable repayment plans and forebearance.
The agency has learned, in various
contacts with delinquent borrowers,
that there may not be complete
understanding of partial payment
regulations Holders may accept partial payments of the arrears in appropriate circumstances.
In caws where borrowers desire to
retain their homes and appear to
have the financial ability to do so, VA
Is urging holders to make reasonable
agreements with delinquent borrowers to repay the money in arrears.
If the loan is insoluble, it may be
devisable that the borrower put the
property up for sale. In certain instances, holders may postpone
foreclosure to allow the borrowers
more time to effect a private sale.
When attempts at private sale are
unsucceedul, holders are encouraged teaak thi borrower to surrender
the deed in lieu of foreclosure. Acceptance of the deed saves on
fereclosunt costa, cuts down on possible decreases in the value of the property, avoids having a foreclosure on
the borrower's credit record,
removes the possibility of the
veteran becoming indebted to the

government, and results in the claim
being 'paid several months sooner
than if foreclosure was held.
Veterans who may find themselves
in financial 'difficulty concerning
their GI home loans are encouraged
to work with the holder of the loan

business mirror

and with the nearest VA regional office
In other words, talk the situation
over with a representative of your
nearest VA office and also with the
mortgage holder to see what (+norm
are available to you

by john cunniff

Recession changes
lifestyles, habits
NEW YORK 1API
The recession
has had its impact in obvious ways,
such as throwing people out of iobs,
but it has also changed their habits in
many more subtle, less noticeable
ways.
More than a million households,for
example, disappeared at one time or
another during the recession, as
parents moved .in with children and
children with parents and singles
with other singles.
They cut their spending and they
repaired their old cars and they ate
less red'meat and they took vacations
closer to home, U at all, and they
forced economies on their local
governments
In business, the recession taught
companies how to pare their inventones and otherwise run a tight
operation, and it made them aware of
the need for quality and of the
necessity to serve rather than exploit
It also reminded business that the
Latest theories out of the business
schools wouldn't save any company
If its management continued to
violate the old-fashioned rules of
common sense and practicality
It made non-profit organizations
more aggressive in their pursuit of
contributions, congressmen more attentive to the money they spent, local
governments more aware of their
dependence on the federal government.
An attitude was changed In the
1980s everything Seemed possible,
and that feeling was so real that people went out and tried the impossible
Individuals, businesses, academic in-

%Millions. charities and governments
all got the idea they could do more
than ever before, and do it effortlessly and perpetually
All have withdrawn to their shelLs,
overwhelmed by inflation and

economic shrinkage, and shocked by
the realization that everything isn't
possible
that, for example, a
government cannot provide social
services without charging for them
- or else running a deficit or forcing
inflation on the economy
The recession forced
managements to make the hard decisions. Subsidiaries acquired during
the great "growth" days of the last
1960s and 1970s were sold off or abandoned in the 19110s for the simple
reason they were unprofitable
It forced unions to accept the hard
realities. Collective bargaining settlements in 1962 provided the
smallest average wage increases
since the late 1960s, when such data
were first collected systematically
n Anyone can make a list of what the
great recession did to them, and if
there is any common theme it is probably that people are less assured
than before, which may be another
way of saying they have lost confidence
People have learned to stay home,
say the executives oi a company that
keeps a check on such things. The
development of a variety of television channels has helped, but so, apparently, has the recession
And investors in the stock market
seem to have returned to the Blue
Chip stocks

Deaths reporteil in hide Mrs 1-..),1
Itarnst.) Palmer. ;I. and MI s Susie
Farris,84
Mr and Mrs Filward Dowd) Ni
will celebrate their :anti wedding an
niversar) on More It 10
Mrs Clifton Campbell and Mrs
Roy Starks eel Theta I hpartment of
Murray Woman's Club are pictured
se-reciting the hearing of LINil
Russell, third grade. student at
Robertson School This is an annual
project of the departinent
Bill Furgerson has been named
Murray State University e-hainnan
and Ja) Richey WI Mtit1 Student
chairman for the Red Cross Fund
Drive tee get underway March I. according to A W Sunnintiunis. .1r
general chairman for Calloway
l'ounty

Twenty years ago
Nine clinics to give the Sabin Oral
Polio Vaccine will be conducted
throughout Murray and Calloway
County on March 3, according to It I.
Cooper of the Calloway Cowity
Health Department
1)caths reported include Mrs Sanni
eille Downs,81, Bruce A McKendree.
four days, and Michael It McKendree, two days
I)r Ralph Woods, president of
Murray State College. spoke about
•'Between Yesterday and Tomorrow" at meeting of Ow Murray lions
Club Ile was introduced by George
Lilly.
Betty Jones. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs H B Jones of Murray, and Joe
Lawrence, son of Mr and Mrs
Nathan Lawrence of Fort Myers,
Fla , were married Feb 7 at Goshen
Methodist Church
Mrs Max Hurt and Mrs J V Stark
were speakers at Founders Day program of Kirk.sey School ParentTeacher Association

Thirty years ago
The State Property and Budding
Commission at Frankfort announced
It had authorized an architect to
draw up plans and epecificationi for
a new $250,000 gym at Murray State
College
A tree planting demonstration will
be conducted March 12 on the
Tremon Beale farm four miles south
of New Concord
"Z. Enix is a craftsman when it
comes to upholstery and refinishing
of furniture," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C
Williams

murray today
Nitirray Ledger it
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Eastern Star chapter inspected by Worthy Grand Matron
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of Eastern
Star was inspected by
Marilyn Crowe. the wor'
thy Grand Matron of Kentucky.on Feb. U.
A banquet was at Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6 p.m. with approximately 27 in attendance.
The inspection was in
Masonic Temple on
Highway 121 North with
Pam and Rickey Alexander presiding as worthy matron and worthy
patron respectively.
The meeting opened
with an addendum in
honor of worthy grand
matron. Judy Henry sang
•'I Know Who Holds
Tomorrow's-. and —How
Great Thou Art", two of
worthy grand matron's
songs. She was accompanied by Louise
Short.
The presentation of
gifts followed.
The meeting was,larmalty opened and the
following were introduced and welcomed:
Mrs. Crowe; Mary Ann
Cates. past grand
matron; Bob McKinney,
past grand patron of Kentucky; Jane Kirkham,
associate grand matron;
Thelma McKinney,
associate grand con-

MATH CLASS — Dr.
Willis Johnson, professor
at Murray State University, worked with Jean
Hurt's fourth grade math
class at Carter Elementary on chip computers.
He will be working with
the class at their school
and at the university on
various mathematical
processes. In the top picture Dr. Johnson works
with Troy McClure,
Bruce Arnbergey, Jason
Farley and Tony Davenport and in the side picture he is showing his
'bag of tricks' with Ronnie Thorn

Dole Ley?
drawing
accepted

&actress; Dixie Warren,
grand Adah; Jean
McMillian,grand Esther.
Grand chapter committee members were luta
Hutaxi. relief: Hardin
Alderdice, chairman of
board of directors of the
Rob Morris Home;
Luther Proctor, transportation and also member
of OES Home Board.
Deputy grand matrons
present were Louise
Craver, District IS; Mary
Bellew, District 22;
Deputy grand patrons
present were Charles
Stoker, District 16; Dr.
Robert Yoak, District U.
also worthy patron of
Alford Chapter No. 445
Grand representatives
of other jurisdictions in
Kentucky were Leora
Yoak. Wyoming, also
worthy matron of Alford
Chapter 445; Thelma
Burkeen„ North Carolina;
Eleanor Clifton, New
Hampshire; Kate
Richardson, Michigan;
Worthy matrons present were Ruth Donelson,
Temple Hill 511; Jackie
Caraway, Clinton Star
539; Ruby Byers. Hardin
277.
Worthy patrons present
were Jerry Lassiter,
Temple Hill 511; Charles
Caroway, Clinton Star

539; Cannel Byers. Hardin 277; James Demery,
Grand Rivers No. 484 of
District It
Distinguished Mason
present was Roy M.
Taylor.
The offering of the
evening will be sent to the
Heart Fund, one of the
worthy grand matron's
objectives.
Receiving of petitions,
balloting and initiatory
work were exemplified.
Following the closing of
the chapter, a social hour
was conducted for
members and visitors.
The theme of decorations
was worthy rand
matron's fun emblem,
"Smiling Faces Going
Places."
The tea table was laid
with a white cloth trimmed in lace. The flower arrangement was red
gladioli, worthy grand
matron's flower, arranged in a wine cooler. Appointments were in silver
and crystal.
Punch, fancy cookies,
nuts and mints were served to more than 90
members.
Those serving as officers were Pam and
Rickey Alexander, worthy matron and patron;
Thelma Farley, associate

patron;
W„,,,

matron; Hardin Alderdice. associate
Charlotte
secretary; Manna Finney.treasurer; Betty
Dodd, conductress;
Dorothy Dodd, associate
conductress; Howard
McNeely, chaplain;
Robert Farley, marshall
Louise Short, organist:
luta Hutson, Adah; Eva
Alexander, Ruth; Peggy
Taylor, Esther; Daisy
Dunn. Martha; Opal
Ernerine. Elects; Eunice

Henry, warder; Cliff Finney,sentinelVisiting members from
other districts not
previously mentioned
were Bei Gibson, Jim
Craver, Ethelene Slice,
Jan Quarles, and Dora
Walker from District II;
Wilma Proctor, District
15; Rose Dever's,
Frankfort Chapter No.93.
The next stated
meeting will be March 8
at 7:30p.m.

Newborns, patients released
Census at .MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
Feb. 21, was 160 adults
and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Karen Eldridge and
baby boy, Rt. 3.
Lori Ann Milam and
baby boy, Rt 2,
Buchanan,Tenn.
Dianne Bucy and baby
girt, Box
Puryear,
Tenn.
DIsmissall were as
follows:
Charles Wade, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Miss
Kellie A. Williams, F-38
Mur-Cal Apts.; Daniel
James Garner, Rt. 6;
Mrs. Beth A. Henderson
and baby girl. Rt. 1, Har-

din; Mrs. Sandra L.
Evans, Rt. 1, Big Sandy,
Term.; Mrs. Sharon R.
Henson, Rt. S. Benton;
Steven H. Harvey, 209
South 13th St.;.,James W.
Todd. Rt. 4; Mrs. Juanita
Threatt, Rt. 1, Big Rock,
Tenn.: Bennie J. Collie,
309 Irvan St.; Mrs. Edith
L. Story, Rt. 7; Bill
Brown, Jr., Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove,Term.;
Mrs: Wanda Sue
Lawson, 804 Coldwater
Rd.; Jewell Sheridan, Rt.
7, Mayne. d; Mrs
Patricia L. Tharpe,
Porter, Paris, Tenn.;
Lewis C. Miller, Rt. 6;
Mrs. Mary Clemmie
Herndon, Rt. 5, Cadiz:
Mrs. Katie M. Green, Rt.
6, Mayfield.

Students
Compete
SPEECH TEAM — The
Calloway Middle School
Speech Team has 50
members this year.
These seventh, left photo,
and eighth, right photo,
grade students study
communications in class,
practice technicities of
speech and drama and
compete in tournaments
throughout the year. The
coaches for the team are
Patricia Lassiter and
Linda Feltner.

Dale I Asys, assistant
professor of art at Murray State University, has
had a drawing accepted
in the Appalachian National Drawing Competition at Appalachian State
University. Boone, N C
His drawing is a silverpoint watercolor work
titled "41inger Ridge VI "
The show, made up of
drawings from across the
United States, runs
through March IS Juror
for the exhibit was poet
and critic Peter Frank
Ley's, who joined the
Murray State faculty in
1977. will also present a
one-man show of his
drawings at Kansas State
University in Manhattan
April 4-25. He is scheduled to deliver visiting artist lectures and critique
students works at Kansas State April 12.

datebook

New session started

Tennis ploy Tuesday

Heim elected president

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, March 1, from 11 cm. to 12:30
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to
Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Cecelia
Brock, Annette Alexander, Alice Rouse and Cathy
Mattis; Court Two — Renee Wynn, Cindy Dunn,
Vickie Holton and Jennifer Hewlett.

Keith M. Heim of Murray was elected president
of the West Kentucky Humane Federation at its
winter meeting in Owensboro on Feb. 26. The
Federation, which includes 10 county humane
societies
tyhis area, coordinates the animal
welfare programs of its member societies and
represents them on the state level.
Featured speaker for the gathering' was Eric
Blow of Louisville, executive director of the Jefferson County Animal Shelter, who spoke oh the subject of "Animal Cruelty Investigation." Others attending the meeting from the local humane society
were Kathy Cohen and Ann Herron.

Tiell will speak
The Rev. Maurice Tiell, pastor of St. Francis de
Sales Catholic Church,Paducah,a priest since 1950,
will be the guest Celebrant and homilist at the
Lenten services on Wednesday, March 2, at 7 p.m.
at St. Leo's Catholic Church, North 12th Street. The
pastor, the Rev. Louis F. Piskula, invites the public
to attend.

Rook tournament planned

Women plan study

aeolirs1 eewaiw 783-331

The women of Martin's Chapel and Good
Shepherd United Methodist Churches will have the
second part of the book study on "Hebrews" on
Wednesday. March I, from I to 3 p.m. at Martin's
Chapel Church. The pastor, the Rev. Thomas G.
Small, will be the teacher.
•

•Isselhowl M.763-3314

Deltas will meet

NEW YEAR — The Multi-Age Program for preschoolers at the Early
Childhood Education C.enter. North lath Street, has started the new year with
special activities directed by the teacher, Marilyn Dill. Wt. With Mrs. DUI are
two students. Patrick Haney and Darwin' Glover. Persons interested in eerollins their children in the program may contact Donna Wheld.

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Tuesday. March I, at 7 p.m. at the
club home. Representatives of the Speech Teams
from Calloway County and Murray HIgh Schools
are scheduled to present the program.
Hostesses will be Mies Sue Fairless, Mies Venda
Gibson, Mrs. Shirley Sprat! and Mrs. Ronald
Churchill.
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*
*
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*

TACO TUESDAY
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Dr. Wayne Sheeks, professor of philosophy at
Murray State University, presented a paper entitled "The Relative Adequacy of Egoism Over
Altruism As A Metaphysics" at the Mid-South
Philosophy Conference, Memphis State University,
on Feb.It
In the paper, Shooks shows how metaphysical
* egoism differs from ethical and psychological
egoism. as well as how ethical altruism differs from
metaphysical altruism, and then advances reasons
why metaphysical egoism is a more adequate interpretative principle than is metaphysical altruism.

*

Sandy Lyons of Calloway County has received
ll
* certification for the completion of "Emergency
* First-Aid Procedures." a course consisting of ap• proximately 64 hours of instruction pertaining to
the immediate emergency care for victims of heart
attack. severe bleeding. poisoning or inpatation of
heelatul chemicals, choking, heat stroke, heat ex/ 110Wition. burns and various other emergencies.
* The certification was approved by the Mc* Crack= County Chapter of the American Red
* Cross and must be renewed each three-year period.
* Ms Lyons, pneently involved in out-ol-town pro'
* medical
Audios, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Items reduced.* James Ewing Duncan. Rt. I, Dexter.
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Sheeks presents paper

Lyons completes course

2 CRISPY TACOS
For

A Rook Tournament, a divisional round robin
tournament format, will be at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park on Friday and Saturday, March 4 and
S. Registration will begin at 4 p.m. Friday and the
cost will be a fee of $3 and a new deck of Rook cards
per team.
This will be the third year for this tournament and
last year's tourney drew competitiors from Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri. It is designed to acconunodate all skill levels, according to Bill
Stevens of the park. Deadlinefor registration is Friday at 4 p.m. and rooms will be available at the
lodge at last year's rate of $31.90 for double occupancy.
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FIRST OIL WELL
Edwin L. Drake brought in the-first oil Ira near
ralivW*, Pa., ill int
II
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Coming community events listed
Monday. Feb.$1
District 17 Unit 1 of
LPN Association will
meet at 6:30 p.m. Lk
private dining room or
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Bonne Pierce.
director of nursing, will
speak.
Recovery, Inc , will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Tuesday. March 1
Monday. Feb. 38
p m with Mrs Charles tian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m at church
Vinson
library
Friendship Sunday
Murray Assembly No
School Class of Westsicie
Baptist Church will meet 19 Order of the Rainbow
at 7 p.m. in the home of for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall
Kathryn Starks
Tuesday. March 1
Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet at 7
p.m. in band room of
Calloway County High
School.

Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p m at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church

Tuesday, March 1
m at Dexter Center.
from 10 am to 2 p m at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a m to 3
p m at Elks Center
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women
will meet at 10 30 a m
with Mrs. Homer Miller

Wednesday, March 2
Murray State University VITA Center will be
from noon to 4 p in to
assist all students, senior
citizens and loa or fixed
income people who need
assistance in prepanng
tax forms
-Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p in at church
--Flint Baptist Church
mission groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p in at church

Students from Springer
and Woods Hall, Murray
State University, will exMurray Duplicate hibit art works in Mason
Bridge
Club will meet at 7 Art Gallery, Hart Hall.
Chi Alpha fraternity
Murray High Band
will present movie, "A Boosters will meet at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall For today through Thursday,
Distant Thunder," at 8 p.m. in band room of information call 489-2244 with hours 3 to 6 p in at
no admission
or 753-8345.
p.m. in Murray State Murray High School.
third
Theatre,
University
Murray Optimist Club
floor. No admission will
Bethel Baptist Bible will meet at 6 30 p in at
Mission book study will
be charged.
be at 10 a.m. at West Fork Study will be at 6 p m at Horneplace Restaurant
An article written bs
home of David and
Baptist Church
Dr. David Eldredge, dean
Murray State's ChrisAleshia Cunningham
Wednesday, March 2
of the College. of Business
tian Science Students'
First United Methodist
Bible study by Martin's and Public Affairs at
Organization will sponsor Church Women will meet
Singles Class will meet Chapel and Good Murray State University .
John Tyler in lecture at 6 at 10 a.m. in Hale Chapel at 7 p.m. at Seventh and Shepherd United and Bob Holtiman of the
p.m. in Mississippi with executive board to Poplar Church of Christ
Methodist Church • Goodrich Chemical
Room, third floor, meet at 9 a.m., coffee to
Women will be from 1 to 3 Co. was published ma reUniversity Center.
Returning Students p in at Martin's Chapel cent edition of the Juntbe served at 9:30 a.m.
and "quiet-time" lun- United will meet at 11:30 Church.
a a 1 of Operations
Community Chorus will cheon.
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Management
rehearse at 7:30,p.m. at
Murray State University
Hazel and Douglas
Titled • •A l'ost
First United Methodist
Murray TOPS ( take off
Centers will be open from Minimization Production
Church.
Senior citizens ac- 10 a in to 2 p.m. for ac- Plannua.: Model for Conpounds sensibly) Club
Exhibition by Tom will meet at 7 p.m. at tivities will be at 9:30 tivities by senior citizens tinuOUS Process
I.eCompte, senior, will Health Center.
open on first floor of
Alcoholics Anonymous
University Center, Murray State, and continue will meet at 8 p.m. in
Feb. 24. was 161 adults
western portion of
Census at Murraygirl, 2O9t2 Maple St.
through March 10.
Livestock and Exposition Calloway County
Melissa Melton and and five in nursery
Newborn admissions
Hospital for Wednesday, baby boy, tit 5, Benton.
Unusual exhibition of Center.
Feb. 23, was 163. adults
Dismissals were as ,were as follows
John Bradley's works
Kimberly Vas.sal and
Delta Department of and six in nursery
follows:
will be shown in upper
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Myrtle Colson, Rt. baby girl. Rt 2,
galeries of Clara M. Murray Woman's Club
3; Mrs Karen I.. Buchanan,Tenn
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts will meet at 7 p.m. at club were as follows:
Sheila Slack and bah,'
Debra Moore and baby Eldridge and baby boy,
Center, Murray State house
Rt. 3; Mrs. Teresa boy, Rt. I, Benton
boy, Rt. 9, Benton.
University, through
Dismissals Were as
Group 11 01 First ChrisLinda Rogers and baby Reynolds and baby boy.
March 10.4a
207 Jean, Paris, Tenn., follows
Mrs Candy 'Wood and
Mrs. 1.13/1 Hendricks and
Betty Sledd Group of
baby boy, 72 0 '7 baby boy. Rt 3, Benton,
First Baptist Church
Sycamore St. ; Jeremy Mrs ',oh Wain and
Women will meet at 7
Littlejohn, Rt. 6. Benton; baby boy. Rt. 2,
Mrs.
Mrs. Ebith Louise Buchanan, Tenn
SYRACUSE, N.Y. during sex, he adds.
The
59-year-old
direcBray,
306 South Third St.; Dianne Buil: and baby.
(
— Too many
couples don't understand tor of Syracuse's Institute Miss Angela Farmer, Rt girt, Puryear, Tenn ,
the meaning of romance, for Family Research and 4, Mayfield:- Miss Mrs Gladys Simpson. Ht
says a researcher who Education said he and his Charistine West, 1611 2, South Fulton, Tenn ;
Mrs. Patricia Shekel',
HOUSTON ( AP) — A thinks that people who six-person staff strive to Kirkwood; Mrs Anna
of
808
simplify
:the
definitions
Caldonia, Paris;
Tarry,
Rt.
7;
Mrs
Mow'
pastor here can offer a know why they fall in love
McClain, Rt. 3, Fulton; Tenn.; Gregoo: Youree,
moving ceremony for are more likely to stay love.
There are two kinds. Mrs. Shtrley Vaughn, Fit Rt. 1, Hickman; Steven
couples taking theit.mar- that way.
I.. Pitts. Rt. 6, Martin,
A clear understanding but only one leads to hap- 2;
riage vows. He performs
said.
The
other
piness,
he
Tenn.;
Jonathan D
Robert
Crosslin,
Rt
3,
weddings in a portable of what constitutes
energy
and
drains
Taylor,
Box
243, Paris,
Fulton;
Mrs.
lit•len
West,
mature
love
may
be
the
church — a red and white
Rt.- 6; - Mrs Roxanne Tenn.; Christopher Renticket to marital longevi- creates jealousy. •
van.'
"If you have an im- Pigdon, 805 North 18th froe, New Concord; Mrs
"Fm just giving people ty, according to Dr. Sol
the Spportunity to have a Gordon of .Syracuse mature relationship, it's St.: Edward Mason Flora thunpbell, Rt. ‘3,
exhausting; if mature, Shroat, 800 Meadow Benton;
Chrlitlan wedding as op- University.
Jeffrey Eldridge, Rt. 1.
"So few marriages are it's energizing," he said. lane; Billy Holloway. Rt
posed to a civil
are
say"A
lot
of
people
Almo;
Mrs. Marlena
5;
Mrs.
Gail
Davis,
Rt
1,
ceremony," said the Rev.. successful these days,
Thweatt, Itt 3, Benton,
Charles Neal, pastor of partly because people ing that violence in a Henry, Tenn.:
Angel F' Blakney, RI Mrs. Kathye Albritton,
the Irvington Church of haven't thought through marriage shows love
that
love
and
hate
are
the
2,
Benton, Plonit.r Flora, Rt I, Alm°, Mrs
the
meaning
of
love,"
he
the Nazarene.
flip
sides
of
the
same
Fern
Terrace Lodge; Dorothy Pierceall, Rt 8.
He parks his van out- said. "You hear these
coin.
That
is
nonsense.
Mrs.
Sula
Rose, Rt 3, Mayfield; Mrs Ilt•Ilon
things
like
'love
is
blind,'
side the Harris County
hate;
Violence
is
a
part
of
Benton; Mrs. Verna- Carlin. 1201 Doran, Miss
Civil Courthouse so he 'love at first sight.'
has
nothing
to
do
with
it
Howard, 1415 Vine St.; 'Asa Blankenship, Box
"The news media,
can catch the couples on
Mrs. Olive Steele, Rt. S. 7407 Regents.
especially television, give love."
their way in.
The
best
time
to
learn
Robert Ronald Nelson,
Joe
Pat Thornton. Rt 2;
"Coming out they've the impression
got their minds made up everything about love is lessons about love is Mrs. Edith Barrett, Rt. 8, 1613 Farmer, Mrs.
adolescence.,when people
Cleburne Adams, 201 Carolyn Enoch, lit 1;
where they are going to spontaneous and quick,
first start to think North 10th St.; Carl Miss Rebecca I. Eastin,
and
there
is
the
failure
to
get married and more
seriously about relating Butts, Rt. 1, Alma; Mrs. 1308 Ihuguid Dr.; Mrs.
than likely they are going realize that people who
to others, and when con- Ola M. Jones Rt. 1, Har- Jackie Thomtrion, Rt 5,
fall
easily
into
love
also
to a JP (justice of the
between sex and din; Kelzie Peeler, Rt. 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Martha
fusion
fall easily out of it," he
peace)," he says.
love
first
arises, hesaid.
Dexter; Mrs_ Modena Hutchens, Rt 7; Coy Rye.
The pastor puts a little added.
The
tendency
to "con- Latimer, Rt. 1, Puryear, 404 North Fifth St.;
For example, he said,
wooden steeple up on top
Mrs. Nellie Bell 502
the most important ele- fuse chemistry with Tenn.; James Stubof his van.
maturing" and to blefield. Rt 2, Hazel, South Seventh St ; Mrs
The vehicle is carpeted, ment of a good marriage
overemphasize the im- Mrs. Addle McGowan Edna Linn, 1404 Hughes,
has paneling, and is is sensitivity and respect
portance of sex led to 1.3 (expired) 103 Roach. Mrs Kathleen (Kerbs,
for
the
other.
equipped with a stereo
308 North Sixth St . Mrs
The least important is million teen-age pregnan- South Fulton, Tenn.
system which plays
cies last year, he said.
Anna Frerichs, 254
simultaneous
orgasm
gospel music.
Census at Murray - Riviera. Mrs Ruth
"1 have teen-agers asking me if it's normal not Calloway County Harden, Rt 5; Roy F:
to have sex before mar- Hospital for Thursday, Halentme, Rt 3
t licaston
riage. That's how much pressure is being put on
norLOS ANGELES (AP) becomes mutated, but them. I tell them it's
want to
— A gene that may pro- have concluded in mal to wait if they
wait," he said.
duce cancer when it research being published
Sex ranks ninth of 10'fi ...Then Try Our Special New
disappears or stops work- in the journa) Science
criteria
Gordon uses to
is
ingene
single
that
a
Menu! Breakfast,
ing could be responsible
and
evaluate
the
strength
is
that
it
and
volved
tumors
that
atfor some
7 lunch and Dinner Items.. All Super Good.
tack the eyes of children, located on the 13th of 23 maturity of a relationReasonably: Priced And The Calories Are
ship.
scientists said Thursday. matched pairs of human After sensitivity and
listed Right On The Menu For Eoch And Every
chromosomes.
The gene seems to funcThe team of scientists. respect, others are, in
Item...No More Guesswork!
tion differently from including Benedict, Dr. order: a sense of humor
We Mae Sitionoing Dews A Let Of Nal
other genes, that, ac- Robert S. Sparks' of and playfulness, comIkortee Toe Party - VS 641 N. Aleerey
cording to recent UCLA and Dr. A. lAnn munication without
evidence,appear to cause Murphree of Children's violating private
cancer when activated, Hospital and USC, also thoughts, doing meansaid Dr. William F. found they can messure ingful and purposeful
Benedict of adldren's an enzyme to identity things together, having
Hospital of Los Angeles high-risk youngsters even friends, not forcing a
and the University of Ware they're born. The compromise on "who you
Southern California.
genetic "marker" pro- are or want to be,"
HatediCt said scientists mises improved genetic tolerance for vulnerable
hope to investigate counseling for some aspects of each personaliwhether the gate. when It families plagued by the ty, acceptance of likes,
Is working properly, disease and may allow dislikes and varying
might protect— earlier diagnosis of levels of energy, sexual
retlsohlsoteme — a retinoblastoma. Benedict intercourse, and sharing
household tasks.
tumor widths the eyeball saki
— and portrays other
61111011 as well.
Two afferent shdn forms and new doom:dons mina
"This might be a seshort form fang mon complicated this yew. Our
cond clan, a different
preparers know the new tam laws Ind forms. We've
type of human cancer
pregnancy
crisis
House.
'a
studied them for months
Life
gene." Benedict said.
center. is seeking women to serve
genes we're talking
as volunter counselors to assist in
101
ablest are human cancer
X
The new Wm lows.
ousceptIbllity genes. You
our program of help for untimely
This years mamba one nessefogs*N1 Meek.
have oserty 100 percent
pregnancy. Training ptovided. If
cancer if you have lost
interested
please call...
the gene or it's mutated
Ores /AM -ê 11.1k,..9•S Se. Phan 131-97I
or inactivated."
APPO111111111ITS MUM
Scientists are not sure
why or bow the gene

Duke co-editor of articles
Dr Charle.s R Duke.
professor of English at
Murray State University,
is a co-editor of a collection of articles on the
reading and writing of
poetry
Titled "Reading and
SucWriting Poetrs
cessful Approaches for
the Student and
Teacher,- the collection
published by. ors% Press
of Phoenix, Ariz . offers
36 articles by poets and
tt.at•hers addressing the
problems in te•aching

poetrs to s oung people
Co-editor v.ith Duke is
Salls: Jacobsen of Northern Kentucky University
The collection IN divided into three sections
Thes are
••Perspectit es... 14 KWh
provides
the views-* of
practicing and wellknown newts like Marge
Piercy, Marvin Bell.
Philip 1.evine and Diane
Wakoski on what it is like
to write poetrs
• •Applications 14111141

Eldredge, Holdman write article

Newborns and dismissals listed

Marital longevity ticket
may be love understanding

Couples may
get service

Gene producing cancer
may cause tumors in eyes

Chemical Plant ()per,.
lions. the article
developed in elPfl JUIII•tiOn

uith a protect done for
the B i;isslrit•ti
Eldredge noted that the
Managellient of large
until Hilo s process
c h t• in t:
- ft la fit s
sometillies
ifiust
make
operating decisions
within a rapidly: chanong
et-manna environnit•rit
lie said the article
described a de•i•isionmaking aid in the form of
pr(id ucti on.p I a ri 11.1 11 g
motit-1 which is on-

II IrtittIlel%

respOIISI1t•

such i'llatigeS
prOl ItleN

Cost

to

TI1C Model
IIIII111111/a-

to • • N hat ifquestions of management
through the use ofwan int era et v
comput er
system to do lint•ar prograinnang
A spticif it ty pe of
chemical plant operation
involving 1.1 decision
variable's illustrates the
approach. and Int, real%York' situations are used
as rea iii p I
It

tIOI1 SOlUt1011S

offers sui essiul
classroom teaching approaches from instructors at the high schoo!
and university levels
*'Resources.'• which
explores ways of using
source's such as many e
American poetry black
American. poetry. film.
tape anti Assesic to -enhance the teaching of
poetry
Featur t. d in the'
"Resources" st•ction are
article's by Dr Michael
Cohen. associate pro.
fes.sor of English at Murray State, and Patricia
Holler, English teacher
at I Ault, Oak High School
in McCracken County
Cohen's article. shows
hou instrut tors can
dry .'lop poetry lessons
through the UM' of slidetape programs. while M.
Holler's article- ilt•scribes
tiou poetrs and popular

111'1110IINI rate' its I :ipatillity

IIILLsn

can

he condoned

f ect Lt el% in the
classroom
Ms Holler is a
graduate of Mai ray
State Her article is the
result of %ark &Ili' I/I her
English
urster the du-v(110n „1
Duke

ef

Mofield named assistant editor
Ray Mofield, professor of Journalism and
raduetelt•vision at Murray State Univt•rsity. has
been limited assistant
editor Of AltlerIrall Journalism, a journal of tour
naloon history in tin'
United States
His primary duty is the
re•ading and editing of
manuscripts submitted to
the Journal, which is
publis e d by the
American Journalism
Historians Association a
division of the Association for Education in
Journalism
Mafield., who has been
at Murray State mm.(1964.- has taught the
history of journalism
course on the campus
1965 He- is a
since -member of the Jackson
Purchase Historical
Society and a life
member .of the Kentucky
Historical Society The-dative of Hardinip
Marshall Counts- is with.ly known throughout the
area for his work as a
broadcast consultant Ile
was also recognized during.the 1950s as one tif the
most outstanding playby-play :sportscasters
over a wide area.
Mofield's • tenure at
Murray State includes
four years as executive'

assistant to the late
President Ralph II
Woods and si.y en yt•ars as
chairman of the Departnit•iit of Communications
lie was stIleCtril as
Kentucky Speech Coin
mutat:anon Teacher of
the Year in 1976-77 and
was chosen bs the
pre•stigious International
Radio and Te.le.visitin
Society in 1977 as one of
the 12 o ti t st a ding
teacht.rs of broaticastaa;

in Amerira
M field L.
14 ;
graduate. of Murray State
and has- se•rved twice as
president of the Alunim
Association Ile did
graduate uork in spets-li
at Northut•stern 1. 7 my-rr say. In ecanornies at Columbia I•niversity u here
he earned tht• inaste•r's
th•grer .IIIt1 in .spt•t•ch at
Siihern Illinois l'inve.rsay %% here hc, rartWil the'
HI 1)

Down Concord Wav

Anniversaries celebrated
•
By ES1'E1.11.:
SPICE:LAND
1 h
1 t h ci a y
ebrUa
w a s
Mrtheiratile for couple.;
celebrating wedding an-niversaries
Porter and •Opal
-Holland of Murras and
Ramey and Berbe I Aiy ins
cc f C cc lIe' II r ii v. p•1 e•
t elebrating their 4.tril an

It•all

%Vars..

\1111

1111'N

t te%

et,
nog the mouton fate. of
all. !Slay it be comforting
that No1114'0411' V.fat'
I think that God is proud of them that. hear .1
sorroa brat el'.
Proud indeed. of them
utiii
ualk straii•lit
sarICS
oury and Jerry Loyal, thr,pligh the dark
fend Ilan there then
and Willie and Nell Smith
lilt 'their' heads
ee I•re cele•brating ft.0
s cars together
shake auay the
fl
Well %ethers-- dining teals from ey
v. late this group were Her.
jute'and Velma Wisehart„
Who Lighteri min cuing
I ills atIll t ;t1) I Ate Ms, alit! lips. and turn ta take
ENtrIlt• Si/Iceland
The. only road that
It•ails to Ifiti c
AN cit 1111111 I OUld recall

DIET &

HEALTH FOOD

z

Two different short
forms this year.
H&R Block can
uncomplicate
them for you.

Christian Counselors Needed

roUlt1

toIA at 11 thy sunset. act

COUNTING CALORIES? C,

alto

Nit

iii fond illyint try

Two delicious new McDonald's breakfasts—a big big
sausage biscurt, and a big big sausage biscuit with egg
Both made from good, rich buttermilk and filled with
lean, sizzling country sausage And one's even $rxed with
a whole fresh Grade A Large egg,
Pull into McDonald's for your big big biscuit If you
missed it this,rnoming. don't miss It tornottowl

903 Arcadia Stmt

7534356

•

•
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DEAR AittlY How do I tell a good friend I do not want
to lend her my clothes' She is leaving for a trip and has
hinted that she would like to borrow two new dreams she
saw in my closet I bought them on sale last fall and they
.still have the tags on them'
What kind of 'acme can I give her without losing her
friendship' I've never borrowed anyone's clothes in my
life, and I don't want to lend mine Hurry, please I know
she'll be asking me soon
STIT1(

Trash to be sold as compost

blADISONVILLE, Ky. sewage treatment peed
First, it eliminates the
1AP) — You might say Is added for both used for evasive and
that the treats left behind moisture and the.bacteria often troublesosne landby residents of this which will later break ftlb. Casts of hauling garweitern Kentucky city is down the brew.
bage to often-distant
a sort of treasure.
The motet material is landfills are also reduced
DEAR STUCK: Don't look for an "excuse," tell
At least that's the hope mixed and ground once because composting
her the reason: "Sorry, I don't lend my clothes to
By Abigail Van Buren
of Organic Rio - again before storage in a plants can be located in a
anyone." If you lose her friendship, what have you
Conversions Inc., which large bin. Every 34 hours, community.
lost? A friend with whom you can't be honest.
owns the kladieonville It is emptied into two
Problems of dimposing
Waste -Recovery plant. other bins for another of sewage-treatment
The company plans to iseil grinding and another sludge can also be
DEAR ABBY We're expecting our first child, and we
DEAR ABBY Vihs Lion't gynecologists warn their
its concoction as compost three-day cycle.
eliminated, Dingman
•re thrilled My husband is a health nut lie pigs, weights
patients that after they ve had it hysterectomy they are no
for
drip-mine
reclamathwing
said. The sludge is used
that
"cooking"
his diet, takes vitamin• and gave up smoking
longer sexually desirable4.
tion, agricultural uses period, temperatures after primary treatment
When
learned
was
"Hobchild,
I
with
that
he
insistad
At age 17. I had a total hysterectomy I had tumors and
and even potting soil.
generated by decomposi- and because it makes up
that I quit smoking I promised I would and said I had.
was told I should have my uterus removed Hut had
Mark Dingman, a tion of the organic such a small percentage
but I've been sneaking cigarettes whenever possible
known then what I know now, I would have put it off as
spokesman for the firm, material rise to about 110 of the material, problems
Rob caught me and gave me a long lecture I told ham
long no possible or even taken my chances and not had
he wasn't my father. then I asked. -What are you going to
said the process of turn- degrees. Material that associated with heavy
the operation at all'
do the next time you catch me.
'Give me a spanking'''. He
ing garbage into usable has not broken down goes metals are greatly reducAfter ms surgery my husband told me that our love
said, "That's a good idea"
compost is more than 20 through the process again ed.
making wasn't the same
that I had lost rn!‘ appeal for
I thought he was kidding, but last night he caught me
years old. What's new is while the finished product
him Th•-ri he found someone else
smoking again so he put me across his lap and spanked
;,1"he same thing happened to a friend of mine After her
selling the compost.
is taken away by truck.
me with my hairbrush I cried
h‘,•terri tom% her husband said she didn't -feel- the same,
The process is relative- There are two grades of
smoking
I.
really
harmfdl
the
to
unborn
•
hole
And
is
then he took up with a young woman in his offne
ly simple. About 50 tans of final compost.
spanking grounds for divorce in New Jersey"'
Would I he wise t forget about men' I take Premarin
trash is brought in by According to Dingman,
SPANKED IN NEW .11:11:4EY
,iroi I haven t lout rm, sex drive I'm aura tive. neat and
municipal trucks each whose father, Jack,
lean and tre.iple tell mi• I 1044 about 40 I need it truthful
day and dumped onto a started the company, the
DEAH SPANKED: Yes, doctors have agreed that
,1/)•V•rr
Ahiu
Would a man ear,'
114')(tidliV uuitislied
• mother's smoking Is indeed harmful to the unborn
conveyor belt. The gar- coarse material is ideal
with me
child. And • New Jersey lawyer can tell you
bage is then separated for strip mine reclamaREA ErTE I
whether spanking is grounds for divorce.
with recyclable metals tion. The finer compost
held for later sale.
DEAR REJECTED: Yes! In ii.tot•I hysterectomy.
can be used to improve
the uterus is removed, which in no way diminishes
Rags and` other farm land which has been
the sexual satisfaction of lovemaking. A man cannot
materials which can clog played out.
Every teenager should know the truth about
tell whether his partner has • uterus or not. If he
Frames Draw
grinding
machines are The plant is the first of
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby'• booklet,
claims he can "feel" the difference, he's either
also removed and rem commercial mile in the
send
long,
•
TUESDAY,
and
FOR
$2
stamped
centsi,
self.
(37
looking for an excuse to look elsewhere. or the
through • shredder, country, though three
addressed envelope to: Abby. Teen Booklet. P.0, Box
MARCH 1, 11113
problem is not in her body. but in his head!
which can "eat just about smaller plants have Whet kind of day will tomor38923. Hollywood. Calif. 90038.
anything 'up to a operated at one time or row be? To find out what the
refrigerator,". Dingman another over the past 25 stars say, read the forecast
years.
gives for your birth sign.
After the trash is Composting garbage
NI(1101AtiV11.11:, Ky Works failed to enforce Jessamine's garbage at panics, the city of
Jessamine County ground, sludge
from the can benefit communities ARIVI
'APi
Business has an ordinance that pro- the Fayette landfill. He Nicholasville. the Judge-Executive Sherbeen so bad at Jessamine hibits Fayette County said that order has not Jessamine County man Dean said the coun- adjoining Madisonville two ways,Dingman said. t Mar.21 to Apr. 19)IA
County's only Landfill that from receiving garbage been revoked.
You may receive benefits
highway department and ty, in compliance with .
its owner and operator from other counties, said
a close tie. Luck is with
College.
Asbury
Goss,
law,
state
developing
is
a Lexing
"What we have been
ton
has decided to close the Gms
you regarding travel and dl,said.
&swami
waste
plan.
doing,
rather than banntent affairs. Collaborative efdumpsite rather than brHe said haulers were
succeed,
ing it in line with state dumping "at least a ing the waste, is resear- Long-time pastor announces retirement
ching whether we can
f°rts
TAURUS
regulations
third" of Jessamine's develop
LITTLE
ROCK
i AP - distributed around the
an enforcement
(Apr.20toMay 2)1 .
Harvey Goss, president refuse in Fayette County
W.O. Vaught, the 30-year world. The church, with
FRANKFORT, Ky. would have been an ex- put originality to use on the
policy,"
Wiseman
said.
of Consolidated Sanita- because "their rates are
"Enforcement has been a pastor of Immanuel Bap- about 3,500 resident IA Pi -- Kentucky's cellent candidate," said job. Fortunate assignments
tion Services Inc of cheaper than ours "
tist Church and one of members, is the largest Republican leaders say 5th District Congressman come your way, schedule
big problem.
Nicholasville, said the
Bob Wiseman, senior
Arkansas' best-known
their party shouldn't be Hal Rogers of Somerset. meetings with higher-upe.
(;oss said the Fayette ministers, has announced in Little Rock.
state (apartment for En- aide to Urban County
announced his counted out of the guber- -He is fairly well known Watch self-indulgence.
Vaught
vironmental Protection Public' works commis- landfill has landed two of he will retire April 17,
retirement to his con- national race, despite a around the state and GEMINI
inspected the landfill last sioner Gordon Garner. his former customers, the
Vaught, 72, is originally gregation Sunday.
decision by state GOP quite popular."
(May 21 toJune 20)
week and refused to issue acknowledged that I wingview Garbage Co. of from Versailles. Ky. For
Forgy, 43, a Lexington You may feel trapped by a
'Vaught
committeem
an
said
he
plans
Larry
to
Nicholasville
and Fac- the past 10 years; his Suna new permit
Jessamine refuse was beattorney, announced friend's moodiness, but Maspend Pus time teaching Porgy not to enter.
tioss said the problems ing dumped at the tory Services Inc. of' Lex- day morning service's
"I think he iForgy Saturday he would not tions with loved ones sParkle•
Bible conferences.
ould be cleared up. but Fayette landfill. He said ington. plus the "roll-off" have been telecast on
enter the race, but said "I Children, spouses or dates
we don't have the the Fayette ordinance accounts of seven KTHV in Little Rock.
believe we will have a make you toPPY•
revenues to do it . Our was not being enforced Jessamine County When the latest ratings
CANCER
credible candidate."
business has declined to for Jessamine . County businesses.
came out, the show was
He said his doctor had (June 21 to July 72)
the point that it's not trash
SALT LAKE CITY implanted the advised him today on the Visitors may put a strain on
"I can't blame these the highest-rated Sunday
economically possible to
Wiseman said that haulers," he said. ''They religious program.
(API
Artificial heart mechanical heart in the sidelines because of a domestic routine. Investigate
go on when the state closed the saw a way to make some
Immanuel Baptist recipient Barney Clark is Landmark operation Dec. chronic back problem I' nriPartuntbea that can be
Consolidated lost Jessamine landfill for a money. No independent formed a tape ministry weak but continues to 2, helped Clark walk a that has
incapacitated done from home. Luck comes
several customers to six-day period in October, business can compete under Vaught, and make progress,one of his short distance to a reclin- him
for a total of 17 days througblamily. •
Fayette County's landfill Fayette County gave with a municipality."
ing chair Sunday, Ms. since the first of the year.
because of :hat, more Physicians says.
(July 23to Aug.72) takQZ
when the Urban County haulers "temporary perThe landfill now serves than a million tapes of his
"I'm not going to get in- Take
The 62-year-old retired Fogle said.
up a new leisure-time
Department of Public mission" to dump four local sanitation corn- sermons have been
Clark
also used a hand to naming names," said
dentist remained in fair
activity. This is a good time to
grip
and
pedaled
an
exerForgy,
"but there are two communicate your ideas.
condition today in his
private room at the cise cycle to help him people ... whose names Creative pursuits and
would be fairly readily romance make for happiness,
University of Utah regain his strength.
"He's just having recognizable who are giv- voitco
Medical Center. It was
his 19th day on the per- what's becoming a ing serious consideration (Aug.23to Sept. 22 I/IP
routine day for him," Ms. to this."
manent plastic heart.
Shopping may lead to some
Fogle said.
Rogers, asked if unexpected purchases, but
Spokeswoman Pam
He also took a shower Forgy's decision was a you'll get good value for your
Fogle said Dr. Lyle Joyce
with the assistance of major setback to the par- money. Some family news
"told me he iClarki is
nurses and his wife, Una ty's hopes, said, "I don't —you.
still weak, but he is makLoy.
think so. We've got plenty LIBRA
ing modest progress
Clark, who has suffered of time ... We'll have a (Sept.23tooet. 22) saen
every day."
for years from em- good candidate."
A chance encounter is a
Joyce and Dr. William physema, still uses a The interest in
Porgy pleasant surprise. Writers and
DeVries, the surgeon who respirator occasionally. heightened earlier this speakers have hick. Now's the
month when ifth District time to exercise ingenuity and
Congressman Larry creativity.
SCORPIO
Hopkins of Lexington, (Oct.23 to Nov.21)MeV'
state Sen. Jim Bunning of You'll lend a helping hand to
Fort Thomas and U.S. At- someone in need and you may
torney Ron Meredith of also surprise a loved one with
Elizabethtown, then a gift. Avoid clandestine inleading the GOP list of volvements.
viable candidates, SAGITTARS
IU
arilit;(fr
removed themselves (Nov.22to Dec. 21) 't
from consideration.
Benefits come through
"I estimate that during friends. Accept invitations for
the past 10 days, I receiv- ban times. You're in good
ed calls in the hundreds spirits and will impress others
from would-be sup- favorably.
CAPIUCORN
porters,"said Forgy.
11
/6(
Porgy first said last Oc- (Dec.22to Jan. 19) 14
7?
ugh Interest Kates Competitive With Current
tober that be would not Some behind-the-scenes
Carpet
seek the nomination, but career developments are to
Money Market Funds
ee
cli
began reassessing that your advantage. Work quietly
Drupery
& Upholstery Clean*
decision after his party for success. Avoid confrontaInsured Safety To $100,(XX) By rhe
colleagues announced tions with tigher-ups.
AQUARIUS
their no-bida.
Initial Deposit of 52500. Additional Deposits
(Jan.20 to Feb. 1111 assA
Itopelent
Three Republicans — Participate
in group
In Any Amount
with this cerrpea end
Thurman Jerome Hamlin tivities. In the company acof
of
London, Ben Auxier of friends, you'll have happy
Maximum Of Six Automatic Transfers Per Month
250 sq. ft if carpet cleated
Stanford and Don Wig- times and you may also
ON« tykes iftwolis
V Ihree Of Which May Be Checks
gins al Winchester — receive some good advice.
FREIESTUAATI3
already have filed for the PISCES
No Limit On Withdrawals
office.
(Feb. lite Mar.30) Xe
The business picture
brightens. New opportunities
No Fees
drop into your Lap. Still, you
must guard against exFree Checks
YOU BORN TODAY are ImBY Dr. *WY erwhiflon•Ylor
aginative yet practical too.
MORNING
You have more self-reliance
Many folks (*specially older ones)
the typical member of
than
Another Financial Service From the Lincoln Federal Family
Niel staff said creaky les the morn
your sign. Often, you're found
in. Why? Chiropractic explains
In business for yourself.
that it is a common eoadition
You're at home in pubbc lee
suiting from the gradiuJ aging
moat ot wirtebree
and would mei'e a good leader
process The intarvertabral discs
Restoring circulation, serve
become marrow., sad Miaow dm
of a came. You're an Whiactum sad moral&'pima Wailes
to the force of gravity, vertebrae
allows better noierishimeat of your
eenier, but moat leans to
then settle down sad come closer
•
-1101111•CWO
tal
finish what you start:The prosystem
together This ammo 'idioms and
Your vertebras ars properly Whet
feasions are liable to appeal to
FEDERAL SAYINGS
discomfort, own-Willy after issacti
opted and therefore comfortably
you more than business.
V.
Imp
awls
•
seams
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
vim as aft*, a long night of sleep
Bexibie
Teaching,
mediciss
ChleopracUiti can rubes* this
Parsiesasel as a wise to the
government
and
service
ere
Murray 739-1234
discomfort fast, through the me
etimeataity by
some possible vanillas', You
;conwy socory Federal
of beat therapy. biofeedback,
Broenngmeyee
also have strong inclinations
ultrasoaad, nutritional giadaistio
Moylield 247-2616
Lexington 233-2167
LaGrange 582-3301
Health Awareness Canter
sad all important spinal &Out
towards an artistic career.
Owensboro.926-4020 Louisville 582-3301
Radcliff 351-1314
menu to correct say inisaligre
4 Miles East On Hwy.94
Birthdate of: Harry
Bela:date, singer; Reser
Phew(Sel)TWIN Oat etStift1410411110111 Murray,Kanto*41171
Other awls in Kentucicy. bN F001-800-292-4561
Daltrey, rock musician; end
Hours: a.m.tab p.m. Mmaiallttilltddat
Dinah Shore,entertainer.

Wife's Surgery Severs
Her Husband's Love

•••

Your Individual
Horoscope

•••

Jessamine County landfill will close as result of lower rates in Fayetteuid.

attorney out

ofgubernatorialrace

Clark is still making progress

Lincoin Federats
"Good Lift'Money
MarketAccount- is
insumd to$100,000

Artcraft Photography

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St.

Check These Features:

753 0035
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ElliElAt &PORECAST
Pork costs jump five percent

Food prices show increase in February
Retail food prices in
Kentucky moved up
sharply during February,
fueled in part by a 5 percent jump in the cost of
Pork
The monthly increase
amounted to 2 percent.
according to Kentucy
Farm Bureau's marketbasket survey. bringing
the average cost of 40
mostly staple food items
to 1511 70.
February's jump wiped
out a substantial one
dollar-plus decline in the
marketbasket in
January. and served to
continue a S-month pattern of erratic shifts in
the direction of food price
movement
During the period.
which began in October,
the index has declined
from 858.69 to $57 80,
jumped back to $58 64.
7eceded again to 857.51
PURCHASE EXTENSION REPS- James C. Samples (seated), Graves Counlast month then reboundty, and Maxine Scott, Calloway County, represented the Purchase area at the
ed tins month to 858.70.
State. Extension Advisory Council's annual meeting in Lexington Feb. 15-16.
A number of factors
Samples is immediate past president of the council and Mrs. Scott was an alter• seem to be responsible
nate delegate. With them is Glenn McNabb, area director. The council advises
for the roller-coaster
the University of Kentucky on local needs for Extension programs in
price changes, according
agriculture, home economics,4-H and community development.
to Ruth Ruggles, survey

coordinator Seasonal
changes in tabs on fresh
fruits and vegetables are
part of the reason, she
noted Other causes can
be traced to fluctuating
livestock prices and
depressed grain prices,
which have caused price
instability for meats and
such grain-based foods as
flour, meal, bread and
cooking oil
A number of foods
showed marked price
changes in the February
survey. Ruggles
reported
Among the
gainers_svere pork 15-cut
average i, up 5 2 percent;
beef # 5-cut averagelap..
1 1
percent: tomatoes. 20
percent higher, potatoes,
a 17 percent gain. and
American cheese, up 6
percent
On the oppellite end of
the ledger; lettuce dropped 12 cents a head to 63
cents average, a 16-percent decline, and ice
cream was down 5 percent. to SI 62 a. halfgallon
Scottsville checked in
with the lowest local

Form Bureau Insurance executives promoted
J.J. Miranda, vice replacing Miranda.
president, operations for
Bruce Knowles, curthe Kentucky Farm rently assistant vice
Bureau Insurance Com- president, operations,panies, has been selected will assume a new post as
to assume the poet of vice prsident, informaassistant executive vice tion systems.
president.
All of the above promoThe announcement was tions will take effect
made in Louisville by March 8,1983.
Morris A. Johnson who is
Miranda's career with
designated to take over Kentucky Farm Bureau
as executive vice presi- Insurance began over 35
dent of the lirm upon the years ago on July 14, 1947
retirement of T.R. Al- in the Transfer Departmond on March IL
ment. ,Shortly he was
_
Johnson also announc- made supervisor in that
ed two other appoint- department. Ili 1952 he.
ments of Farm Bureau was promoted to office
Insurance executives to manager and in 1968 was
top level posts. James made director of operaBatts, currently assistant tions. Since 1971 he has
vice president, opera- held the position of vice
tions, will become vice president of operations.
president, operations,
Miranda is a member

of Administrative
Management Society and
American Management
Association, serving
terms in various- officef
of AMS and holding a
lifetime membership on
thc Board of Directors.
He has served on various
committees, including
the National Association
of Independent Insurers
personnel Committee, a
Task Force Committee
appointed by Governor
Julian Carroll. and the
Business Curriculum Aavisory Committee for Jefferson Community College.
Miranda, 55, graduated
from St. Xavier High
School in Louisville and
attended the University
of Louisville.

He and his wife. Gloria.
have five children, all
married, and live- on
Westport Road in
Louisville.

Batts, 47, began his
career with Kentucky.
Farm Bureau Insurance
in 1956. Since 1973 he had
managed the Administrative Services
Department: earning the
title' of assistant vice
president, operations in
1982.
Batts graduated from
Henry. Central High
School in New Castle.
Kentucky and attended
Kentucky .Southern College and Kellarmine Collie and his wife,
lege. In 1980 he received Patricia, have one son
the coveted designation and live on K ulna mei
as Certified Ad- lane, in Louisville

Soybeans enter cheese market
ultrafiltration
UF
membrane with many
tiny pores, Lawhon filters
protein molecules from
skim milk and soy protein
extracts. With this technique, low molecular
weight but highly
nutritious protein normally lost in cheese making is retained.
In general, the results
of these experiments
should encourage
manufacturers to explore
this potentially large
market for soybean protein, says Keith Smith,
ASA director of research.
Other vegetable/dairy
FRANKFORT - ed the tax because he felt cheese products are on
Agriculture Commis- dairy farmers are the market, but none
sioner Alben W. Barkley already under heavy have this combinatioa of
II, has written members financial burdens.
proteins or are prepared
of the Southeast Associathis way
the same as
Most important, he
tion of State Directors of
natural cheese, Lawhon
Agriculture to urge their said, the tax is not likely says. .
opposition to the $1 per to reduce production to
Most processed cheese
hundredweight federal any significant degree.
Is made using caseinate,
milk tax scheduled to go
"Without • production a dairy product imported
Into effect April 1.
decrease, we will never from New Zealand. U.S.
"Unless we, as solve the dairy problem," milk is used for milk or
agricultural leaders in Barkley said.
made into natural cheese.
our states, take action.
Since USDA has invited The soy/milk protein
this tax will go into effect pa& comments on the blend could be useful in
with its devastating im- tax. Barkley said he was processed cheese appact on our dairy urging the other State plications as a substitute
farmers," Barkley said.
directors to express their for the expensive caBarkley said he oppos- opposition.
seinate product.

. Mnunnun. Pizza fresh proteins can be blended
from the oven. Tomato together to make a highsauce, spices and gooey, protein, low-cost cheese- high -protein - like product, says researsoycheese?!
cher J.T. Lawhon. One of
A new soybean and the real benefits of this
skim milk protein blend co-processing technique
that can be substituted Is that protein quality infor processed cheese may creases as the percent of
take less of a nibble from milk protein is decreased
your food budget. The in the blend.
cheese analog was
Lawhon's research was
developed by a food pro- funded by the American
tein researcher at Texas Soybean Association
MEM University.
(ASA).
Soybean and skim milk
Using a special

Barkley opposes milk tax

ministrative Manager
He and his • wife.
Shirley, have one son and
live in Jeffersontown,
Kentucky
Knowles. 43, attended
high school in Webster
Groves, Mo
and
-graduated from the
University of Cincinnati
with a 14 S degree in Industrial Management
lie joined the company
in 1971 as a Systems
Analyst, promoted to
manager, dibta processing in 1974, attaining the
title of assistant _ vice
president, Operations in
1982

marketbasket average
for February. while Lexington was at the top of
the scale Overall. Farm
Bureau Wotnen
volunteers canvassed
food store prices in 27
Kentucky conunundies
The local averages
were Scottsville, 52 60.
Greensburg, 53 49.
Bopkinsville 55 41:
Greenville, 55 45.
Salyersvtlle, 55 59.
Glasgow. 55 63 ;
Shelbyville. 56 04.
F:lizabethtown. 56 05.
Tompkinsville, 56 22.
I.ondon,57 23
Wilniore, 57 82.

Dry

Ridge. 58_04; Murray.
58.67; Henderson, 59 16:
Itrandenburv.. 59.76,
Grvenup, 59 85.
Morehead. 60 05. Cy iithiana. 6066. Lone oak,
60.93. Georgetown and
Owensboro. 61 31
Frankfort, 61 67, Suinford. 61 72, Ntcholasville.
62 00, Loutsville and
Madisonville, 62 67. and
Lexington.64
Farm prices. which at
times serve .ts a
barometer of future
food price- nine(-merit.
were- up slighth for most
major Kentut icy -growl]
commitdities during the
f
e pa r I iii e ii t

Agiliculture.'s niust rye eta
reporting period
But the ehanges. say
the Kentucky Crop anti
Livestock Reporting Service. leave all the Ina Jotgrams well below y earearli er levels Cattle
prices are just above
their early -1982 bid
amounts. while hogs
stayed well above then
last year's marks
Jim' overall index of
farm prices remains 4
percent below a year ago,
uslia notes., indicating
ar no upward
pressure' on food prices
from the farm sector

Ag department striving to
minimize PIK disadvantages
By DON KENDALL
' AP Farm Writer
.WASIIINGTON t AP)
For the twist part. there
has been an initial acCeptance of the admuustration's pay ment-in-kind
program to reduce crop
surpluses
so Ttleig as it
doesn't go too far anti
hurt local businesses But the Agriculture
Department says special
care will be taken so that
the adverse impact of
farmers planting smaller
acreage's for the 1983
harvest will be held .to a
11M1111)11111

The fear is that if too
many farmers tfon't plant
crops
or reduce them
sharply
they won't
need to buy supplies such
as seed, fertilizer and
equipment
Nationally, the problem is not-expected to be
all that great The PIK
Program. as it's called,
well give farmers surplus
commodities in return fur
reducing their acreages
of designatefl crops
The crops eligible for
l'IK this year are wheat

4+0,444t
ra44rct4..44. program...
'making a total iii 1usd
To be eligible
141;
than .11 million acres
farmer will thor to par
Thr
arm a r1,1 tic
ticipiete in the -go% ern- dustrial Fejuipilitait
ment's regular latii .statite • it Inch is head
acreage retlii, bon''Ka atiartered in 1111,•ago. III
grant which calls far .- 1) has been aniona the
percent a..reage 4 titlarks aeribtoiricNN interest,
as a condition for cettait': whirti. has espressed conprice support. anti , el n about PIK's II111).1i1
related benefit.
)mmeIm cc-ti liarker. orc,i
The PIK redo, lion tient of the industrs
could add lilt., to percent ghat!).
Agriculture
- of a farmer's rroptand
Secretarv .John It Block
the itileti acreage In abaut the effects-of PIK 11
54/111e 1.41,41.N, cmlii al bid
theic
a II Li Ti
ding arrangement. .1 pr.,
el ,
0 1111I1,
1 sign iii 1,1
&lacer's VIILLUL Li ice t unit! f.11-11111 • •
he taken from acca, pit,
fialket MICI:1”steet. t11.0
duction
this collbf
p. Inoue
A decision not -to take than - .15 iteit•t•lit cii flee
part in PIK. hoe;cc I'm
aii rage being taken Irian
will not penalize a farmer production III Silinr ummso far as his price support tips and that this %%Hula
eligibility is concerned
be undesirable •-• lie eircWhen the atiministra I'd ljlack to put blakcs
bon announced the PIK the prOgraIll to keep the
program on Jan II, of- idled land nth's,. than :'finals said it would resalt,percent
in about
million acres
'The PLK itrog ram.
taken from crop produe- however. lots 30 percent
lion this year That %mild limit on- the amount of
be in atitlitian to an acreage in a single' cotin
estimated 8 5 million ty.'s crop base which can
acres idled
be Liken old sif pritdu,
tilc
g ti I a r .1 u s•
ti4 On
44414

R44'044141.

Cotton anti

Consumers 'talk back'to producers
at annual American Pork Congress
Talking to consumers is
what the advertising
campaign of the National
Pork Producers Council
has been doing for
several years now At this
year's American Pork
Congress in St. Louis,
consumers will have a
chance to talk back about
pork; how they use it.
cholesterol, calories, and
pork's nutritional value
On Tuesday evening,
March 8, pork industry
leaders will listen as ten
consumers from the St
Louis area participate in
a consumer focus group
discussion of pork sponsored .by Syntex
Agribusiness,Inc
Participants will be
selected at random and
- will be the main decision
makers and planners of
their family)! meals. A
moderator will lead the
questioning and discussion for about an hour
without audience interaction.
The consumer focus
group exercise is designed to give pork industry
leaders a first hand look
at how consumers

perceive their product
Linda Welch, NPPCs
Director of Consumer
Communication said the
focus group will provide
valuable information that
could, help the Council in
shaping future advertising and consumer education programs.
American Pork Congress officially opens
March 9 at 9 a.m. in the
Op , fling Ceremony

Howard Baker.
TNI. Senate Majortt:
I.eader will be the
featured speaker at an industry awards luncheon.
March 9

Farm computer seminar offered
at vocational center Tuesday
The 1980s have been
dubbed the computer
age Computers are
becoming an intregal
part of many businesses
both large and small
Many area farmers are
wondering if the computer will be of any
benefit to their farming
operation.
Area farmers and agribusiness men are invited
to a computer seminar
Tuesday, at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Vocational
Center. Company
representatives will be

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

featui mg David Brinkley
of Alit News The 754
booth trade show and
educational seminars
begin after the operung
ceremony. Registration
is $10

present to show models
that would be applicable
to farming operations
They will also have
various agricultural software tc demonstrate the
capabilities of these coin
puters
If your interest is.com
puters mark Tuesday, at
7 p.m. at the Murray
Calloway County Area
Vocational Center. The
program will be conducted by the Calloway
County Young and Adult
Farmer Program

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

Wa
I

Grain
Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

We are so sure that "Keystone" Garden Seed is the best you can buy.
If for any reason you bays to replant any garden seed you buy from us, we'll furnish the replant seed free.

BUCHANAN FEED AND SEED
Certified Seed Potatoes 00.95 livedral Lbs.
Garden and Field Fertilizer- Belk Garden Seed
Perim slips at kdostrial had.

•

753-3404

FREE REPLANT-- FREE REPLANT

look for the

-

low ~hood gold velum boy* stokes it possible for ost•soN the best for Joss.
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MSU ampng final four,
battles U of L tonight
Somebody left the
screen door unlatched
'and Saturday Murray
State slipped in the beck
way, clinching one of the
four slots in the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament. March 11-12.
When Youngstown
By JIM RECTOR
State beat Akron, 52-48.
Sports Editor
Saturday the loss
guaranteed both Murray
and Morehead State, currently tied for the OVC day matchup at Bowling their fourth
loots in the
lead at 9-3. slots in the Green. Louisville teeters past nine
games.
playoffs Morehead State on the edge of recording
• • •
earned a position by its sixth-winningest
Tickets
to the Fourth
knocking off Tennessee record in the school
'
s
District high school
Tech,81-65, Saturday.
history.
.
basketball tournament
Akron 7-61, _Eastern
U of I. won 25.
games or
Kentucky i7-5a and Ten- more in 1990 33-31, 1975 hosted by Calloway Counnessee Tech I 7-5 • are i281-31. 1956 ( 26-31 and ty went on sale at 8 a m
today at all four member
fighting for the remain- _ 1948 1 29-6).
schools - CCHS, Murray.
ing two positions
Murray is looking for
Only six conference Its 20th victory which Marshall County and
games remain with three would give the Racers Mayfield
Fans are urged to pureach on Friday and their first back-to-back
chase tickets in advance
Saturday The team with 20-win seasons ever.
to avoid lines at the gate
L.SVC record _at.
game
the end of the season will pm. tmoff,(Ti the Mc- - Tickets can be purchased
host the conference tour- Cray brothers of at the main offices of
.nament
Louisville will be -aiming- each of the high schools.
Adult tickets are 83
- Fr Way' games include to Improve on individual
each, students. $2, and
Murray hosting Eastern.
marks
Akron at Tennessee Tech.
Rodney Mt-Cray has a teachers may pay student
and Morehead at Middle string of 27 stoight free prices with anin.
Tennessee Saturday its throws entering tonight's '
Thursday'
s games inMorehead at Murray. contest and he needs only clude Marshall County
Eastern at Middle Ten- nine assists to move into and Mayfield girls 6:30'
at
nessee. and Youngstown fifth place in U of l.'s p.m . and Marshall
CounState at Tennessee Tech. career standings in that ty and Murray boys
at
• • •
catagory.
about 8 15
Tonight Murray plays
Scooter Mt-Cray needs
Friday Calloway and
outside the conference only seven assists to Murray girls play at 6
30
when the Racers travel to move into the No.7 posi- p.m. and Mayfield
and
Freedom Hall to take on tion.
Calloway boys play at
I Aiuisvi lie
The Racers will be 8:15
The
Cardinals, 24-3, struggling to overcome
Championship games
smashed former ()VC Friday's 12-point loss to begin Saturday
at 6:30
member Western Ken- OVC- cellar-dwellar p.m lgirlsi
and 8:15
73-62, in a Satur- Austin Peay which was (boys)

fit

covering
all fields
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Chet Simmons. commissioner of the United
States Football League.
says his fledgling
league's signing of
Herschel Walker and
some other top college
players does not mean a
declaration of war
against the established
National Football
I &ague.
Rankin Smith Jr, OM*.
dent of the NFL's Atlanta

rloors•tiors

Friday
s
'

Falcons, had called the
signing of Walker by the
New Jersey Generals the
start of a war.
"What are they worrying about
because
we've signed some of the
players they wanted"
Simmons said Sunday.
**We've done very nicely.
but if this were war we'd
have Stanford quarterback John. Elway and
i Illinois quarterbacks
Tony Eason locked up in

Haskins calls 'foul'
in loss to Louisville
BOWLING

GREEN,

Western Ken-

tucky Vouch -Clem
Haskins agreed with at
least one call the officials
whistled in his teani's college basketball game
with No. 5 Louisville -- a
technical on the hilltopper coach
But after his team's 7362 defeat Saturday night,
Haskins hinted his
technical may. have been
the best call of the night.
The Ifilltoppers. 12-15.
were whistled for 24 fouls

to Louisville's
10. The Cardinals connected on 17 of 25 from

compared

the charity stripe

while

only 7 free
throws the entire game
Western shot

"Anytime
about

the

you talk

officiating

it

sounds like sour grapes."

game

at

stretch of the Ohio Valley Conference race but
face non-confenInce
foe Louisville tonight at 7 pin. at Freedom Hall.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

sparked a Cardinal
second-half comeback scoring 10 of his 14 points
after intermission as
Louisville raced - cid to
their own 11 point lead.
The Hilltoppers could
(-cane no closer than nine
the remainder of the
game.
'That's the first time
can remember us being
down that far so early."
said Louisville Coach
Denny. Crum.- "I
wondered how our
players would react
-When you play on the
road, you find out what
kind of character your
players have and our kids
didn't quit."
Haskins also praised
his team's effort.
- We played with
perhaps the No. 1 team in
the nation." Haskins
said. "We played outstanding early, we just ran
out of gas in the stretch.
"But we'll gain
momentum from this going into the (Sun Belt )
conference tournament."
Milt . Wagner and
Rodney McCray also added 14 for Louisville, which
upped its record to 24-3
and 10-0 in conference
play. Charlie Jones had
13 points and 12 rebounds.
Percy White paced

a hotel room
somewhere."
Among the outstanding
college players signed by
USF1. teams are All
American wide receiver
Anthony Carter of
Michigan, running backs
Tim Spencer of Ohio
State, Kelvin Bryant of
North Carolina and Craig
James of SMU, quarterbacks Tom Ramsey of
UCLA and Reggie Collier
of Southern Mississippi.
and Ohio Statelinebacker
Marcus Marek,
Simmons said he approved the contract between the Generals and
Walker because three
legal briefs indicated a
policy against signing
underclassmen would not
have held up in court.
He said that if the

presented us with a legal terest of encouraging any
brief, and we had two of of our teams to do this.
our own." Simmons exSimmons said he "had
plained. "All said it was trouble" with the signing
fruitless to try to defend of Walker "on a personal
our eligibility rule. No issue" because he had
anti ever put a fist on the supported the USFL rule
table and said,'We're go- against early signings. "I
ing to sue you,' but a honestly said it and
lawsuit Was always im- believed It," he said.
plied.
Simmons said he
"If there was a
changed
his mind in the
challenge to our eligibility rule and we tried to de- Walker case on advice
fend it and lost, there from USFI.counsel Steve: •
would have been a court Ehrhart and other
decision striking down Lawyers.
"The exception for
the rule and we would
have had no defense Herschel Walker was
based on his ability,
against it.
"By making Walker an maturity and acexception, the rule is still complishments." he said.
in effect and at least we "I've disapproved more
have that to deal with if a than 200 contracts for
kid comes along and players who have dropwants to sign before he ped out of school and.
former Georgia star had
completes his eligibility. wanted to play in our
league, but whose class
taken the USFI, to court If - you lose a court suit,
and won, it would have
then you face the whole hasn't graduated."
opened the door for every
world at your doorstep. I
Simmons said he
underclassman
to
don't think a wholesale thought the USFL "overchallenge the rule.
exodus from college whelmingly gained
"Jack
Manton
would do any of us any credibility" by. sighing
Walker's agent) good and I have no in- Walker.

Calloway takes two titles Saturday
In championship break. That was against
games Saturday in the North Marshall and we
Lyon County Invitational came back and beat them
Basketball tournaments, later in the year."
Calloway County Middle
"The key to our win
School teams came away Saturday was they
with a winner and a run- (Providence) were bignerup.
ger, but they couldn
'
t run
In the Fourth District with us. We used a halffreshman tournament at

court trap and scored a

North

lot of points off that. Our

Marshall

School

Middle

Saturday,

the

the
Calloway
County
officiating was poor. At
freshman girls remained
certain tunes it kept us
undefeated in capturing
out of the game.
the championship there
"But that's not to take
in a 37-22 battle with host
anything away from
North Marshall.
Louisville. They beat us
The CCMS 7th grade
fair and square. Even if
boys squad was undersizwe got all the great calls
ed and out-rebounded by
we would not have beaten
a taller Providence team,
the Cardinals."
but the CCMS boys capWestern exploded in
tured the title with a 39-21
the first half and led by as
victory.
many as 11 points before
"I
'
m really proud of
Louisville whittled away
this team.
" said Birch
the Hilltoppers ad- Western with 19 points. Kinsolving. CCMS coach.
vantage to take a 38-36 Bobby Jones had 14 and "They finished the year
halftime lead
Tony Wilson had 13 points 10-1 and their only loss
Lancaster Gordon and 12 rebounds.
came before Christmas
Haskins said. "I think

defense

was

Saturday,
"

just

Kinsolving

said.
Stubblefield

Alexander

added

eight

and Patrick Gupton and
Fred Jones each had six.
The

CCMS lith
dropped

grade

a

Baptist in the championship game Saturday. '
Orr bad 10 points

and Alan Cothran had 11

I *Same*
I17

7534971

Coast

eimasmike. Aloft.

shall.
Cindy
frosh

Lassiter, CCHS

coach,

balanced

received

scoring

from

Anita Hill, Amberly
and

Christi

Moss

Anderson,

each with nine points.
Tracy
Sherri

Eldridge

and

GalWnore added

four points apiece to the

All Stars
win title
Calloway County
'
s fith
grade All Star basketball
team won
'its division in
the Lyon County Invitational Tournament Satur-

rebounds in the loss. The
The

locals

Lakers wrapped up their
season with an 64 mark.

defeated

Calvert City,33-28, for the
title.

The

CCHS

girls took an

freshman

114

Mark Hatcher and Darseason
McCuiston

each

pumped in 11 points and
Tim

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
mow

Annitrong

added

nine in the victory effort.
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The

CC

squad

over-

came the abeence of standout center Johnny Ahart
who was sidelined

with

the flu.
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Former Calloway
County High center Brian
Tibbetts who moved tow
Memphis last fall has an.
cepted a full basketball
scholarship
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Tenn.
attended,

ilapttat

senior

Scheer

year

and

averaged 27 points. lire.:
bounds, five
blocked
shots and four assists
game.
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DeVoe calls Turpin 'most dominating'
LEXINGTON, Ky
1API - Freshman Kenny
Walker received most of
the praise after Kentucky's 041 victory over
archrival Tennessee, but
Volunteers' Coach Don
DeVoe didn't overlook
Wildcat center Melvin
rue*.
Playing with four personal fouls, the 6-foot-11
Turpin ceatributed 18
points and six rebounds in
Sunday's nationally
televised Southeastern
Conference basketball
game.
He ripped the Vols for a
career-high 42 points
earlier this season.
"Turpin makes a difference in this league."
DeVoe said. "He is the
most dominating player
In the league, really an
impressive player.
"If Kentucky wins the
season championship, I will vote for
Turpin as most valuable
player."
DeVoe's statement was
something of a surprise
since Dale Ellis, the Vols'
All-America forward, is
generally considered the
SEC's top prospect for
this year's National
Basketball Association
draft.

regular)

Ellis demonstrated his
worth Sunday 'with 31
points and nine rebounds.
He was held without a
field goal for more than
13 minutes in the first
half, but hit four in a row
as the Vols outscored
Kentucky 14-2 to take a
34-32 halftime lead.
DeVoe, however, said
the league's MVP should

be "a player from the
championship team."
"What individuals do is
secondary to what the
team does," he said.
"This is the best Kentucky team I've seen
since I have been at UT.
It has quality and
ty
"... Turpin, along with
(Dicky) Beal and Walker
coining off the bench, ts
what makes Kentucky
outstanding. They are the
key players."
The victory boosted
Kentucky to 20-5 overall
and 12-4 in the SEC. With
two league games remaining,the Wildcats are
assured of no worse than
a tie for their 34th conference title.
Walker figured prominently in Sunday's victory, leading the Wildcats
with 19 points and 10 rebounds before a Rupp
Arena record crowd of
24,185.
Beal, showing no ill effects from a knee injury
that benched him for
more than a month, chipped in with seven points,
dished out six assists and
orchestrated Kentucky's
floor play in the decisive
second half.
A field goal by Myron
Carter gave the Vols their
Last lead at 45-43 with
14:12 to go, but Beal's 12foot jumper tied the score
for the last time.
Walker then scored on
a tip-in and sank a short
Jump shot that gave Kentucky a 49-45 lead with
10:38 remaining.
Walker added two more
field goals in a 10-0
charge that swelled a

one-point Kentucky lead
to 61-50 with 4.35 to go
Beals three-point play at
the 321 mark gave Kentucky its longest lead, 6452.
"Kenny Walker came
In off the hab^i'h "".4 Aid a
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Mr.'Body Beautiful'
builds ultimate frame
By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
If Chris Dickerson had lived in Ancient Greece,
Virgil and Homer would be writing sonnets about
him and a statue of him would be sitting on a hill in
front of the Parthenon.
Dickerson is not a famous athlete, as such. He
never ran the marathon or threw the discus. He
never pinned a wrestler to the mat or swam the
river. He merely measures up to the Greeks' loftiest ideal — he is the "Body Beautiful."
Chris Dickerson is the reigning "Mr. Olympia,"
possessing what is recognized as the finest male
physique in the world. Before that, he was "Mr.
USA" and "Mr. Universe."
Even his muscles have muscles.
As "Mr. Olympia," Dickerson is not called upon
to do heroic sports deeds, such as hitting 61 home
runs a year, running for 280 yards with a football
tucked under his arm or knocking a ring opponent
on his ear.
All he has to do is stand still on a stage, flex his
muscles and watch them ripple while the ladies in
the audience say,"Ahhhhh."
His profession is body-building, and don't tell him
that's not sport if you don't want an 18-inch bicep
wrapped around your neck.
"Body builders," insists Dickerson, "are' the
ultimate in sports. We don't try to outlift anyone.
We don't psyche ourselves up, squat, grunt and
groan under 1,000-pound barbells. With controlled
weight-lifting, we try to develop the perfectly symmetrically proportioned body."
Dickerson was in New York over the weekend for
an appearance before the Police Athletic League,
one of his numerous charities. Beyond this, he
makes about $500,000 a year with endorsements,
personal appearances and coaching at Gold's Gym
In Los Angeles, his present home.
Contrary to legend, Dickerson didn't come by his
magnificent physique the way it's portrayed in
those kids' pulp magazines.
He wasn't, he insists, a skinny guy walking along
the beach with his girl friend when a big bully
comes up,throws sand in his face and walks off with
Wight
"I got fibulae because I wanted to bit an open
singer," he said.
Born of well-to-do parents in Montgomery, Al.,,
one of identical triplets, he traveled to New York in
the late 1111104 to enroll in the Academy of Dramatic
Arts and Paul Mann's Actors Workshop. His aim, In
order of priority, become an opera singer, an actor
or ballet dancer.
H.was a natural tenor but his teacher suggested
that be might improve his range if he built up his
chest_ He was 23 at the time. He immediately enrolled in a gym and took up weight-lifting.
Today, his operatic and acting skills on a beck
burner, he is 43, built Ilk* a cross between a fighter
and a halfback and earning a Mc* livelihood showing everybody — as he puts it "what God bath
wrought"
"I would like for people to feel that if man is made
In the image of God, then the human body is a thing
of power and beauty," he said.

great job for u.ssaid
Charles liurt, who with
Kentucky Coach Joe B Dirk Minniefield and
1)erHall "Dicky Beal picked rick Hord was play trig
his
us up and Pus big Play final home game, added
right at the last, where he 12 points for Kentuck
y
drove in for a layup, was Michael Brooks scored
14
certaudy one that gave us points for the Vols, wh,
breathing room."
dropped to 17-9 and 94.
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'Virginia Woolf'termed simple on the surface but also deeply disturbing, revealing despair
e•obtrusive. The thresghent the pkiy are
his failure which has kept (factions, demonstrated drunker and drunker character development further evidence of
with
her from being her talent and versatility often responding
and the dramatic build outstanding directing.
incompletely
of
role
something
difficult
the
in
engage
somebody. They
In what one critic has Martha. She is very appropriate.
resigetation of pope
As always, Technical Nom law allows
called "verbal believable as she
transMits a smoldering Director Bill Peeler's setmasochism."
VATICAN CITY (API the Roman pontiff
Over the course of their anger often erupting into ting was an integral part
Roman Catholicism's resigns his office, for
23 year mamage they loud outbursts. She gives of the play, providing
code of canon law validity it is required that
new
needthe
and
mood
and
a
vocal
both
the
role
e
U
have become adept at
the first Specific the resignation be freely
provides
tearing each other apart emotional range it needs ed realism. It had the
for a pope to made and duly
provisions
slightly
from
of
Martha
feeling
keep
needed
with cutting remarks. to
manifested, but not that k
resign.
They have a strange need becoming just a screeciry shabby gentility.
be accepted by sopope's
Ole
Although
I.
James
play
the
Director
to participate in this nag. Throughout
IfTWOrte
been
has
resign
"game." And their she makes us feel Mar- Schempp is to be con- right to
tha's festering anger. gratulated for taking ens generally recognised in
strongst weapon is truth.
That is from unofficial
Tracy Harrington looked very difficult task and the past, the new Canon
Marand
George
Into
of the Latin
translations
as
out
it
spells
332
staging
appropriately
succeeding. His
tha's house one night and acted
test. The law is still to be
follows:
George
limited
has
play
a
as
that
of
professional
new
for
after a party
"Should it happen that issued in English.
faculty come Nick and slightly rumpled, slightly action works well yet is
experienced
An
stooped.
Honey. He's an ambitious
4a.orr I.saiorda. Porrle
young biologist who is Community Theatre acA N
engaged in research in tor. Harrington made his
genetic engineering University Theatre
which deeply disturbs debut. He captures
George. She is shallow, George's cynical beaten
weak and not very bright. down feelings and also
The play revolves around gives us a broad emotheir becoming ensnared tional range. His out1. Legal Notice
in the web of rancor that bursts are all the more 1. Legal Notice
1. Legal Notice
George and Martha startling because of their
been filed in the
contrast with his general•
weave,around them.
AUCTION
PUBLIC
District
Calloway
The
behavior.
Ira a long play, over ly low key
I S141
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Court by Frankie
three hours, but Albee chemistry that is needed
SURPLUS VEHICULAR EQUIPMENT
Lax, committee for
has paced it well with a bet wen George and Mar4
TVA GARAGE, LAND BETWEEN THE
14 A4, • ,
Erma Lee Bradley,
to exthanks
their
is
tha
and
here
of
bit
humor
•
43 1'4 •
36 1 /.1....••••
LAKES,GOLDEN POND,KENTUCKY
incompetent. Exthere to relieve the moun- cellent performances.
`1,, •
44-400167. Approximately 52 surplus
No.
Sale
ceptions to this setNick
as
Doerge
John
60's
•I A c,i.A1
the
ting tension. In
,.
items.
vehicular
tlement must be filPew.
34 'A , c
both the play and the was also successful in
and Time: March 1, 1963, starting
Data
Sale
Ne•lAtire
ed in the Calloway
audience
the
showing
movie caused a sensation
( ppr
at 9 a.m. CST.
District Court on or
sides of his
several
rough
the
of
because
4.
Data: February 28,1983,8 a.m. to
Inspection
before March 9,
was
He
character.
language. By today's
3 p.m. CST.
1963, the date of
exwhen
good
especially
the
most
of
standards
9 11,
Registration: March 1, 1963, from 7
Bidder
hearing.
conor
anger
pressing
language isn't shocking
am.to 9 a.m. CST.
Ann P. Wilson,
13
as it was intended to tempt. His imposing size
to the Land
directions
and
For
inspection
Court Clerk
Circuit
Harwith
well
be. The theme, though, is contrasted
18
Between The Lakes sale site, contact Wayne
rington's smaller,
one.
an
adult
definitely
21
Howard, telephone area code 502/924-5679 or
A final settlement
The four actors appear- weaker appearing,
5602.
of accounts has
2S
4
ing in this University stature.
Items to be sold include sedans, sedan
been filed in the
As Nick's wife Honey,
Theatre production are
30
2
pickups, vans, platform trucks,
deliveries,
Calloway District
a Kani Jo Spencer provided
do
cast.
They
well
34
33
tractors, 4-wheel drive vehicles,
truck
Court by Joe
remarkable job as in- the lighter side of the
backhoe loaders, forklifts,
tractors,
farm
Franklin Rogers.
18
In
style.
fine
in
quartet
an
83
and
dividuals
plus 25 lots of various other items including
Executor, of the
ensemble. The sheer the beginning she is bub41
40
copper, scrap aluminum, solar water
scrap
of Clifford F.
estate
by
but
eyed
wide
and
bly
volume of dialog that
45
44
heaters, portable electric heaters, air condiRogers, deceased.
each had to master is in evening's end she too has
tioners, 3-wheel Honda trailbike, boat, outExceptions to this
49 sc
48
4•
itself awesome, Linda to look into the depths of
board motors, pumps, wet/dry vacuums,
settlement must be
Begley. a veteran of her being. Miss Spencer
posthole diggers (gasoline), circular saw,
filed in the
many Community and is particularly entertainelectric drills.
and
Calloway District
University Theatre pro ing as Honey gets
REMOVAL: All items sold should be
Court on or before
removed as soon as possible and MUST be
March 9, 1983, the
removed by March 11, 1163,
date of hearing.
mAYBI i1 I TORE MONIPAY5
TERMS: Payment must be in full on day
F THE CAI NDAR Ti4l RI V
Ann P. Wilson,
r40 MORE MONDAYS
of sale by cash, certified or cashier's check,
Circuit Court Clerk
bank draft, postal or express money order,
or personal or company check IF ac2. Notice
companied by a bank letter of credit addressed to TVA. Any other method of payment not acceptable to TVA will require the
buyer to leave the property at the location
until satisfactory method of payment is
•
received.
NOTE: Other specific announcements
may be made the day of sale.
..r
TVA INVITES YOU TO COME AND PARIr.
' • ••,••'' ado•-•• r,d•
Myopic NU
TICIPATE IN THESE SALES
Ono rock of
CAN'T
YOU
NO,
AUTHORITY
VALLEY
TENNESSEE
AMP SOMEWHERE OUT THERE
selected shirts owl
VOLUNTEER
MARKETING BRANCH
IN THE DESERT. MY
SECTION
SURPLUS PROPERTY
jackets. 104111C1141
HARRIET BECAUSE
8ROTHER,SPIKE IS
CHATTANOOGA,TENNESSEE
SHE ISN'T HERE
to
SURROUNDED BY COYOTES
/
Joe C. Sparkman,Supervisor
HAE TO RESCUE HIM '
$5 —
Tel • • 615/751-2801

a powerful statement and
an example of dramatic
theatre at its best It
played Thursday through
Saturday at Murray
State's Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.
- Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf" is a
simple play on the surface, but below the sur-

By FRANK BLODGETT
"Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf" is a
deeply chsturbing play. It
shows us a side of
and ourselves, most of us
would rather not think
about - disappointment,
disillusion and despair.
But Edward Albee's
1962 Broadway success is

face there are swirling
emotions as dangerous as
an undertow. George and
Martha are a middleaged couple who live in a
small New England college town. He is a "bogged down" history professor and she, the
daughter of the college
president, is bitter about
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NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against These
Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date
Of Qualification.
Nellie A. McCallon,
Rt. I, Kirksey, KY
42054 Deceased,
Jewell McCallon,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, KY
4 2 0 5 4 Administrator, J. Wm.
Phillips, 401A
Maple St., Murray,
KY, Attorney.
Ima Owen Falwell,
843 Hurt Dr., Murray, KY Deceased,
James E. Owen,
151$ Cardinal Dr.,
Murray. KY Executor. Sid Easley.
8114 S. Sixth, Murray,KY,Attorney.
Tolbert L. R.
Moore, 7711 Artesian, Detroit, MI
111224 Deceased,
Jessie D. Moore,
7711 Artesian.
Detroit MI ens
Executrix. Stephen
C. Seeders. Maio &
7th. Murray, KV,
Attorney,
Allen Wells, Rt. 3,
Murray, KY,
Deceased, Lana
Wells, Rt. 3, Mr.
ray,KY,EsecutrIll,
Robert 0. Mar.
& 8th, Mrsy,
KY.Attorney.
0. Paul KuldNii,
RL 4.Ilaafarm.NY.Doosilsod.
Lois C.Zosiach,Rt.

4, Box 238, Murray.
KY, Executrix,
Wm. Donald
Overbey, 291 Main
St., Murray, KY,
Attorney.
Jesse Audrey
Reaves, Rt. 1,
Hazel, KY, Deceased, Glindel Reaves,
868 Riverside Dr.,
Ormond Beach, FL
3 2 0 7 4 Administrator, Robert
0. Miller, 201 S. 5th,
Murray, KY, Attorney
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
An annual settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court, by Virginia
Morgan, committee
for James E.
Grace, incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
Mardi 9, 1983. the
dater/ hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
A periodical setHonest of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Cava by Cabinet
For Hams•
Resources, committee for Vivian
HaimpbreY, Incompetent. Exception to this settlemeat Meet be flied
la the Calloway
Disbict Coed as or
botorr,March 9.
11113, the dote of
howity
Anal P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
A final settlement
of accounts has

hrs. 9-9 Daily
1 -6 Sender
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your Roots
144111P
together
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photos copied into
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STUDIO
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tot me aloroodoow,
trim Imo ow Sass Sep
oil So go ow
Ins Sate MI to aree
so lloodoys.
Thorelloys and Wow
MOW staleleSill,
P•IMAC. WALK
I4I5l.Nei

1.41.G Complete Glass
Co nas an types of glass
mirrors and
Cut to all saes and
snipes We install store
fronts. replace
aluminum dOors,
claws. ninon. kictS
and weatherstrips. We.
Asian auto *tads. fla
storm windows. storm
doors and patio POW
glass Make up slipte
cases and aicter•

frames. ie4G Glass. 814
Co6dweSer Rd 713 01116.

CUSTOM
STONE

SETTING
Uwelry

Repair,

hadn't Mow
tin, Gold Chula
Ropoit. Mods to
order jewsiry.

Man
JIMMY
Caen Sams
783-2335
•
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Hondas tebrwors
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19.3
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2. Notice

S. Articlesfor Sale

Nam S ..ã1.s7 Cal
•1S1-4444 for m i
111111141111i 111111111 ts
beigAhoo your day.
Odhirow's top 751
444S.

S. Lost and Found

For sale guns
self or trade new twin
bed yews springs arid
mattress. 3 bedroom
suites, love seat stereo
Uncle Withe's miowa
two Prom Dresses
Duren* with *Mile over
the other mint
lay
green sale 10, like new
Call 492 Los

FOund black Labrador
on
759 9417'
after 6p.rn
matching foot
COuch
QUften4,
Lost I? inch bleLk and stool, rim liner
tan female Beagle. ale mattress. platform
wearing collar
Lost bed. 2 end tables
between Oil and Martin 753 0171
Chapel Road
2 miles
South of town
Call
753 2525
1910 745 MF Diesel
Lost 3 dogs at Almo Tractor
less than 300
Heights
German hours I. T Ohne wheel
Sheperd. female
disc 165 bushel gravity
Lab
male
Bag Yellow Dog
wagon w '1 ton running
7$9
gear. 1240 John Deere
planter. 7 row JOhn
LOSt black dog. man
2 row
(twister Terrier This is Deere planter
16'
a small to medium sated Ford rotary hoe
Harvest Handler corn
oog marked, like
black Doberman but elevator w l• HP efec
Cali
smaller and has large triC motor
pointed ears .1 found 753 6156
please Call 753 5727 or TO 20 Fergerson Trac
toe, ideal for tobacco
762 2119
Call 497 1177

Home Furnishings

fast 91

tt. Farm Eaipment

6. Help Wanted

N•w Openings for
nationwide sndUStreeS,
no sales, will- train,
515.000 plus is- Year PO,
info cad I -312-931'MM*
eit 177IA
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! $75 per bun
dred! No experience.
Part or full time Start
Immediately
Details
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R I 520. P0 Box 45,
Stuart. FL 33495
Telephone solicitors for
evenings
753 1165 or
436 21)1

9. Situation Wanted
WeIF experienced man
in tobacco would like to
share crop about 2 to 4
Call 759 9645
acres
after $ 00
Will keep and care for
elderly lady in private
home. experience and
Cali
references
753 6392

10. Business Opportunity

SALES-MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

sip enuretic
'Wren unlimited
s - travel work
d and make
25,000 to
40,000 a year
ssion. Call
-800-1126-41175
r 1400-126826.

11. Instruction
ill give private
01111 lessons to boys
,
17114
and girls Grades K 6
For more information.
call 753 7791 after ap m

D.Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control
Plisiwo /S3-3114

24. Miscellaneous
AB Dick Mimeograph
and Supplies, good
condition, complete
pkg $115 Call 753 77111
Air Compressors
commercial S horse
power. 60 gallon tanks.
15 1 CFM per minute.
retail S1,295
special
569$
We deliver
901 749 0091 day or
night
6
Martin Houses
rooms, $72 99 12 rooms
533 99 II rooms. 544 99
24 rooms 559 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris

Flat bottom boat and a
color T V Call 759 1471
after Sp m

11660 Embassy 3 bed
room
$3 $OO or best
offer Calf 753 773.7
t/io0 oAtioa. 'name 1
bedrooms
1
baff.
75311672
12177 Townhouse
bedrooms all appliac
ces. all *let tri; under
pin Cam 437 opt
1975 Flamingo tbitis
bedroom I . bath e
lira large living room
and a 1•12 Out builOin%i
included L.Orated af B 4
Fox
St
/S3
Meadows
after 5 300 m
Three bedroom 106,
Mobile home
Owner
will sell home and rent
large lot to buyer C
753 1791 after 4p fn.

A 1 2 or 3 BR
nevyiy
furnished, natural go.,
or electric neat Shad,
Oaks. 75.1 5209.
In Murray 3 Dec:Woo"
private lot gas hew .
ar ciarschlioners. *
nook up 759 1305 Small trailer on B1000
!river Subdivision, all
electric. 7 bedroom. 300
ft from the water edge
$50 a enontn 43i2127
Three bedroom
I.
bath, mobile home or
large private lot Has
attached double car
port utility and storage
room
No pets
Re
Cali
terences reequired
753.7291 after Ip m
Two bedrOom trailer, .
m i le South of A imo
Heights on old 611
753 MIS

)3. Business Rentals
Mint
Werehogse
STorlfge Specs
For Rent
75 3 4 75$

25. Business Services
w

TAX SERVKI

proporiorl

1/1-

refocus. 1104 Pogo.,
Murray.

151-1425

Two bedtOOM duplex.
I N
5th. Murray
492 $225

33. Roomsfor Rent
One sleeping room. one
2 bedroom apt for one
or two singles only Cali
753 59110

14. Houses for Rent

MAINTENANCE
FOREMAN
sat

regrind to hove gonorol
of carpontry, eloctricol,
end be familiar with faro eyrie-

Appicetioes may be *Maimed it
/Aorroy-Collowiri Coney Perks
, 10th & Payee Sts., Phone
S3•7440. Deedless Mara 4, 1983.

POOL MANAGER Si
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED
Application ere Wog eesepted by *a
iCeliewey Ceeety-Pswits Wept. foe
peel semeger rad Illoperds. Applications soy be *Weed at lb. Paris Of-

fice, 106 1 Payee Sts., Plisse 7537448. Closing deadline March 17, 1983.

MANAGER
lAsfor noirte-vmar dohs boo Isnoldloto epode's for se aggressive

divides' dee te optimal espoissiso. We
rap** • shelouo of 2 to 5 years esperigees le soft moors. Minty to rolecute
helpful. We offer modem starting
ably end e complete hese*'Gasp.
Ihivesscevaent bused au Initiative.
Appir
•

Fashion Ilei
Cloosteirt

Sep*,Caster, Norm
710-1612
1081

46 Homes fcw Sale

Attractive 7 bedroom
duplex. carpeted vvith
refrigerator
stove
fireplace at Panaramo
Available
Shores
March 1
$175 month
436
deposit required
2755

49 Used Cars

Perim 6 Thermo
insoirsoce &
Roof Estate
Soottside Cam Sq.
Alorroy, lootwciy
7534451

44,..••••• •. •..

••

••'•

1111
•• a a • ••

304 N. 12t#, Norm',
Ky.
Soles

Ass•ci•tos,

lemming 101zoisos
,
Prowl*, Dam 713 1721
Aiwa gird 753 1554
S.i44, N1 4511 7266
Bey le•••• MI 2437

Ovir interest in you
pays off.
4....v.( 111111••••••••••

p4 a

I

• 1

•

Sod 121 if SHIM,
11011111 WW1

Apa•iiitinoots
mode
for yam convonirroc• •
Fell time
soles
associates

e•ening

Oates
Ems IkCatly
Tlettsi katl

153 224
713 1775

Ott istsowle

1S31311
151/511

glf Sfam
Am lemma

1531411

44. Lots for Sale

.0561

t•

..r)„ -

A

s'
.•

'
•

. hen
**
a.erage
posemeivi
G
_contort
'
Roberts Realty Co
75) 1651
•
LOrS Of • ,3
reasonable pr L. e
Neat
tout bed! 'ins home
f*Yettlit*e
** It% St udy
fen( eel van! .an,1 entr .1
1;13S heAr p• rrt. lOIS
Cr1
sforacte
KOt•
PEI/LID ,
.751
1217
Practically nn
beor Qom house
•
Itt.•
eorr.0 e le.. tr
and air
t.v.ng_ [(NM
I i hen cf

•

AKC registered
Doberman puppies.
priced to sell
$125
packing choice 71. 49111
or 733 76.37
Airo•is puppies, 6II,
.tre•lif old Feb
Champion Blood LineS.
A KC registered. W01
mod and had ShOts Call
1 312 247/ nights and
weekends

43. Real Estate

•

„

1 r'

ROOF
PROBLEMS"

•It
•

It

14 .
Se,S
:•.

40,0

8.:6

53 Services Offered
SelIlcI
CO
Ammo jai tat Alit
osil
lila
tilS1111

FOR
SALE

'

53 Services Offered

•

ante
mon
wit
etotiller to break wp

Need s second
Build up
opinion?
Itesidentiol
or

melt plot of grovnd
or gorden Coll Wet
sem 9 am 6 p rn

local references
Call Hugh Outland,
759 1711 or 153

.5

• •

$076

/53 6771

;

Iletrwas Cjo NIh E
MUM

1916 Mercury
*Meta MX 4 door.
red. ao rust, extra
clean. PS. PB, Air.
S1595.

153-1113

e *,
t*
•.•poi, •••
.,•-••••1 r•

•

ra ':

•"

.

1011 r.

c 2 ':
s"
•sl re':
Ts? xi'•
"On'e
poi•,in 4. 5.5" .
• •
.5 5
.51 s r
..ee r e r
/Or Q.., 1. .•
a_m- • On
1
•11 , LfOtag.lirt
At'
.
•
.

".
r1

Cl"

pinat.on plus
4.1r.14,(4.
You 11 appre,
fr*e
large beclroo55**.
the,r -walk
*nsets•
‘ Our it
Don I m,.., th,
535 900
Call
P
PE RUO kt 1- At. I Y 751
1172
REDUCED 10 PE 19
CENT", Owner says
sell, Now .1.41••no only
522 50(1 to, •••'is 1 Dec!
room nom, o Wed at
415 s
"et W thin
•
^ 4 • 'if an e of
hospda, r• i•. good deep
for for a garden WO
Other feature. ,r1(lude
0-fling Eoom and gas
"sem just -; alt fOr an
appOntmen!
Spann
Realty Assoc 153 7724
_
Three bedroom brick
gas neat air iorettft$on
arpet
w 0 hook UP
Carport
workshop
deep well. 1 . : acres on
Hwy
_94 East 75.1 1091

10 acres 01 larlit lOse 10
._ake Fast at.ty .1*
Concord K1 in
Turn
Of 8100d River
left off esighv.av at
Blood R,uer Baptist
Church ed,it Sell A l f.br
part of it Prone 443
3985
Weduce,i, tor qui, I sale
57 SOO Large iof in Lynn
Grove 2 acres 240 ft
Jrontage On Hwy 093
water
Small
barn
electric
septii system.
Cali 159 4935
included
or 4 3 5 4 5 9 4 atter
S OOP m_
Two lots 100000 ft
each
Will , trade tor 47. Motorcycles
'oven- value tor 4 sunee4
1910 Yamaha Y7
drive vehicle ..ity ••441
S700 Call 759 4712 after
ter 153 7681
5)0
1917 Kowasoki GP1 750
lik enew
I SOO miles 1S3 09711
Adventure
n I...ng HondA Moen with
above city noses and basic's like new low
rosvds
There is e•I mileage
Coil- 1S9 4550
(itement in every room after Sp m
of fhis rampl.ng one i 97a
Honda ?SO
Call
story girded woh pro
151 1596
garden and
es
towering hardwoods
49.
Dial 753 1492 and a)o, 0363 Chevrolet e autO
Century 21 to show you' mat,/
1900 Buick
this adventure that lust LaSebre. 1 dc
1976
fettle on me market this Chevrolet Pickup, all
week
Century 21 e•tra clean 436 7477
Loretta lobs Reaifors
1965 e•tra nit?' ((Kai
appreciates your ( all
Cruirwrolet Nova. great
irig 753 1492
condition, 6
ylinder
By Owner. Brick ranCri 4utornet4c
good gas
style Rome
n mitrage
on nes
Gatesborough with two
Chevrolet
taise
Impala
wood burning
needs work 5175 Call
fireplaces 3 bedrooms
Domino Pizza 75) 954.6
2 oaths central electr.,
Ask for wernon
•
Peat and air Priced in
Jason
mid 60's Cali 753 5755
•
1969 Volkswagen
e•
By owner newly re
(ellen, condition
759
modeled two Story
1083
_
wood frame house, with
19
72 Monte Carlo p
garage
basement
p
b
AM
FM
cassette
fireplace gas neat
3
path 9. 4 tinter, windows. good
bedroom 1
condition
0936
Call
753
percent assumable
loan close to downtown. 1973 Cart , iloc Coupe
Call 753 0569 Deviiie super nice Call
3) 000
after 5 op orn
Martin Wei s 153 373)

46. Homes for Sale

Used Cars

1,4 0.5%.1

t

1751

Aleminuns end Vinyl
'ding and Aiurnow
rim for ell houses I

110"
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Jock Glover
753 1371

'S*0 1455
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BAITEY S CARPET
CLEANING
only .06 a square foot
for normal cleorving.
Free ('Instates

CHIM CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
435-4348

So Free Column
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Harmon and Malone
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FOR SALE
First Assembly of God
Limeted At TIke Corner Of 16th & Glendale In
filerrey

Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum & Steel
50 Yr. Warranty
Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel S. Aluminum

Standing Seam Steel Roof
y
4

Aluminum Storm Windows/Doors
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FREE ESTIMATES
CALL TODAY 759-1600
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(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Mandy Reference)

F01 Rent 100 or 110
tenable acres Calloway
Call nights •
County
313 5,45 0491
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21. Mobile Home Rentals

32. Apts. For

NODGIS

43. Reei Estate

27. Mobile Home Sales

SEASONED Ideal location for any
FIREWOOD Call John retail busineSS or prO
tessional office use $250
Boyer, 753 0331
Satellite Receiver per month Contact Bill
Kopperud 7.53 1222
System, completely in
stalled and ready to Want to rent. Two
watch 4ovaa SO c Memel. bedroo-m. boas. .4s
This is a "top Of the Murray with fenced .11
line" system: 52,950 We Yard 354 5516
have Murray re
Rent
ferences
Call SO? 676
39113 or 502 251 5719
Furnished one bed
Swimming Pool wiz room
close to down
For sale 1962 and Bank town Prefer one lady
Repo Deck Pool Save 753 3513
25 percent to 50 percent
One or two bedrooms
Complete with filter
opts , near downtown
Special
1504' ()eck Murray
753 4109. 767
Pool 1999 Call 502 966 6650 or 436 7844
425$ Collect
Ask for
One bedroom furnished
Dean
apt 121 North nekt
Tillers, Shp chain drive, the Fairgrounds
No
Stratton
Briggs and
pets 753 3139
engine $269 99
Wallin
Small neatly furnished I
Hardware, Paris
bedroom apt Inquire at
100 South 13th
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EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

911
TIOuRE S
it's with *fel
peones, plumbi
electric, then
hove the answer.
Coll John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic

provided.

The City of Murray has a vacancy for the position of Petrol Officer, Murray Police Deportment,
and a vacancy for the position of
Firefighter, Murray Fire Deportment. Applications and job descriptions may be obtained at the City
Clerk's Office, City Hall . Building,
March 2nd, March 3rd and March
4th. The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer operating
under on Affirmative Action Plan.
Jo Cross, City Clerk

Police

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Pima. 153-5351/753-5352
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Deborah Huie Mr. Lawrence's
dies of injuries funeral rites
in car accident today in chapel
A former Murray resident, now a Louisville
policeweman, was killed
in a two-vehicle crash at
the intersection ol•U.S.31Ind 60 between
Clarksville and
Sellersburg, Ind
Coroner Edwin Cools
Jr said Deborah A Hine.
29. died of a broken neck
at the scene of the crash
Sunday night
She was the daughter of
Mrs Anna Huie Higgins
of Louisville and Billy Joe
Buie of Fox Meadows
Trailer Court. Murray A
surviving sister is Miss
Denise HUH'of Louisville
Ms flute had been a
policewoman three years
and was the stepdaughter
of former Louisville
Police Chief Jon Higgins
Clark County, Ind .
authorities said the crash
involved her car and one
driven by H C Dotson,59.
of I ouisville
Dotson was treated and
released while his wife,
Lucille, 53. was injured
seriously and admitted to
the intensive car section
of University Hospital in
Funeral services will
be in Louisville

William Cline
dies; funeral
to be Tuesday
Wiiaiii Ii Cline. 54.
died Friday at 4:20 p.m.
at his home on Rt 5 tie
had been in ill health
The deceased was a
former tow motor
opeta tor for LawsonSession Co lie was an Arm) veteran of the Korean
'onflict
Born Feb 19, 1929, in
West Virginia. he was the
son of the late Pete Cline
and Martha Thompson
Cline
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Geraldine Cramer
Clint'. four daughters,
Mrs. Kathy Damron.
Cleveland, Dino. Mrs
Linda Gettings.
Louisville. Mrs Karen
Lusby, Baltimore. Md.,
and Miss Debbie (line,
III 5: six sons, Gary.
Jimmy and Steve (line,
ileveland. Ohio, Michael
nd David Cline,
Louisville, and Brian
(line, lit 5
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs Delphia
Allen. Bluefield, W Va
and Miss Vennie
leveland, Ohio; three
brothers, Charlie, Ed and
Homer Cline, Charleston,
W Vii , 10 grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday aF 2 p.m in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home The Rev.
Bobby Edmonson will officiate
Burial will follow in
Parker Cemetery Full
military rites will be conducted at the gravesite by
a unit from Fort Campbell
Friends may call at the
funeral horny
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The funeral for Nathan
F Lawrence Is today at 2
p.m, in the chapel of
Anderson Funeral Home,
Palm Beach Boulevard.
Fort Myers,Fla.
Mr. Lawrence, 75, Fort
Myers, died there Saturday morning. He was a
former resident of the
Lynn Grove Community
of Calloway County.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Bar"nell
Lawrence: fotir
daughters, Mrs. Howard
flaw Ann McCallon, Ht
1, Murray. Mrs Ina
Vogaric, Cocoa, Fla ,
Mrs Jean Eldon and
Mrs. Vickie Wilkerson,
Fort Myers: two sons,
Joe Lawrence, Rt. 1.
Murray. and Thomas
Iiiwrence, Fallon. Nev
ALso surviving are 16
grandchildren and nine
great-grandchildren.'

Mrs. Barham
dies; sister
of L.K. Pinkley
Mrs Ula Pinkley
Barham, 60, Hollow
Rock. Tenn.. sister Of
I. X Pinkley of Murray,
was killed in a two-cartraffic accident near
Hollow Hock Saturday
afternoon
Tennessee State
Trooper Bobby Fuller
said Mrs Barham was a
passenger in a car driven
by her husband. William
Barham, 61, at 3 kr p in
on Hollow Rock-Vale
Road
The trixiper said the
Barham.% attempted a left
turn into a private
driveway when a car
driven by David Turner.
22, crested a hill; was
unable to stop and collided with the Flarham car
in the right side.
Barham and Turner
were treated at Carroll
County Hospital and
released later Saturday
Mrs. Barham was
former ward clerk at
Benton , County General
Hospital, Camden, Tenn
Survivors are her husband; her brother. Mr
Pinkley of Murray. one
sister, Mrs Ruby Lee
McMillin, Hollow Rock.
Term.
Also surviving are
three stepdaughters,
Mrs. Paul Newman, Huntingdon, Tenn., Miss
Billie Jean Barham, Lexington, Tenn., and Mrs
Stanley Scates.
Texas, one stepson.
George Barham, Memphis, Tenn.
The funeral is today at
2 pm. at the Prospect
Baptist Church, Hollow
Rock.
Burial will follow in
McAuley Cemetery near
Buena Vista, Tenn,
Bruceton Funeral Horne.
Hollow Rock, is in charge
of arrangements

Mrs. Winfrey's
rites conducted
Services for Mrs. Mary
Winfrey were Saturday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home,
Benton.
Burial was in the
Dowdy Cemetery in
Graves County.
Mrs. Winfrey, 91, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Brewers community, died Thursday at
12:30 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital. Benton
She was the widow of Bud
Winfrey.
She had made her home
with her daughter, Mrs.
Joyce Byrley, Brewers,
for the past 14 years.
Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Byrley,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Lona
Bridges, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Ruth Holt. Pompano Beach. M.; one
son, Orvis Carter.
Mayfield.
'Also surviving are 17
ore-ld*Wiem
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Director, actor pay last respects for Tennessee Williams
NEW YORK i AP
funeral home to pay their dead Friday in his East
Director Sidney Lumet last respects to Side hotel room.
and stage actor Tony Lo playwright Tennessee
Lumet, who directed
Bianco were among those V/ilhams
Williams play, "The
gathering at a Manhattan
Williams was found Fugitive Kind," with

Writers to be at KPA meeting here
Six well-known Ken- wnting at the University
tucky writers will be of Kentucky.
guest speakers at the 10th
Dr. John E. Keller of
annual meeting of the Lexington, a faculty
Kentucky Philological member at the UniversiAssociation I K PA) at ty of Kentucky who is a
Murray State University lecturer and author of naMarch 3-4-5
tional renown in Spanish
They are:
and medieval language
James Still of Hind- and culture.
man, an interpreter of
Their presentations
Kentucky -- mountain life have been planned as a
who was a classmate of special feature of the proJesse Stuart at Lincoln gram to commemorate
Memorial University. He the founding of KPA by
is known for his short returning to Murray
stories, novels, poetry State. the site where the
and folk sayings His organization of about 150
most recent publication is English and foreign
a IWO collection of short language scholars was
stories titled "The Hun established in the spring
for the Elbertas "
of 1974.
Dr. Jim Wayne Miller
Involvement by the
of Bowling Green, a writers in the meeting,
faculty member at which is focused on a
Western Kentucky theme of "The Kentucky
University who is widely Writer. Sources and
read as a poet, fiction Resources," has been
writer and essayist He made possible by mathas written extensively ching funds provided-by
on Kentucky
the KPA and Murray
Charles Bracelen State, along with grant
Flood of Hichmtrid. inter- awards from the Kennationally successful tucky' Humanities Counauthor of six novels and cil and the Kentucky Arts
three works of social Council.
history His short pieces.
Four sessions of the
have been published in meeting will also be
The New Yorker. Atlantic devoted to the presentaMonthly and Esquire.
-lion of scholarly papers
Or George Ella Lyon by KPA members, acof Lexington, author of cording to Dr. Charles H.
more than 100 poems Daughaday, professor of
published in national and English at Murray State
regional magazines and and K PA president.
journals of co-editor of
Daughaday emphasizContemporary Ap- ed that the public is inpalachian Poetry
vited to attend any of the
Gurney. Norman of sessions at no charge as
Hazard. acclaimed guests of the KPA.
author of two books, a
He gave the following
novel titled -Divine schedule of events in
Right's Trip." which first which the guest writers
appeared in The Last will be involved:
Whole Earth Catalog. and
A panel discussion by
• E infolks." a collection Still. Flood and Miller on
of stories set in Kentucky "Kentucky Writers" at 8
He teaches creative p m Thursday, March 3,

Man killed in accident
cARROLLTON. Ks
Al')
A 40-year-old
Madison, Ind , man was
killed and six others were
injured in a three-car accident about three miles
west of Carrollton on
Kentucky 36, said state.
police
Trooper Jim Mudd said
Gerald L Wieland died at
the scene
The accident occurred
about
p in Saturday
when a car dnven by
Donald G Griffin, 28. also
of Madison, collided
head-on with Wieland's
car, said Mudd
A car driven by John C
Bruce, 20, of Sellersburg,
Ind . crashed into the
rear of Wieland's car, the
trooper said
Wieland's wife, Edna
B. Wieland, 39, was
seriously injured and
taken to University
Hospital in Louisville.

in the Community Room
of the Murray-Callowly
County Public Library at
71e Main St.
Readings by Flood and
Still from their works all
p.m. on Friday, March 4,
In the University Center
auditorium and by Ms.
Lyon. Miller and Norman
at
p.m., also in the
University Center
auditorium.
A lecture by Keller at
9:45 a.m. on Saturday.
March 5, in the Barkley
Lecture Room of the
University Center. His
topic will be "Narrative
Art in Medieval Spanish
Fiction."

Royalty sees
Hollywood
at dinner

Marlon Brando, said he
"felt faint" when he
learned of Williams'
death.
Charles Bowden, who
produced Vilharns• last
commercial hit on Broadway, the 1961 "The Night
of the Iguana," broke into
tears beside the casket
Sunday.
gdrnund Perret, assistant director of the
American Psychiatric
Association and a close
friend, said at the funeral
home that he talked to
Williams last Tuesday
and the playwright told
him. "I think I might be
cashing in.
But Perret added that
Williams "said that all
the time

other hit plays and the
winner of two Pulitzer
Prises, apperently died
late Thursday in Ids suite
at the Hotel Elyse*. Hs
was found Friday morning by his secretary, John
Uecker, who was in
another room of the suite.
The city's chief
medical examiner. Dr.
Elliot Gross. said Saturday an autopsy revealed
that Williams choked to
death an a bottlecap such
as is used on nasal sprays
or eyedrops, and that
death appeared to be accidental.
Police earlier had said
that an empty wine bottle
and pills had been found
in the room. Gross said
chemical tests would be
done but the results
LoBianco visited the would take
several
funeral home Sunday weeks, and
he declined to
before his matinee in Ar- comment
on whether
thur Miller's "A View alcohol or
drugs could
From the Bridge." and have
contributed to
said of Williams: "He's Williams'death.
our hero."
Williams' body was on
The 71 -year -old view at the Frank E.
Williams, author of "A Campbell Funeral Home
Streetcar Named all day Sunday, and viewDesire." "The Glass pig was to continue today
Menagerie" and manyZand Tuesday.

The playwright's
cousin, the Rev. Sidney
Lanier, is to conduct an
1Cpbicepal service Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Another funeral is
scheduled Saturday in St.
Louis, where Williams'
family had lived, and he
will be buried next to his
mother in Calvary
Cemetery there.
The playwright's
brother, Dakin, an attorney from Collinsville.
III., arrived at the funeral
home Sunday to find the
coffin closed,and ordered
it opened for public viewing.
The brother, who had
been estranged from the
playwright for years, has
coyauthored "Tennessee
Williams: An Intimate
Biography." He said the
book was not authorized
by Williams and he had
not seen his brother to
diiicuss it. The attorney
said, however, that the
book was "complimentary."
The brother said he had
known for three months
that Williams' health
"was deteriorating."
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- The royalty of England
and Hollywood got
WOODMEN BLDG MURRAY 7 5 3 9 4 76
together at a gala dinner
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS
honoring Queen
Elizabeth II on the second
night of her 10-day, firstever visit to California.
The Queen and Prince Prices
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furnished by First of
Philip could see stars all Michigan,
Goodyear
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484 unc
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15%
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Wetterau
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where she was in stable
condition Sunday.
Two other passengers
from Madison, John
Parker. 18, and his wife,
Michelle Parker, 16, suffered minor injuries and
were treated at Carroll
County Memorial
Hospital and released,
said Mudd.
Griffin, who was alone
in his car, and Bruce
were taken to University
Hospital by helicopter.
Griffin was listed in
satisfactory condition
and Bruce, in stable condition. on Sunday.
A passenger in Bruce's
car. Sandra Forbes, 19, of
Lexington, Ind., also was
seriously hurt and was
taken to University
Hospital, where she was
listed in satisfactory condition Sunday, Mudd
said.
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WE SELL MURRAY AS WELL AS ITS HOMES!
were
SOLD(
)

KOPPERUD

on

REALUTY

'

.
711 MAIN

As you enter Murray from the North, you will notice
Jorge billboard with the caption, "We're Sold On Murray," and the Kopperud Realty logo. Your first stop on
the right brings you to the communities new contemporary designed Commerce Centre building, which
houses the Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Commission
_

MUrratj
753-1222

Just beyond this is Murray State University's
lovely campus, home of the National Boy Scout
Museum. Murray Store's impressive football complex
is directly across from a modem and complete
showing complex.

We now take o left and as we pass Murray's new
post office we head for the revitilized downtown shopping area.

Continuing down Main Street through the downtown
shopping area, we come to The White House Building
at 711 Main, home of Kopperud Realty.

We Murroyons are extremely proud of such recent
gn:twth as well as our strong historical and cultural
heritage. We're proud ofselling our community as well
as its homes. We would welcome the opportunity to be
service to you.

itopperud Realty
Home
Team

.4111s1111111•

•PAGE 3-C
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Kopperud expands services
Joe Nell Rayburn is a
l9613- graduate of MSU
where he earned a
bachelor of science
degree in business administration
He is married to the
former Jan Waldrop.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Waldrop of Murray.
The Rayburns have two
children. Jennifer, 13 and
Allen, 9. They reside at
1909 Gatesborough
Rayburn received the
GRI designation from the
Kentucky Association of
Realtors as well as having received his Kentucky Real Estate
Brokers license in 1979.
He is a former recipient
of Kopperud Realty's
Sales Associate of the
Year Award and has
served on the board of
,directors of the local real
estate board. He served
the board as vice president in 1962.
He was appointed sales
manager of Kopperud
Realty in 1961.
(Continued on Page 14-C)

KOPPERUD REAI.TY — Members of the Kopperud Realty staff include
Audra Moody; Glenda Smith; Bill Rayburn, office manager George Gallagher;
Warren Shropshire; Lindy Sutter; Bill Kopperud, broker, Barbara Erwin; and
Geri Andersen. Not shown is Homer Miller and Reuben Moody.

Smith top associate
We're Proud To
e A Part Of Murray's
Growth! We've Been
Serving Murray And
Calloway County For
Over 14 Years.
Glenda Smith
having also attended
other seminars in real
estate marketing, advertising, mortgages,financing. law and contracts.
She has been honored for
million dollar prctduction
each year since first
entering the real estate
profession.
Kopperud stated that
"Glenda is one of the
hardest working people I
have ever seen in our
area of work Her high
degree of dedication to
the real estate profession
has resulted in a (lir')eh
respon,_
one
achievement level
of which she can Justly be
proud We are proud to
have her as a member of
the Kopperud Realty
"Home Team."

•

td..•

IROP BY . SEE OUR DI PIA

Glenda Smith has been
darned Kopperud Realty's Sales Associate of the
Year for 1982, according
to Bill Kopperud, broker.
Glenda has been affiliated with Kopperud
Realty since April, 1961
as a full time sales
associate.
She and her husband,
Roy,and their son, Wade,
live at 504 Lynnwood
Court. Wade is a Junior at
Murray High School and
their two married
daughters, Teresa Timaji
and Lisa Wilson, both
reside in Lexington,Ky.
Glenda La a graudate of
Murray High School and
attended Murray State
University. She is
associated with the
Woodmen of the World,
holding offices on the
local and state level, and
was Kentucky's delegate
to the 1977 National Convention.
She earned her Kentucky Real Estate
Salesman's License in
1977 and her broker's
license is. _-_— 11111111.fts
also completed the
courses in the Graduate
Realtois Institute and
courses in 101 and 182
toward her Certified
Residential Specialist,

[01112111IVISIIMI

and the Caribbean.
• The, addition of new
sales personnel has
reflected Kopperud Realty's growth over the past
seven years.
In May 1976, George
Gallagher joined the firm
as a full-time licensed
sales associate. He had
retired from the U.S.
Federal Service in 1973
after 32 years. He is a
candidate for a
bachelor's degree in real
estate from Murray State
University.
He and his wife, Mabel.
reside at 1814 Sherne
Lane, and their two sons
also live in Murray.
David is a teacher and
coach at Murray Middle
School, and Johnny is
employed by Winchester
Printing.
Gallagher has been active in local real estate
board activities, and
served as board
secretary in 1978. He is a
former Kopperud Realty
Sales Associate of the
Year.
In October 1976. Geri
Andersen became affiliated with Kopperud
Realty as a full-time
licensed sales associate.
She and her husband
Jack, and youngest
daughter Jill. reside at
1003 Westgate,
Gatesborough.
She is a member of the
First United Methodist
Church and the Murray
Woman's Club and has attended MSU.
She has been a Murray
resident for 17 years,
originally from Mt. Vernon. Ind.
She has continued her
real estate education by
attending numerous
courses and seminars.
She has attained the
Graduate Realtors Institue designation from
the Kentucky Association
of Realtors, and was Kopperud Realty's Sales
Associate of Year during
1977, 1978. 1979 and 1981.
In October 1977. Bill
Rayburn joined the staff
stisd Realty as a
of
1011-81lias associate.
Rayburii, originally
from Murray. had 11
years marketing and construction experience with
PPG Industries, Inc
before returning to Murray in 1177.
As a sales representiitive and kranch
manager with that firm.
he had worked at several
southern state locations.
Rayburn. son of Mrs.

IV
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By RUTH-ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
The opening of a new
real estate firm in Murray was announced on
Jan. 1, 1976, by Bill Kopperud. Having recently
celebrated its seventh anniversary, Kopperund
Realty has expanded its
facilities, services and
staff significantly
through the years.
Beginning with an office consisting of two
rooms of the White House
Office Building, 711 Main
St.. the business has
grown to occupy eight
rooms within the same
building.
Included are a large
reception room with
visual display areas for
currentlyr listed properties, a conference room,
six private rooms for
sales personnel, and a kitchen area.
While outfitted with
modern office equipment,
the decor theme
throughout is Early
Amercan,in keeping with
the building which was
constructed in 1910, and
with the Kopperud Realty
slogan of "Good OldFashioned Personal Service."
Large oak pannels
from an old Tennessee
bank, stained glass windows, an old post office
desk, wall clocks of
yesteryear, ceiling fans
and numerous other furnishings carry out the antique motif.
The business's growth
has been accompanied by
expanded services for the
home buyer and seller,
according to Kopperud.
These services include:
a home warranty plan,
24-hour answering service, staff of full-time
sales professionals, national referral capability,
we of newspaper, radio
and television advertising, membership in naUonal and local multiple
listing systems, use of the
Homes For Living
Magazine which markets
local homes throughout
all 50 states.
Many at these services
were Incorporated when
Kopperud Realty became
aaillated with the Homes
For living Network on
Sept. 19, 1971.
The Homes For Living
Network is a real estate
marketing organization
comprised of over 900
real estate firms serving
9,000 communities in the
United States. Canada
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• ETTA JOBS REA
1200 Sycamore, Murray
(502)753-1492

Murray's Top Seller List...
Call us to see one
of these affordable
tomes in Murray.

er

•B.J. Berri!!
*Chuck Woods

*Judy Johnston
*Marie Hicks

•Frankie McNutt

**Pam Rodgers

*Gloria Shull
*Wilma Schmitt
oloretta Jobs

•

Making homes_ offordeble
made
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Bank of Murray nears 100th year ofservice
(EDITOR'S NOTE —
The following historical
Information concerning
the Bank of Murray, was
researched and compiled
by Max B. Hurt, community leader, and
member of the board of
directors of the bank for
the past50 years.
Murray's oldest and
largest bank has been a
part of the community for
nearly a century.
Granted a charter by the
Commonwealth of Kentucky on Dec. 13, 1887, the
bank was organized on
Nov. 4, 1809, with capital
assets of $50,000.
From its earliest existence, the Bank of Murray has been known for
its philosophy of giving
high priority to community service. Never losing
. sight ot the purpose of. a
bank, to make money, it
has constantly
endeavored to also offer a
mission of service.
During World War I.
the Bank of Murray promoted the sale of War
Bonds as a patriotic in"NW

vestment of the future of
our country.
In 1921, the Bank of
Murray was one of the
joint guarantors of the
$117,000 to be later raised
by the citizens of
Calloway County to provide for gournds and the
first building of Murray
Normal School. Its officers were in the
forefront of the solicitation for contributions.
In 1941, the Bank of
Murray sponsored the
financing and establishment of the Murray
Livestock Auction service to farmers. The first
sales were on July 7,1941.
In 1944, the Bank of
Murray contributed $200
to the War Fund, with the
same amount repeated in
1945.
In the early 1940's, the
Bank of Murray furnished leadership in revitalizing and reorganizing the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, setting an example by making one of the
three largest pledges for
a three-year membership

in the Chamber
In 1945, the Bank of
Murray was active in the
efforts to get the Tappan
Company located in Murray, and put up one-half
of the money necessary to
purchase housing for incoming supervisory personnel of Tappan
In 1951, the Bank of
Murray encouraged the
permanent establishment
of a Calloway County
Fair, and gave $500 for
the purchase of land for
this purpose and use.
The Bank of Murray
was the pioneer leader in
providing loans for those
who had given military
service to their country
As early as 1947, the bank
had $401,000 in G.I. loans.
In 1958, the Bank of
Murray gave 6500 for the
initial development of the
Murray-Calloway County
Airport, and in 1959
donated the same
amount.
Also in 1958, the Installment Loan Department
was set up by the bank in
order to provide better

credit service to
customers who might be
relatively small borrowers
In 1959, the Bank of
Murray contributed $500
to Murray Manufacturing
Company 1Tappan 1 for
expansion of the
manufacturing plant
which was for thirty
years the largest
employer in Calloway
County,and which changed the economy and life
style of Calloway Countians more than any
event since the coming of
Murray State Normal
School.
In 1960, the Bank of
Murray was a major
subscriber with 81,400. to

provide or-gam/anon of .4
Business I h•VelOPiIIt'tIt
Corporation
In P.I61, the Bank of
Murray contributed
81.000 to provide .1 pe1.f11:1
nent scholarship fund for
Murray and Callowa•
County students at Murray State College
In 1963. the Bank of
Murray entered into a
contract with United Student Aid Fund.s, thus contributing to the pori.sibilit
of increased enrollment
at Murray State College
In the early 1970's, the
Bank of Murray gave enthusiastic support and
leadership to -efforts .to
establish a Veterinary
School at Murray State
University The Bank of
Murray has always been
generous an support of all
athletic programs, and
other worthwhile causes
in the corium:lily
With a growing population in the city and county, Bank of Murray also
found it necessary to expand its facilities to better accommodate its

4 list 1,1ne I

,111.114.1
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[Link of
t
Murro premises in 194,
encotrithANNIng .t second
floor- In 1161. land WilN
purchase4I for .1 Slitith
Sole Branch In March
1962 the bank purchased
the adjoining it,
"elf!,
Stlire building ou.oed
Joe T Parker estaie an4I
in August 1962 the contract was let for (iptirplete
enlargement and improvement of (tie bank
premises
In 1970, land was purchased for the establish,,men( of the University
Briineh Con-struction
began in 1971 and the
University Branch opened for business in
January 1972
In 1961, a Trust Department was established as
a part of the operations of
the Bank of Murray
The Bank of Murray
has grown with the community through the
years In 1942 the assets
of the Bank of Murray
(CociUnued on Page 25-C
4,1111140. ell
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"The Professional Touch"

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Come To Our
•
Come By And Experience The New All Cloth
Shammy Shine Process

•
We Are
Now
The Only
Automatic
Wash In
West Ky.
That Can
Wash
Pickups
And Vans

**AUTO LAUNDRY — MURRAY, KY.**
EXTERIOR WASH

CAR
TRUCK
VAN

NO
PUR
3.00
3.50
4.00

SELF
SERVE
2.00
2.50
3.00

EXTRA'S

SUPER WASH
CAR
TRUCK
VAN

4.50
5.50
6.50

FULL
SERVE
1.50
2.00
2.50

NOT WAX
RUFF St 1F/AX
RIMS &
WHITEWALL

10 GA. or
Moro

1.00
20.00
1.110

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

Grand
Reopening
Special
• FREE
Wash
With
Fill-Up

153.7362

PAGE 7-t:
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Enix Interiors furniture handsome,functional
Did you know if you
purchase one piece of furniture or a whole room of
furniture from Enix Interiors, the furniture is
not just delivered to your
home, it is placed in the
right place after careful
study of the lifestyle of
your family and the traffic patterns to avoid a
crowded or cluttered appearance.
Enix Interiors, 10th and
Chestnut Streets, has the
most discriminating lines
of furniture for the most
discriminating people,
furniture for most
anyone. They have
reproductions of years
gone by -- such as
Hickory Chair Company,
James River Collections
of the 18th Century,
Hickory Manufacturing
Co.,- Davis Cabinet Co.,
Madison Square Co.,
Brandt and many others.
Enix Interiors carries
furniture that is not just
furniture, furniture that
is handsome in design
and very functional. Most

important, it is a good investment because the
style and finish remain
the same. Furniture can
be used your entire life
and then be given to your
children as heirlooms.
Enix Interiors also
have lines of furniture for
any age group that may
not want the reproductions of years gone by,
such as Lane, Hammary.
Link Taylor, Burlington,
Thomassville, Nichols
and Stone. Contemporary
furniture by Selig.
recliners by Barcalounger. Leather by
Hickory Tannery and
Leathercraft. There also
is Beautyrest bedding by
Simmons and many,
many more lines from
which to choose.
.
One of Enix Interiors
specialties is their special
order busineis. They will
order the right furniture
for you to make sure you
get the right style and the
right color for your home.
This service doesn't cost
more, it costs you less

'Quality is remembered
long after price is forgotten.'

than buying nght off the
floor if your willing to
wait a short time for your
furniture.
Quality is remembered
long after price is forgotten.
Enix Interiors has one
of the oldest lines of
carpet in the United
States and that is Bigelon
Carpet. Bigelon has been
weaving carpets since
1825. In addition to
Bigelon they have Armstrong Carpet and Armstrong inlaid hard surface floors. Ems Interiors has their own
carpet installer that has

been installing carpet for
Enix Interiors for 18
years. Enix Interiors
guarantees all their
work
Ems Interiors has the
largest selection of nationally known and
advertised Drapery and
Upholstery fabrics of any
store in our area Such
well known names as
Schumacher. Waverly.
Payne &
Greeff.
Westgate and mans
others to chooae from
Ems Interiors does
custom-made drapery in
their own drapers
workroom in their store

TN.!, .111 measure. make
and install your drapers
for you, by Ems In
tenors' own employees
Enix Interiors has other
services which are just.as
important to finishing
your job just right, such
as wallpaper, venetian
blinds. woven wood
shades. shades by Joanna
and the largest stock of
Kirsh drapery hardware
in our area

Ems Interiors, also has
a large inventors of .11
cessones for sour home
A large selection of pit
tures. lanips„ and gifts for
sour t•Vs•r) need If sou
don't
what sou need
in the store-lust ask and if
we but have it. V4
tic glad to get it for s
At Ems reads to assist
sou are Z
Enix. Ma.
Fitts, Martha Ems, Has
Elkins and I .4•Xle Morti)11

'The most discriminating
lines of furniture for the
most discriminating people'

PROGRESS
Through Quality...
From Top To Bottom...
When youpurchneefurniturefrom EnixInteriors
itnet
delivered,WsplacedIn theright
location niteroarelWstudyolthelifestyles&the traffic
patternstoavoida crowded orclattered appearance.
When yea buyfurniture thatle handsomeIn
deaf"quelttyearbracted&relyfimational,
it'sageedInvestment. Y. canoe*,orrhernitunt
kr*Rhthug then begiven toyeur children as
whatmake ns**dal
arsibire Jese than the
Inds&
flohlisigg
the
&
ternsyear

"QualityIsRemembered
Long AltarPriceIs
Forgotten!'

I
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Peoples Bank
services area
since 1934

ROOTS
ARE IN
MURRAY
Thanks for the confidence
you have in us.

xJy
Our people make the difference!
We're here to listen. When you
need a loan, we can arrange it.
When you need advice, we can
guide you. We're here to help
in any way we can. Count on
us for all your banking needs.

Peoples Bank has served as a full-service bank
for Murray and Calloway
County since October
1934.
With its main office at
5th and Main Streets, a
south branch at 12th and
Story Streets and a north
branch at 12th and
Chestnut Streets, Peoples
has continued to grow
through the years.
Resources were listed at
$95,575,830.51 as of Dec.
31, 1982, up from
$86,396,059.86 the same
time in 1961.
Peoples employs 49
full-time and six parttime workers.
The main office has
been remodeled several
times with the last
renovation coming in the
mid-1,70s.
Banking services include Checking Accounts,
Savings Accounts, Certificates of Deposit,
Christmas Club,
Cashier's Checks,
Traveler's Checks, Safety Deposit Boxes,
Automobile Loans, Real
Estate Loans, Home linprovernent Loans, Farm
Loans, Commerical
Loans, Life Insurance
Loans. Bank via Mail,
U.S. Government
Bonds, Drafts and Collections, Drive-In Branches,
After-Hour Depository,
Bank Money Orders, T.V.
Drive-In, Parking Lot,
Student AIMS, Visa, Raw
card, 24-Hour Tellers,
IRA Accounts, NOW Accounts, Super NOW Ace o ants and Money
Market Deposit Ac-

counts.
Other features of the
bank include two
automatic teller
machines, a community
room,and a closed circuit
television drive-in branch
at 6th and Main Streets.
Hours are from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through
Thursday and 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. Friday.
Owners and managers
include H. Glenn Doran,
chairman of the board;
William M. Boyd. president; 1..D. Cook Jr., north
branch manager; and
Shirley Doran, south
branch manager.
Officers of the bank include Hugh L. Houston,
senkir chairman of the
board; H. Glenn Doran,
chairman of the board;
William M. Boyd, president; William E. Dodson,
senior vice president;
Max H. Brandon, vice
president and cashier;
Frank Dorm, vice president; Harold G. Doran
Jr., vice president;
Charles E. Griffin, vice
president; Richard
Price; Charles Coleman,
assistant vice president;
Anna Bailey, operations
officer; Ross Wilder,consumer loan officer; Annie
J. Nance, executive
secretary; L.D. Cook Jr.,
north branch manager;
and Shirley Doran, south
branch manager.
Directors are William
M. Boyd, Fleetwood
Crouch, H. Glenn Doran,
Harvey Ellis, Hugh
Houston. Conrad H.
Jones,- Lynwood Morris
and H.T. Waldrop.

PEOPLES BANK
cyl

M UR RAY

KY.

ateasaif 11NC
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PEOPLES BANK —
Peoples Bank has served
the community since
1934 (At left) The
downtown office iduring
the early days of Peoples
Bank loolui a little different from the latest
remodeling in the
I97.0s

T.J.'s BAR-B-Q is progressing with Murray.
T.J.'s is constantly improving the menu and /
services. Try our convenient drive-in window.
*Open 7 Days A Week
•Catering Services
Available
•Bar-B-Q
•Ribs
•Fish
*Chicken
*Hamburgers
•And Many Other Fine
Selections To Choose
From!

We opened our doors to this area
over 6 years ago. Since then we
hove progressed with you. Bringing Murray and Calloway
County appliances at the lowest
price and providing you with
quality service.

ALL THE SHIELD YOU'U._EVEJt NELD

ChostaNt
Street

Merray

753-0045

ebruan 23. 1983
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•"Bockod By 300 ACM Of Ow Foiniliow000f Orchords."

"We Are Proud Of Murray And
Calloway County And Happy To Have
Provided You With Quality, Fresh Fruits
And Vegetables Over The Last year.
Thank You For Making Us Part Of Your
Dinner Table."
APPLES

TREE RIPE CITRUS
$2.50 gal
3 Lb Bag 50'
3 Lb Bag 75`
3 Lb Bag 75`
Lb 50'
Lb.50`

Apple Cider
• Red Delicious
• Golden Delicious
Winesap
e York
t Rome

VEGETABLES
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•$1.

69` Lb.
Yellow Squash
69` Lb.
Zucchini Squash
49` Lb.
Acorn Squash
25'Lb
Chinese Cabbage
Lettuce
35'.o.
. Celery
30'*a.
Radishes
Extra Large Carrots
4 Lb. Bog 994
25'ea.
Cucumbers
Bell Peppers
Cauliflower
• White Potatoes
101b.$1.10
10 lb.$1.20
's Red Potatoes
154 lb.
' Cabbage
30` lb.
'
• Sweet Potatoes
30c lb.
- Rutabagas
Red Onions
35'lb.
Whit* Onions
; Vidalia Onion Pickles
$1.69 jar
$1.69 jor
Vidalia Onion Relish
1.79
;Giordiniero
CANDY
Fudge
Sesame Party Mix
Bork-whet.o,Darla Choc.
Harmony Foods $2.99 lb. Banana Chips
Yogurt & Carob Candies
Trail Mix

Large Texas Navel Oranges
Texas Juice Oranges
Texas Grapefruit
California Tangerines
Florida Lemons

Cheeses
Grade A Large Eggs
76` doz.
Prairie Farms Whole Milk
$2.29 gal.
Whole or 2%44.01..
Buttermilk . ..
$1.20
. gal.
NUTS
Filberts $1.50 bag
Pecans $1.35 lb.
Raw Peanuts 90'lb.
Brazil Nuts $1.35 lb.
English Walnuts $1.35 lb. Roasteder Salted $1.25 lb. •
Nutk
muty
$IA
N ut
ss,
wh
nitat
Block Walnuts $1.00 lb. Su
bog
FRUITS
Dried Apples $1.70
Baslonas 35'lb.
Dried Pooches $1.69
Pears 511'lb.
Dried Apricots $1.69
Tomatoes 60'lb.
Dried Pears $1.30
Redidiropes 65` lb.
White Raisins $1.45 pkg. Dried Mixed keit* 1.30
Dori Raisins $1.45 pkg. Flake Coconut7es.
;
Prunes 16 oz. pkg.$1.45 iat oz.$1.49
NOVELTIES
Onion Slips
Potato Sets
Watkins Flavorings
Vanilla Wafers Blue Ribbon Popcorn 50'lb.
Pickled Okra
Block Jewel Popcorn $11.7; VS:bog
Hot Chow Chow
Sorghum
Tonsolie Papers 50/$1.50
Homy
31 Different Spices
.Honey Butter

V 41.
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25'ea.
,
15` ea. 201$2.00
41$1.00
10` ea.
10` ea.
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J.C. Penney Co.adds
to Kentucky economy
J. C. Penney Company,
Inc. contributed approximately $132.3 million to
the economy of Kentucky
last year, according to
Lynn Phillips, manager
of the JCPenney store
located in the Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center,
U.S.641 North in Murray.
The compautv's _perchaiel froth'iiii0Offerii'd
goods and services in the
state amounted to $117
million, most of which
was for merchandise
distributed throughout
2,000 retail outlets in the
United States.
Combined payrolls in
the state amounted to
$14.4 million, going to
JCPenney's 3,644
associates ( employees),
employed in full- or parttime positions during the
year. The retailer
employs more than
187,000 in the United
States and overseas.
The JCPenney
manager said his company paid $813,000 in corporate income, property,
unemployment insurance, and other taxes
In Kentucky.
"Moreover, our retail
stores collected millions
of dollars in sales taxes
for state and local
governments," be said.
In addition to business
related expenditures, the
company's stores and
other facilitiestontributed $49,000 in direct
support of civic and
charitable causes in the
communities where they
are located. Approximately 75 pei-cent of the
company's 0.1 million in
contributiorts are made
by stores and other field
facilities to organizations
providing direct servies
to people.
At the beginning of this
year, JCPenney operated
32 stores in the state.
More than 778 residents
are stockholders in the
company, which last year
sold 111.9 billion in merchandise and services in
the 50 states, Puerto
Rico. and Belgium.
Phillips said that a
combination of highspeed electronic communications from the
More to the distribution
center and computerized
merchandise selection at
the. center will make
possible quick ordnrfilling. Merchandise will
be delivered to the More
daily.
This year JCParosey
will circulate 21 separate
Fatalop and place about

200 million copies in the
hands of customers. The
Company issues two ma}or catalogs annually.
covering Fall/Winter and
Spring/Summer met.
chandise, as well as
smaller seasonal
catalogs and sales books.
The major books
le-4%We. *s.likel .01PPIt.v.1
and shoes for the entire
family, plus home furnishings, sporting goods,
hardware, televisions
and stereos, small appliances, and automotive
supplies. JCPeriney is the
second largest catalog
retailer in the U.S.
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We're Proud To
Grow With Murray
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K mart combines
basic principles
The K mart discount
department store of today is a combination of
basic principles created
before the first K mart
opened in 1962 and improvements resulting
from almost two decades
of experience and
research.
The original K mart
blueprint emphasized
that K mart selling prices
must be always competitive. They are still as
low as or lower than the
selling prices available to
K mart customers within
any given trading area.
Although price lAgs on K
mart merchandise are
determined by K mart
Corporation International Headquarters in
Troy. Mich., each K mart
manager is personally
responsible for keeping
the store competitive.
The manager may
recommend lower prices,
but cannot raise them.
Part of the corporation's effort to give
customers quality merchandise was to be a
private label program in
staple assortments A
strong private label program has developed in
such lines as cameras,
apparel, domestics, hardware and home improvement. Private label merchandise is manufactured under strict
specifications. Every
item is laboratory tested
to assure quality equal or
superior to that of the
leading competitive nationally advertised brand
and can be placed on K
mart counters at a lower
price.
An active import program was also specified
to improve merchandise

Purdom Motors has been serving Murray and Calloway
County for 21 years. We're proud to sell you the best cars and
provide you with quality service and quality personnel.
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PURDOM
MOTORSINS.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
753-5315
1406 Main Street

Monday.February 211. 19113
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We're Your

Profile •eri ion

JCPenney

We are proud to have become a part
of Murray and Calloway County.

At JCPenney you are our biggest asset. Visit
with us soon in the Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center.
•Women's Apparel
•Home Fashions
•Men's Apparel
*Family Shoes
•Children's Apparel
*Housewares

JCPenney
Monday thru Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Kopperud Realty...
(Continued from Page 3-C) lucky Real Estate
Salesman's License in
In January 1961, Lindy
1977 anti her broker's
Stiller Of Murray became
license in 1900.
affiliated with the office.
She has completed the
_ A graduate of Murray
courses in the GRI and
High School. he has comother.courses toward her
pleted numerous real
Certified Residential
estate courses at td.SU.
Specialist, having also atHe is married to the
tended other seminars in
former Audrey Conley of
real estate marketing,
Murray and they reside
advertising, mortgages;
on U.& 641 South.
t •financing, law and con, Glenda Smith has been
tracts.
affiliated with Kopperud
She has been honored
Realty since April 1961 as
for million dollar produca full-time sales
tion each year since first
associate.
entering the real estate
She and her husband.
profession.
Roy, and their son. Wade.
Smith was recently
live at 504 Lynnwood
named Kopperud RealCourt. Wade is a junior at
ty's Sales Associate of the
Murray High School and
Year for 1982.
their two married
Arcording to Brokerdaughters, Teresa Timaji
Owner Bill Kopperud. on
and Lisa Wilson, reside in
March 9, 1962. a signifiLexington.
. Smith is a- graduate'of----cant reorganization of the
local real estate
Murray High School and
marketing structure took
attended MSU. She is
place. Boyd-Majors Real
associated with the
Estate of Murray was acWoodmen of the World.
quired by Kopperud and
holding offices on the
the merger of two firms
local and state level.
expanded the former
She earned her Ken-

liv ..:•-•;••• Mi.-.1
,41,• ••S4.41, .4

—

sales force to include the
assistance, whether it be
residential, farm and
staff of Boyd-Majors.
•
land, commercial, lake
Acquiring a real estate
company of the stir and
property, relocation or
appraisal." he adds
prestige of Boyd-Majors
of Murray was an imporAudra Moody had been
co-manager and partnertant step in the continued
owner of Royd-Majors unsuccess of Kopperud
Realty, according to Kop
m the acquisition She
perud.
received her Kentucky
It was important for
Real Estate 'Salesman's
many reasons It
License in 1974 and has
solidified our reputation
been a full-tune realtor
as an all-service real
since then She has
estate firm and increased
averaged more than one
our experti.se in several
million dollars in sales
departments. We have
each year during her
handled a substantially
career.
higher percent of
She. received her
Calloway County's real
broker's license in 1976
estate transactions due to
and also served as a
the merger.
director of the Murray
Calloway County Board
'-'Kopperud Realty's
ability to serve was
of Realtors for four
greatly expanded. Now years.
with 11 experienced.sales
Reuben Moody -receivprofessionals our staff is
ed his salesman's license
the area's largest," says
and joined the BoydKopperud.
Majors staff in 1975. Ile
'If our customers and
was a supervisor with
clients have a real estate
South Central Bell until
need, we have the exhis retirement last year.
perience and personnel to
The Moody% live at 1507
provide thorough --Chaucer fir and are

........ • ._

members of First United
Methodist t'hureh
They have three
—childre.h. Stephen.
Nashville. Tenn . tilltian
Hower:nap. Nashville
and Sandra. Murray
Warren., Shropshire
entered the real estate
profession in 1%1
served as office manager
of Ennis Realty. Munster.
Ind . prior to moving tic
Murray
Ile was part-owner of a
home con.struetion operation before joining Bosii
Majors in 1977
Currently vice presi41ent of the board of
Realt.ers; Shropshire. ind
his wife Gumy reside on
Goodman Street.
She is Manager of
Bright's and they have
two children. Jim. Murray: and Diane Harder.
liebrom Ind
Barbara Erwin receiv•
ed her s a Ii' siii.in s
Imeense and Joined Roy d Majors in 1973 A Murra
State graduate, she has
continued her real estate

education III several
courses at the university
She and her husband
Otis
llattip'.4. Erwin
reside on I hwaiillt4.a(1 and
are members if First
United Methodist Church •
Thes hat I. two diildren
Aim . 14(111.c a h . a lid
Mark. Murrav
Bilnier Miller leo els ,..1
his salesman's it, ti
101I1r4i

Boo)ti

PIA
Ulilt crNit%
Kentio•ks
adtiate hi
sersed as UK extension
agent in west !Sento, ks
fill AU seat a %tilI.i And
a lb' I Amist• reside at
[honey. Dies air the
'parents' of 'one son • Ron
Cape i;irareleau. Nies
Elko limes itas been
secretary for the firm
beginninv
er
seven S ears ago She MO
her husband. Walter .Ir .
are natives of Marra%
and resole in Ciiii,urbor
Estates Subdivision
Kopperuil adds that his
1•11 trained staff is readsas a ila lily to assist in all
if sour real I'Ntilik* nerd,.
iii

MURRAY,KY.
You are looking for the convenience of one-stop
shopping, gigantic merchandise selection in 36
departments, name brands you know and trust,
the lowest possible discount prices imaginable on
every item, all this plus _satiifactian _guaranteed.
We are proud to be a part of this community and
it's our responsibiljiyto offer this and much more.
Ati-and get-at-Oat-Wed with your Wal-Mart
family - people saving you money. Discover for
yourself Wal-Mart really does discount every It.. every
single day.

on

CALL MURRAY HOME

Vial:MART

0

WE REALLY DO SELL
FOR LESS
EVERY DAY!

I' %IA 11,-11

I . loruat% 224. NM

Cain's is a name that's been associated with cars in the
Murray area for over 30 years. It's a name that our community
has learned to trust, because Cain's AMC-Jeep- Renault
stands for Progress through costumer service

oft

•

Cain's AMC - Jeep Renault Inc.
7534448

hies
7534451

Hwy 641 N.Murray
•

4r.
•

Mond'. F rbruart Zs. 1913
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K mart now household
word; discount key word
K mart has become a
household word. Some
kids learn to read the
familiar sign jiin K mart
storefronts long before
they've had any formal
schooling.
But what's behind that
blue-and-red sign? K
mart Corporation belives
Its discount department
stores represent a nononsense, no-frills approach to selling items
most people need — at
discount prices.
Almost all customers
know that "discount"
means they pay less, but
fewer understand that
what "discount" doesn't
mean is what makes K
mart successful.
The K mart concept of
discounting doesn't involve giving up value for
low price. All items sold
are first-quality — no
seconds or irregulars.
And some 75 percent of
all goods sold at K mart
are national-brand items.
The remaining 25 percent is "private-label"
merchandise, including
such popular items as
Focal film, Dynakids
shoes, Challenger men's
Jeans and KMC television
sets. Most private-label
products offer a lowerpriced option to nationalbrand items.
But private labels don't
mean lower quality. K
mart's private-label
goods must equal or surpass comparable national
brands in quality. Under
the critical eye of a
quality-control staff at K
mart headquarters, K
mart. merchandise is
list through the wringer" in tests that
stimulate the toughest using conditions.

Keeping K mart prices
low doesn't mean
sacrificing customer
satisfaction. Though K
mart customers pay for
their purchases at central
checkouts and usually
serve themselves, efficient and courteous
employees are trained to
assist when needed.
A "satisfaction
always" policy assures
that customers receive
prompt and cheerful service on refunds or exchanges.
At K mart, discounting
doesn't mean the stores
are disorganized.
Customers have said they
feel at home in any K
mart, because most
stores have similar
general layouts. These
layouts make shopping
convenient, but they also
are economical to maintain, helping K mart to offer attraetive prices.
Store managers strive
to assure that K mart is
not being undersold.
Though K mart headquarters sets a recommended selling price for
all items,store managers
may reduce a price to
meet local competition.
K mart management
seeks loyal, energetic
employees. Store personal generally live in the
communities surrounding the K mart where
they work. The company's tradition of promoting from within has
yielded today's K mart
executive team, ineluding Chairman Bernard M. Fauber, who
began his career in
as a stockroom employee
In a Virginia Kresge
store.
(Claued as Page 11-C)

Fantastic Sam's
gives family hair care
From cuts to color and
perms to high styling,
complete family hair
care is provided by Fantastic Sam's, located in
the Olympic Plaza.
Owners Tom and
Yvonne Key and
Manager Pamela Middle
have been at the Murray
location since Dec. 22.
1111.
Fantastic Sam's carries Helen Curtis professional hair care products
along with its own orator
missal Mn..
The shop participated
in Special Olympics activities. cut hair at the

Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair with proceeds going to the Adult
Mentally Handicapped
Center and presented
programs on hair care for
Murray State University
students Fantastic
Sam's is a supporter of
Murray State through the
Super Racer program.
The shop also is a national sponsor for Easter
Seals.
Employees include
Brenta Womack, Melinda Adams, Patty Knott,
Glenda Nail and Lala
Wheeler

Priatir ".fretion

Decorate Your World
With Help From
Black's Decorating Center

DRAPER IMBED SPREADS

WALL COVERING

From left to right, Bill Gentry, Ruby Duncan, Glynda Black, Carlos Black

Serving You For 22 Years
At Black's, we make decorating fun. Our consultation service combined with a complete line of
decorating supplies will help you add that special
touch or a total new look.
4- Paint
er Carpet
*Draperies er Carpet Padding er Wallcoverings
er Contract Painting
er Bedspreads 4- Tile/Inlaid
Servic -

*Blinds

er Framing

er Decorating Supplies
VIP

BLACK'S DECORATING CENTER
401 South 4th

Murray

7510839

IN MURRAY,
CALLO WAY COUNTY
& THE NATION

•
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K mart executive's
gamble pays off

NEW WASH PROCESS — Brad Belcher, owner of Auto Laundry, 1102
Chestnut St., announces the use 41 a new wash process at the automatic car
wash. The process completes in two cycles utilizing a cleaning solvent that stripe
road Min, dirt and grit; a foamer which soaps the car; shammy material; tire
brushes that clean tire rims and white walls. These cleaning processes are
followed by a rime and dry cycle. Belcher says the process has been researced
for over 25 years and reports that at Auto laundry you get a better quality wash
for the same price as the old system. Re adds that modifications were made so
that the car wash now accommodates vans and trucks.

K mart t!or poratioi
management, led by
Harry B. Cunningham,
who rose • from store
manager to chairman of
the board, gambled
880.000,000 on its beliefs
about the modern shopper when K mart was initiated in 01;2
The corporation,
formerly known as the
S S Kresge ('ompany.
Was founded in 1899 By
1912, the -firm was

operating the second
largest group Of variety
stores• in the world For
nearly half a .century. it
was one of the most MIcressful retail businesses
Hut retailing in America
%as ihinging Management was well aware of
this wing) it initiated a
study of (-041,411111er needs
for the future and an investigation into methods
Continued on Page 111-C)

K mart combines
basic principles...
I Continued from Page 17-C) whih opened in .11111C
ITN. is ['Wilted 1)11 I. S 141
North in tlw Chestnut
K mart's discount strategy appeals to
MILS Shopping _Center
?lanager is John Clark
value -conscious
Assistant managers are
customers from all inJanies Dahl and Mi4-hael
come levels The typical
Phillips
K mart customer is a
Nev. prii'ilusts 11411111g
resident of the common
to the local store are
ty in which the K mart is
home computer S1514105
located But mill aires
itieluitine the Vie 20
as well as the middle
Home Computer and ac(lass have helped anchor
cessories 411111 home
K mart's reputation as
phone Fender with equip'the saving place"
ment by
and Muro
K mart in Murray,

WIG-GINS FURNITURE
Serving Murray and the surrounding area for 25 years.

soolei'6
seAt"tle
oei,Stee

oatoroct°

'
1106
cocw°"

Wiggins Furniture, located 2 112 miles north of Murray offers you a complete line of
furniture for your entire home. We're ready to help you choose style color, or wood grain
to achieve the look you wont in furniture and accessories.
Our first priority is giving first rate service to all our customers. We appreciate your
business and friendship.
753-4566
Hwy. 641 N.

Monda

1'114 ?OA

februan 21. Pitt
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Pledged To The

plowman
of Murray & Calloway County

Pictorod from loft to right, Poo 'toddle, Potty Knott, Gino& Moil, Brims Worwaloch, Maeda
Adorns, Yvoluto Key.

We've been serving the people of the community for OM year. Were not only your
family hair care center but also active in fund raisers and area octivities. Fantastic
Sam's is proud of the progress Murray has made and we pledge to grow with you.
Providing Murray and Calloway County with the best in hair care.

MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA.• PHONE 753-0542
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

PADUCAH
2619 N.C. MATHIS DIM ••PHONE 442-4386
NO AlagatiMitaStillY!!!
OWNED AND OPERATED BY

TOM

a yvowa KEY

I

VISIT SOONI

ir

Al.F.21-4.

NI.,11.1.1s

I
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Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
opens in 1982
Ribbon -cutting
ceremonies marking the
grand opening of
Chestnut HiBs Shopping
Center, the 120,000
square-foot community
center in Murray, were
held Wednesday, July 28,
1902.
Located at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Kentucky By-Pass 121.
Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center was developed on
a seven-acre site by CBL
St Associates, Inc., the
shopping center development firm headquartered
in Chattanooga,Tenn.
Stores which were
scheduled to open that
day included JCPenney
Department Store,
Fashion Bug, Maurke's,
Readmore Books and
• Kinney Shoes.
A 55,522 square-foot K
mart Department Store is
the other major retailer
in Chestnut Hills and has
been open since 1979.
Participating in the
ribbon -cutting
ceremonies were Holmes
Ellis, mayor of Murray;
Mrs. Lynn Phillips, wife
of JCPenney store

FtDIB0N-CUTTINC1 — Mrs. Lynn Phillips, wits of JCPeneey the ribbon to the JCPennri More which opened the facility and the
store manager Lynn Phillips, and Murray Mayor Hoirnes Ellis cut Chestnut Hills Shopping Center.
manager Lynn Phillips;
grand opening today.
Project financing for
Each of the stores in
day,and I p in - 5 Sunday
and Bob Moseley, project
Mores including Big DipChestnut Hills wall arChestnut Hills will be
In addition to the stores
manager for CBI. &
per Ice Cream, ranged through Manufacin the center, the shoppopen seven days a week
Associates, Inc.
klichelson's Jewelers and
turers Hanover Mortgage
with the hours of operaing renter includes a
In addition to the five
Fireworks opened their
Corporation at Farmbrightly lighted parking
tion being 10 am.-9 p m
stores which staged their
doors.
ington Hills. Mich.
Monday through Saturlot with free parking

"Tucker TV and Zenith,
two names synonymous
with quality, are proud to
have served Murray and
Calloway for over 11
years. We look forward to
providing this area with
television excellence in
the years to come."
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Household word...
(Continued from Page 11-C) necessary for home
quality while maintaining
discount prices K mart
buying representatives in
European and Asian
markets work closely
with the home office import department K mart
corporation buyers frequently travel abroad in
gear -ti of merchandise
and K mart exclusives.
All imported inerctuindise is required to equal
or surpass the quality
specifications of its
domestic counterpart and
be available at lower selling prices
An advertising program was to be created to
gain customers complete
confidence in the integntj and credibility of K
mart. The customer who
goes to a K mart ,in
response to a newspaper
or television. advertisemerit will find advertised
items at advertised
prices prominently
displayed ,
The K mart Corporation's traditional
"satisfaction always"
policy was to be incorporated into the
operating standards of
every K mart and proclaimed by signs
throughout the salesfloor
The sincerity of this
policy is proved by the
ease with which a

customer can get a refund or exchange. The K
min desk is conveniently
located at the front of the
store where attendants
are always available to
refund shopper's money
or exchange merchandise.
One of the final, but
perhaps one of the most

"t
a.

important, aspects of the
original K mart
blueprints was that all K
marts would be staffed by
quality personnel. The
people chosento manage
K marts are experienced
career managers with
proven executive ability
and demonstrated
qualifications as
promotional-minded
merchants. The strongest
possibie emphasis is placed on the maintenance of
consistently high standards for department
heads and salacity*.
Experience and
research have added
some new dimwits., to
the origins) K mart
blueprint. For example.
Americans today are doit-yourself entbasiasts.
The higher cost el prefer.
Menai help phis*wardty hi v.ie 'made it

owners to'rnake additions
and repairs to their
homes themselves In
many stores, K mart
caters to their needs with
building materials
departments
A new department
often dictates a change in
store layout
hardware
and home unprovements .
have been placed adjacent to building
materials, providing a
convenient traffic pattern
for the do-it-yourselfers.

MurrarCaboway County
Community Theatre

Kitchen and bathroom
displays let qualityminded shoppers see the
appearance of finished
rOCIMS or sections of
rooms.
The allocation of space
is continually reevaluated to meet consumers' current
demands. For instance,
consumers' interests in
photography has resulted
in enlarged camera and
accessones departments.
Music buffs of all ages
are installing stereo tape
players in their cars. K
marts today offer complete automotive sound
centers where shoppers
can view and buy a large
assortment of tape

players and tapes.
Today's shoppers expect merchants to make
their shopping and their
decisions as easy as
possible. To this end, the
new K marts display color televisions in carpeted
viewing rooms. This
helps shoppers visualize
how the sets will look in
their hying rooms.
In many K marts,
sports enthusiasts can
view camping and bunting equipment in rooms
that simulate the outdoors
New merchandise, new
fixturing, new displays,
new lighting are conscantly being tested. Once
they have received
customer approval in •
few test stores, they are
islcorporated hits stoma
that are wider construction or on the drawing
boards. When possible,
they are incerporated in.
existing K marts.
Tbe *Marion et K
marts are ales ender constant aunt* by cow
pan,arcbitecb. Often by
the time a new Mere
opens upsets el Its
design artobsolete.
K mart'scheraeler was
establithed before the
first dere opened in 11101.
but lb parassmay maw
steady developing. •

41,40,

Going Strong For 7 Years...
•Do you know that the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre has become one of the
outstanding Community Theatres in Kentucky
because of community support?
*Do you know that ticket sales pay only one-half
of our operating expenses?
•Do you know that every dollar you give before April 1
will be matched dollar for dollar by the Kentucky
Arts Council and is tax deductible?
We Want You To Be Part Of Us...
111•111110111111•110.1•1101PAMINEMMIMINIIIIMMIHIMICOGNIIIMINIIIMINIMIMIIIIIIIIMIIM

MEMBERSHIP CARD
Name
Address
Phone
Active Membership
General $10.00
Family 115.00

Donation ,
Sponsor Membership
Curtain Raiser112S49
Entertainers S5O-99
Directors111•14”
Community Theatre,Box 952
ProducersSW
Murray,KY 42071
.
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The Boston Tea Party Has
Been Serving Murray For
Over 10 Years! We're Proud Of Murray And
Calloway County And Glad
To Be A Part Of This
Positive Community.

"Cook's Is
Proud To Have
Provided Fine
Jewelry To
Murray For
25 Years"

Finally...A Restaurant
With A Complete
Diet Menu!

Embrace
Ring

-cq$R.,
yiCt'
. . to your health! \I

Perseaal
Promise
Nag

scNe
1/4 Ct. T.W.

369"
1 Ct. T.W. $895°6
IMen's Diamond
'Wedding Bands
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AND
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•
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GAR

DEN

$11 9S
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OUR

, 1 /4 Ct. T.W. $2956°
1/2 Ct. T.W. $495"

A special menu for a
healthier shrmner you
..........,"

CHAMBER HEAD — Bill Teuton, executive vice
president of the Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce, coordinates the local organization with
its promotion of civic movements in Murray and
Calloway Count/
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Special
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For Him
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FRUIT KATE
t ins...rwtonar•I h$4••bett•os

We're proud to be a port of Murray
and its progressive growth. We're
always expanding our selection of gifts
to meet your needs. Come visit us!
'You'll always find a smiling face as
wilt as the perfect gift.
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COOK'S JEWELR
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LO-CAL CHEF SALAD
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Oleitang's Ben
Good Looks For

fl

The Man
Who Cares
About What
He Wears...
Chad Cochran
and his staff will
be happy to help you
with your clothes.
Come in today to
see the new selection
of merchandise.

"First In Quality & Style"
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30
Bel Air Center
Murray

kaddialatt 11411h

AMCSX4

Cain's in service for 30 years
AMC-Jeep Renault Inc
U.S. 641
North in Murray, has
served the area for 30
years
Among the vehicles offered by Cain's include
AMC Concord, Spirit,
Eagle SX4 and Eagle
Wagon, Jeep CJ's,
Cherokees, Wagoneers.
trucks, Scrambers. and

Renault Alliance, Fuego
and I.eCar
For 21 of its 30 years,
Cam's was known as Cain
& Treas Used Cars Inc.
Owned by Jack and
La Verne Cain. Cain's has
been in its U.S. 641 location for the past nine
years to better serve its
customers.
"We have our sons

IF YOUR GOING TO INVEST IN

Barry and Daryl in the
dealership with us. We
feel we have made a
home for ourselves and
we feel this home will be
earned on for a number
of years," the Cains said.
As a family, we hope
to continue to help you
with all your new and used car needs. If you have
a problem be sure and

call on any of our personnel. They are all willing
to help you in any way.
We have a qualified service department and a
Large parts department."
Cain's
people

employees

Telephone number is
7534448, parts number is
7S3-6451.

COMP/ten

TALE TO

PSR••.T111

COMPUTER PEOPLE
PROVIDING COMPUTER PROCESSING
FOR Ova 10 TEARS

ICe51‘

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE DIVISION

MICROCOMPUTER DIVISION

trb

TELEV10I0 MICIOCOMPIITIRS

ON LINE SYSTEMS

*On-Site hithntenonce
'Local Support And Training
*Expand System As Required

*Data Entry
*Consulting
*Custom Programming
t

PSI Cempeter Systems
104 N. SA St.

17
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Wal-Mart sets up
MSU scholarship
A Wal-Mart Scholarship has been established
at Murray State University for junior or senior
students who have an interest in marketing and
retail merchandising or
allied careers.
To be awarded for the
first time for the 1983-84
school year, the scholarship will be administered
by the office of Alumni
Affairs. The Alumni
Association Scholarshp
Committee will select the
recipient in accordance
with scholarshp
guidelines.
Completed applications
should be turned in to the
Office of Alumni Affairs
in Sparks Hall no later
than March 1.
The amount of the
scholarship will be determined by the interest
derived from the base investment contribution of
the Wal-Mart Foundation, according to Donna
Herndon, director of
alumni affairs.
Preference will be
given to Murray State
students with career
goals in marketing and
retail merchandising.
Rodents la related
career fields will be given
secondary consideration.
Students who have
Z;tYlent ties with
rarwll be given

first consideration for the
scholarship, while
students who have a
parent employed by WalMart will be given secon.dary consideration.
Academic achievement
and, leadership as
evidenced' by extracurricular activities are
other factors which will
be considered.
Wal-Mart, which opened the first of its chain of
stores in Rogers. Ark.. in
1962, operates one-stop
retail discount department stores which serve
the clothing, home,
recreation and convenience needs of midAmerica's communities
and rural areas.
In fiscal year 1982,
which ended Jan. 31, the
chain of 552 stores had
sales of $3.4 billion.
Students who wish to
apply for the Wal-Mart
Scholarship may obtain
applications on the campus in the Office of Alumni Affairs or the Admissions Office in Sparks
Hall, the Student Government Association office in
the University Canter, or
the °Mos el the Deportment of Marketing and
Management in the
Business Building or at
the Wal-Mart store in
Murray.
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Setting the
fashion trends
in Murray
for 59 years.
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K mart executive's
gamble pays off...

Ittomittefddiatt?

YOUR JEWELER
SINCE
1933
Furches Jewelry is
celebrating 50 years of
business under the same
management. We're proud
to be a part of this area's
growth and progress.
Customers are our top
priority. If we can satisfy
a customer and gain their
trust then not only do we
have a loyal customer but
a good friend.
At Furches,, we sot only
carry quality- merchandise, we also have good
prices.
In honor of our 50th Anniversary,Ketr
is SO% off.

-FURCHES JEWELRY
Murray's only Registered Bridal Consultant

113S. 4th St.

Murray

753-2835
0
•

(Continued from Page 19-C)
of retailing.
In 1459, the management team started laying
the groundwork for the
corporation's entry into a
new field of retailing -discount department
stores - an unproven
business that was not
highly regarded by most
observers of general merchandise retailing.
But, management
reasoned, its approach
would be different. "Discounting will succeed," it
said, "if someone does it
with top quality merchandise, real discount prices
and eliminates the shopper's risk with a 'satisfaction always' policy."
These conditions -quality, price and
satisfaction - had been
the corporation's policies
since 1099. Management
simply proposed that its
new type of store — K
mart - would continue
this tradition.
A vital element in
management's strategy
was the complete involvement of its entire
organization in the new
venture. Management
was confident that the
long-range future of the
corporation depended on
total commitment to K
mart, and key executive
decisions reflected that
11811Urallet

The first step involved
a restructuring of the executive organization with
top priority given to a
stepped-up recruiting and
training program at I*
store level.
A high-ranking executive was appointed ,to
head up the development
of the K mart concept
with understanding
throughout the corporation that every department would be expected
to participate.
The real estate department's initial assignment
was the acquisition of 60
K mart sites. When the
first K mart was opened
ea March 1, 1962, there
were firm commitments
for 32 others involving a
financial obligation totaling over us million.
Shortly after the first
stores opened, it became
obvious that management's concept was
viable. Public acceptance
was overwhelming.
The real estate depart-

ment was then instructed
to bring in sufficient
deals to assure a
minimum of 50 new K
marts each year through
the decade ahead.
Although each K mart
attempts to meet the
specific needs of its community, all K marts have
one thing in common they adhere to management's insight about the
modern shopper.
"Today's consumers
are more knowledgeable
about necessities, but
they also have greater expectations about obtaining the nice things in
life," management said.
"They believe they are
entitled to not only what
they need but to those
things that will give them
greater pleasure. They
want hobby items, sporting goods, color televisions, swimming pools,
health and beauty
preparation.
"But they are also
under severe economic
pressure due to continuous and increasing inflation. K mart's discount
prices on quality merchandise make it possible
for them to buy
necessities and discretionary items while keeping a savings program in
their budget."
Management's study of
modern retailing also
showed that most
customers were willing to
wait on themselves. In
fact, grocery supermarket shopping had conditioned thew tw-prefer
self-service. However,
personal service is
available to those K mart
shoppers who need it.
Management, was con✓ inced that the
economise 111 self-service
and connentration on exceptionally rapid merchandise investment turnover, rather than
percentage of profit on
each transaction, would
enable its experienced
organization to develop K
mart as a most efficient
major rellIzc
operation
in their*
1141- 1- bee proven
melement's appraisal
of consumer wants and
the organization correct.
More than 2.000 K mart
discount department
stores are now in operation in the United States,
Puerto•Rico and Canada.
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111E BEST IS YET TO COME
'Hurray,Ky. The following businesses, professionals and individuals are in-

vesting their time and money towards working for the betterment of
this community. We ask that you support them and their businesses
in an effort to make Murrayand Calloway Co. a better place to live.
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The Chamber is the rallying point for every civic movement *hose objective is the benefit of !he
community the central organization in which you and yOUr fellow businessmen loin hands to prormte
otolects which benefit you, your family and your community.
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THAT'S IT
Serving Murray For Over 3 Years.
Lowest Priced_ _Levis "YearRound”. We've Got The Clothes
For People On The Go.
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Esprit
Lee
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The three elementary schools, completed in 1,74, are identical in design and boast
grades IC4. These elementary centers, as well as the middle school and high school,
have specious classrooms &sipped to meet the needs of various arms of the curriculum, libraries, mmic rooms, gymnasiums, cafeterias, teachers' lounges, and
central offices with faciesfor guidance and health services.
During the 1181-112 school year, Calloway Comity school system was•pilot district
to be evaluated under the revised standards for accreditation by the State Department of Education. The system vu accredited with commendstions. Also, during
the 1111114: school year an "valuation was conducted by the eismentary and middle
schools for accreditation by the Southern Aaeociation of Colleges and Schools. All of
Celloway Caloty's schools were accreditated with no deficiencies by the Southern
Association. This includes the three elementary centers, the middle school, and the
high schooL
Quality education is evident hi all levels of our schools. The elementary teachers
provide a rich and varied curriculum,'tramming the beak gala Tischer' ire individualization. growing, computer technology, and teacher pecialists to meet the
band,art,special education,
varied needs of the students. Physical edscaties,
gitted/taiented. remedial roman and library chasms are am integral pert of the instruction and provides the teuedatim tor the educating programs of the tame.
The three elementary schools have an active Parernt-Tescher ergamisatiom and
encouraged to participate in the activities of this ergamisatien.Them
en aid mestIngs provide an opportunity let parents add Madan to work
Isouther toward comma educational (eels. Pered-teachsr camteresees are hold
twine dories each ached year.
AU @cheek partidpets In the Federal Lunch Preplan and provide bst Mochas Ma
reasonable price. Every student may select toed tram a variety of chsices that are
provided daily. Des trusapertetlea is provided ter all papas. A school auras provides
health services and hsalth educative ter stedeats and permits, wad the eissawitary
geldeece comesier/paydiedillehst provides a(salty mildews sad Moiling preplan

el=rdisampledes1C-4.

aellstlesatthe siansentry level ischade: cscouts.!Imagoes.
skis basketball(grades 4-4). intraineral beakelball(14).spies sports(fredi),
league bombe&

M oroia(r, Fribruan 21 19113
'
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Calloway County High School

Calloway County Middle
Calloway County Middle School, deigned as an ultra-modern, specious, airconditioned, and energy eking school, was opened in 1979 and houses grades 7 and
I. The middle school, located ad)acent to Calloway County High School, was accreditated by the State Department el Education and the Southern Aseociation of
Colleges and Schools during the 19111-112school year.
The middle school program offers a comprehensive curriculum which not only emphasizes basic academic ak:Ws, but also encourages exploring areas in ftne arts,
physical education, practical arts, and computer technology. Students meeting the
requirements may participate in the gifted/talented program. Junior Beta Club,
yearbook staff, and Quad-State scholastic tournaments. Other programs available to
the students are: pep club, student council. chorus, 4-H, band. football, basketball,
volleyball.
A middle school guidance counselor provides a guidance and tasting program for
all students. A school nurse provides health services and health education for
students.
Provisions for handicapped students include individual prychologicel testing and
development at individual educational pima. Special education services are
available for students who are mentally or physically handicapped, who have
behavioral/emotional disorders.or who will boom from speeda therapy.
Students are transported by the school system and have access to a school
misteda and quality leech program. Parents are encouraged to participate in the
school program. Calloway County Middle School has a "coffee" each week and
parents are invited to vt the school. Parent conferencedays are bald twice during
the school year.

Calloway County High School, which houses grades 9-11, was opened in 1960. In 1950
additions and renogations totaling 1.1 million dollars were completed. Included in
this 1.1 million dollar project was the air-conditioning of the entire facility, the
removal of two thirds of the exterior windows,the lowering of the ceilings and the addition of flourescent lighting, the addition of a new academic wing including a new
band room,chorus room, an enlarged art room, and an industrial arts complex The
central campum complex proudly displays•modern football stadium with the area's
finest 11-lane metric track, held facility and field house. Located in the North-E:ast
corner of the central campus acreage is a modern school bus garage which was completed in October, 1910.
Calloway County High School has been accreditated by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools for many years. During the 199142 school year, the high school
was accreditated by the Kentucky Department al Education under the new revised
standards A school nurse provides health services to the students, while two
guidance counselors provide • quality guidance and tasting program for the
students.
The curriculum at Calloway County High Schol offers a wide range of courses,
some 411 urdt offerings beyond the basic requirements for graduation. The courses
build a base for the educational programs for the future. Course offerings include:
mathematics and advanced mathensatics, science and advanced science,
social Audios, murk, speech, drama, foreign language. JROTC, badness, art,
agriculture, horticulture,)ournalian, home economics, Industrial arts,driver education, psychology, civics, computer math, calculus, computer science and • CETA
based work/study program

is:

•

Students Calloway County High School are encouraged to participate in extracurricular activities. Time activities include:
Special Programs
Chin
Athletics
Y A( • eie-cietl
Laker Pep Club
boy's basketball
%indent ( oun ii I ele. tel
FHA
girl's basketball
nand
F/FA
baseball
I horus
Foreign language
boy's track
leper( h team
BETA
girl's track
Junior BETA
boy's crass country
DECA
girl's cross country
VICA
football
TEENS Who Care
golf
retA
.11ROTC rifle team
--eireerleading
hey's tenni'
giri's tennis
Swimming

Calloway County,a school system for the FUTURE,is governed by a five member
school board elected to four year staggered terms in district elections. Under the
leadership of Dr. Jack Rose the administration Is organized into•"central management teem concept" to provide better system-wide services and provide for a more
efficient uperstke el the county school system. The emphasis on quality programs
and services has culminated in an achievement of excellence lathe tasting scares of
the students Calloway County indents have •cored above the state and national
average on the respective national MIMIadministered.
The philosophy of the Calloway County Beard of Education is fulfilled in its camprebeadve and balancedcwriculum and high quality of Instruction. The philosophy
etresess...a system for the traria, ang each studeert to become reeponeibls,
perceiving, self-directing, sell-educating individuals who are capable of inahing
deciding and valise Judgemeeta...truly prepared far the FUTURE.
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County system offers educational opportunities
By NANCY Loverr.
The Calloway County
Board of Education
believes in the equal
educational opportunity
for each child within its
jurisdiction.
The programs designed
to fulfill this philosophy
Include a comprehensive
and balanced curriculum. a high quality of
instruction within
guidelines outlined by
state regulations and accrediting agencies, model
building, equipment and
teaching methods. The
school system seeks the
best qualified teachers to
maintain a high level of
competence and professionalisni.
All schools in the
Calloway County School
System were approved by
the Kentucky State
Department of Education
ti) the new Standards of
Accreditation during the
school year of 1981-82
calloay County High
School is accredited by
the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools,
while all other schools
were evaluated during
May 1982 by the Southern
Association of Colleges
and Schools and accreditation was received
in December 1962.
The programs in the
Calloway County School
System are comprehensive in nature. The three
elementary schools in the
system serve children in
kindergarten through
grade six. All elementary
schools in the system
have a full-time
librarian, music and
physical education instructor. The three
elementary schools are
designated Chapter I
schools eligible for
special federal assistance
under the elementary and
secondary education act.
Chapter 1 programs emphasise the improvement
of students' basic reading
and math skills. A school
nurse provides health
services and health
education for students
and parents. A counselor
and school psychometrist
provide a guidance program and testing program for all students. Additionally, each school's
kindergarten program is
one of Kentucky State
Department of Education's Model KIK (Kentucky Individualized
Kindergarten) sites. One
Model KIK teacher is
Sharon Ar•nt at
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School for

SYSTEM-WIDE ACCREDITATION — The Calloway County superintendent; Ray Dunn, principal at Southwest; Bob Allen,
School System — the three elementary centers, middle school and principal at East; Jim Feltner, principal at North; and Roy
high school — received system-wide accreditation from the Cothran, principal at Calloway County Middle School. Not shown
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. With the cer- Is Jerry Ainley, principal of Calloway County High School
tificates of accreditation are (from WU Dr. Jack Rom,

Schools receive accreditation from association
During the 19111-82
school year the Calloway
County School system
was evaluated for accrediation by the
Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools.
All of Calloway Coun-

ty's schools, including the
three elementary
centers, the middle
school, and the high
school, were accredited
with no deficiencies by
the Southern Association.
During the annual con-

the severely handicapped
program.
The middle school
level, grades seven and
eight, provides a comprehensive curriculum
which not only emphasizes basic academic
skills, but also encourages exploring areas
In fine arts, physical
education and practical
arts. To compliment the
strong professional
teaching Matt, the school
has a full-time administrator, librarian,
physical education
teacher, guidance
counselor, and the services of the school nurse
The curriculum at
Calloway County High
School offers a wide
range of courses including English, math,
science, social studies,
music, speech, drama,
foreign language,
JROTC, business, art,
agriculture. horticulture,
Journalism, home
economics, industrial
arts, drive education,
psychology, and business
and office.
Students within( a
more vocationally
oriented program are

bused to the Murray
Vocational Center during
their junior and senior
years
In addition. Calloway
County High School
students have opportunities for group experiences through participation in athletics,
speech-drama, music
clubs, and other extracurricular activities.
The Calloway County
School System offers a
varied program of extracurricular athletics The
athletic program encompasses both intramural ali'd interscholastic sports
designed to foster lifelong skills and to enhance
an active fulfilling
Weapon for the participant The team sports of
beaeball, basketball,football, and track maintain
a competitive posture in
district and regional interscholastic competition. Other ceaspetitive
sports include golf, swimming. tennis. and crosscountry. The "life-long"
sports of goif. swimming,
and tennis are taught in a
controlled classroom
situstion to all students

ference held in Atlanta
during December, 1962
the Calloway County
school system received
system-wide accreditation by the Southern
Aasociation. Additionally, each elementary
receiving instruction in
physical education. The
central theme of **education for the future" that is
embodied in the
philosophy of education
at the Calloway County
School System is put into
practice in the discipline
of physical education and
sports in particular.
Exceptional pupil
education is designed for
students who are not
served adequately by the
regular school program.
Advanced programs
ranging from services for
the severely/proundly
handicapped to special
programs for the gifted
and talented are
available at all ages.
The program for gifted
children in Calloway
County focuses upon the
unique needs of high
ability students. The
following goals focus
epos the provisional a
learning atmosphere
which will enable the
gifted child to develop
hddber potential and exceptional abilities particularly in the areas of
decision-making. [IMODlag, critical thinking,
planning, and corn-

center and the middle
school center received individual certificates of
recognition.
Calloway County is
pleased to have received
this unique honor of ganmiuiicating, to utilise
his/her initiative, selfdirection, and originality
In dealing with problems,
and finally to engage in
highly stimulating and
challenging interactions.
The ma)or goals are:
• to develop each student's critical thinking,
communicating ability,
and problem solving
ability while functioning
In an appropriate enrichment area.
• to stimulate and assist
parents, particularly
those of very young
children, in a cooperative
home/school effort to
develop the abilities of
their gifted children
• to develop independent
study skills in gifted
students.
• to develop each dudent's ability to
recognise, integrate, and
dates his/her potential
in beaming a responsible member of school and
sedgy.
Presently one aspect of
the gllted program ChM is
hopioniented in the
eiseeedicy emigre le the
addlliem of • Weigle
Impose In groin 44.
Irrohitle beiti bight by

ing system-wide accreditation under the
high standards of excellence required by the
Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools.

Jane Cornett and stresses
the using of French in a
variety of interesting activities
The Calloway County
School System is pleased
to have the addition of
Apple computers in the
classrooms at the
elementary and middle
school centers. Calloway
County Superintendent
Jack Rose said the board
voted to buy the computers because of today's
emphasis on the systems.
These latest
technological advances
will enhance the educational opportunities for
the students in the
Calloway County Schoois.
The philosophy of the
Calloway Counq Board
of Education is fulfilled in
Its comprehenelve and
balanced curriculum.
The philosophy
strenies...a system for
the future, aiding each
student to become
responsible, perceiving.
self-directing, selfeducating individuals
who are capable et making decisions and vales
Judgements...truly
prepared for the Marc

Murray Dotsun Is
Progressing With Murray
We've been serving the community for 13 years.
We are dedicated to selling you quality cars and
trucks and making sure that the service you need
is provided with the utmost courtesy and efficiency.

OATSIJIM
,vE Apo onlvE"
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
Bob Harrington &
Raz Villanora
Solos Ropresontatives

11.
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A Tradition Of Excellence
The School System...

The Murray Independent School System
operates on a 4-4-4 education plan. Students in
grades K-2 attend Robertson Center and 3rd and
4th graders attend Carter Center of the Murray
Elementary School. Students in grades 5-8 attend
Murray Middle School. a complex of three
.buildings and a recreation area near downtown
Murray. High School students. grades 9-12, attend Murray High School, the newest building in
the system

The system's pupil-teacher ratio is 15.8.
Enrollment figures for the 1982-83 school year
are: Robertson. 295; Carter. 185; Murray Middle
School. 470; and Murray High School,434.
All schools are accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges anti Schools and by the
Kentucky State Department of F.ducation. Murray High School is rated Comprehensive, the
highest rating awarded by the accrediting agencies. The school system is approved as a pilot
system for the new state accreditation process.

Murray teachers have strong professional
training. 42% hold Master's Degrees and 89%
have training above the state requirements. Inservice education encourages teachers to identify their own professional needs and to satisfy
those needs on an individual basis.
The school system works closely with Murray
- State University by placing College students in
classrooms beginning with their sophomore
year. Many student teachers, completing their
fourth year of college, help to individualize and
enrich the curriculum.

Murray High School

Activities...

Murray
Middlo
School

Football
Basketball
Tennis
Golf
Baseball
Track
Swimming
Special Olympics
Chorus
Sliefeh
Drama
Band
Flag Corps
.44

Cheerieeding
Student Council
Newspaper & Yearbook
Pep Club
Science Fairs
Spelling Bees
Art Shows & Contests
Competitive Scholastic Teams
Forkirri Canguage Competitions
Computer Programs
Intramural Sports
History Fair
Concerts and Plays
Math and Science Competitions

Monday, February 211, 1943
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Murray City Schools
Special Opportunities...
Movement Education is a physical education
program designed for elementary students
which emphasizes development of individual
skills rather than competition.
Practical Arts is designed to enhance students
understanding of career possibilities in fields
such as fine arts and humanities, home
economics, business and office, industrial arts,
etc.

Talents Unlimited is a USOP: validated program which trains teachers to recognize and emphasize unique talent areas of individual
children.
Title I programs are federally funded to give
students extra emphasis in reading.
Gifted/Talented program is state funded and
includes such activities as Junior Great Hooks,
Computer Science, additional languages, field
trips, and staff training.

Special Education mayailable-for the mentally
and physically . handicapped sttolent. for
behavioral or emotional classified or for speech
disorders. Special Ed students are mainstreamed.

Robertson Elementary School

Vocational School...
• The Murray Area Vocational Educational
Caster. established in 1972, and located adpicent
to the Murray High School, serves both Murray
High and Calloway County High School students
as well as adults.

Carter
Elementary
School

P4(.1 I-
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Murray system works to enrich strong curriculum
By KAYE PEEBLES
Constantly searching
for ways_ to enrich the
strong basic curriculum
would aptly describe ,
Murray teachers and administrators in their
quest fur the best possible
educatiOnal program for
Sturra)'s children
When i
mil: ohthat computer
technology would play an
increasingly unportant
role in daily living, Murray teachers began introducing computers in
their classrooms Not only do students learn to use
computers at an early
age, they also receive
enrichment and remediation in such baste skills as
spelling and math from
computers By high
school age, students are
writing their own computer programs.
Plans are being
discussed to provide even
more computers for
classroom use. A committee of teachers and
administrators began
work in the fall researching and planning a curriculum which would best
suit the needs of the
students in Murray
schools. Shortly an additional 18 computers will
be purchased along with
appropriate software. A
speech synthesizer and
logs for the elementary
equipment will also be used.
.
Most of the planned inserv ice programs for
teachers have been

CURRICULUM STUDY — Dr. Lawrence Finkel recently addreamed a group of city school teachers and parents concerning
curriculum priorities and goals in the school system. A widely excentered on computer
education this year. Also
teachers, administrators,
and board members have
attended several state
meetings having to do
teliti computers for school
Computers provide
enrichment, motivation
and remediation for
students in the amentars schools. Middle
school 8th graders begin
learning to program emsputers Compete, math

and science and word
processing is offered to
high school students.
With the purchase of
the additional equipment
Murray schools will be a
leader in the state for
computer use in education.
Another area which
Murray teachers are exploring is the use of video
taping equipment with
their students. At this
Urn. proposals are being
written for the funding of

COMPUTERS ARE IMPORTANT - Compalom are bilemboed at ea early
ago to previa'saildnoant. motivation mdounlbilliballambbslrmthS
----to Katrina esoopolore by the Kb grade
Mosta by Kaye Peebles

perienced educator, Finkel was hired as a consultant to the school
system.

video taping equipment
and teachers are planning visits fa other school
districts to look at their
programs in this area. By
next year Murray
students should be learning to use video taping
equipment.
The Murray school
system was among the
first to receive date funding for its gifted program. At the elementary
and middle school level,
gifted students in the
area of language arts
participate in the Junior
Great Books program. At
the high school level.
honor courses are offered
In English, math and
science. Learning units in
the classroom are further
broadened by providing
arts related activities by
specialists working in the
gifted/talented program.
Many of the computer
and foreign languge o(ferings are available
through the gifted program
The opportunity to
learn, foreign language
Is available at all grade
levels. High school
students may take four
years of French and
Spanish and one year of
Latin. The Latin "early
morning class" — taught
before the beginning of
the regular school day
is taken in addition to the
regular class iced.
High school students
are better prepared to
choose the language they

are best suited for
through the efforts of
elementary and middle
school teachers. Elementary students become
familiar with foreign
languages as part of the
interdisciplinary approach. For instance, at
the fourth grade level, a
—Social studies unit on
-Latin America includes
-folk literature, music,
art, foods and the
language of the countries
being studied.
Mini-courses in foreign
languages are available
for middle school
students. They
nezia
_
_
dMigs to take
pima, of Framdt—nili

A.-aloe approach to
pigging actucauon is beige used in the elementary schools. The program "Every Child A
Winner" emphasizes
competition with self
rather than competition
with others and provides
every child, regardless of
stage of physical development, an opportunity to
see himself as a winner.
The movement education
program is nationally
validated through the
United States Office of
F.ducation.
Through the Practical
Arts program, middle
school students are involved in exploring
various career opportunities. Practical
Arts classes afford
students many "bead&

on" experiences in
several occupational
fields as well as provide
Information about
careers in those fields.
For example, in the Communications and Media
class, students learn
photography and explore
different careers in which
the Skill may be used.
Wanting to insure that
the educational program
Is effective and accurately reflects the needs of
the community is another
aspect of the continuous
search for the sounded
educational program
available.
This year an educational planning model is
being implemented to
allow community
members, administrators, teachers,
and students to establish
priorities for the school
system and to express the
degree to which they
think the priorities are
being achieved within the
existing educational program.
Dr. Lawrence Finkel, a
widely experienced
educator, was hired as
consultant and has been
in Murray to conduct
workshops. His first session was for school board
members. administrators and
representative teachers.
The second workshop was
for parents and a recent
meeting was held with
teachers.
(Cautioned on Pill$.A)
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Murray
school
system...
(Continued from Page &A)
Each group has
prioritized educational
goals individually, in
small groups and as a
total group. The ne-t step
is to assess the effectiveness of current programs in meeting the
stated goals. The final
step will be the revision of
programs to strengthen
the curriculum in the
areas targeted as the
most important.
• The Murray city
schools' curriculum obviously is in a constant
process of evolving. New
programs are carefully
evaluated and changes
occur as a result of
careful study by interested and coacerned
professionals.

THREE R'S THE MOST IMPORTANT — A strong basic curticulum is the first priority for Murray city schools but personnel

constantly search for new and meaningful programs to enrich
their students educations.
Photo by Kaye Peebles

Murray vocational center
in llth year of educating

111011101( Cir =MIMS — The trollks et Vim"bdopsedug
Medapfilms aisied Mlleabed
MSoder*as the high
asks&

The Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational
Education Center began
its 11th year in August
1912. The vocational
center offers educational
opportunities to both high
school and aduntudents
serving students from
both Calloway County
High and Murray High
Schools.
Students attend the
center for three hours
during one of the two
three-hour sessions offered during the day.
Several programs are approved for benefits with
the Veterans Administalion and adult students
can apply for BEOG
grants and loans.
Programs offered to
both high school and
adult students are health
services, appliance
repair and carpentry.
Health services, which is
a relatively new program
is designed to explore the
various health fields to
determine what program
a student would like additional training for a
career in. The program is
available as a half-day
training course to adults
and to high school
students.
The students participate with different
health agencies in the
ares during the second

semester with the
students working several
days per week to gain experience
students do
not receive pay for the
work but gain valuable
experience and receive
high school Credits for it
Appliance repair is
designed to teach
students the fundamental
of basic electricity,
repair of washers,
dryers, ranges.
dishwashers, microwave
ovens, air conditioning
and refrigeration.
Carpentry teaches
residential construction
and students can learn
basic skills for employment in the construction
industry or for personal
use now or in later years.
Programs offered just
for high school students,
since high school preenrollment In the misses
leaves no room for adults,
or retailing — formerly
called marketing and
distributive education —
auto mechanics and auto
body repair. Retailing
teaches the principles of
retailing and teaches
skills needed to work in
business selling goods
and services. Auto
mechanics teaches the
fundamentals of
autontothy repair and
prepares students for
employment in the

various automotive
fields. Auto body repair
teaches the fundamentals
of body repair on
vehicles, painting,
estimating, etc.
Tuition for adult
students is as follows
Registration fee for year
- $10 Tuition for (ulltime
students (attending 6
hours per day ( is $6 per
month. Tuition for
halftime student (attending 3 hours per day is $3
per month. High school
students do not pay
registration or tuition
fees.
The vocational center
has two full-time programs just for adult
students. They are practical nursing and adult
agriculture. The practical nursing class began
on Aug. 2 with a class of
$6 students. The class is
an eleven-month training
program. Applications
for the next class will be
taken in March.
The adult agriculture
program is designed for
persons 'engaged in the
farming profession.
Courses are held during
tbe winter months and onfarm supervision Is
available during the year
by eaatactiai Jihad*
Stocidale at 713-111711.
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About 200 workers keep city government functioning
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A staff of 100. a budget
of $2 5 million and a slew
of commissions. council.%
and boards make Murray
city government tick
If you include all the
persons who work for the
electric system, an
autonomous utility, that's
another 32 city personnel.
And if you throw tn those
citizens who serve on city
council and more than a
dozen advisory boards,
you'll come up with some
Holmes Ellis
200 Murrayans who keep
the city functioning from
Kentucky third-class
day today.
cities, and a university
They're all organized
whose personnel actively
under a "strong mayorcontribute to city affairs,
council" form of governdistinguish Murray city
ment, which Murray
government, in Ellis'
adopted in 1980 when the
view. Proud of the city's
state legislature revised
past and of the acthe municipal code. In the
coinptishments of 1982, he
opinion of current MAyor
also has a number of
Holmes Ellis, Murray is
goals for its future.
doing well under the new
Murray is one of the
system, as it did under
few Kentucky cities ownthe former one.
ing all of its utilities, pro"I think Murray is
viding gas, water and
known throughout the
sewer, as well as sanitastate for high-quality city
tion and street
government," Ellis said.
maintenance. The elecEllis was originally
tric system, though
elected in 1957, and said
autonomous, has its
he "inherited good
board appointed by the cigovernment" from
ty. The city and county
George S. Hart, who had
jointly administer the
served as mayor for 20
parks system, the airport
years before Ellis came
and the hospital.
on. Ellis held office until
Under the mayor1973, after which time he
council plan promulgated
declined to run until the
by the state municipal
most recent election.
code of 19110 these city
A higher level of ser- ...,departments are adviceii than that of most
ministered by the mayor.

— going s pan I00 of II sinews is
Pad Any La.Ilaksse Imo Imbed beep der.
raresilasvalsIskasalsad asliasal Isola
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Previously the mayor
and council jointly supervised the departments
and their personnel.
Another former .council
function, the appointing
of offices, is now _under
the mayor's authority as
well. Council's primary
jobs are to legislate.
policy and allocate the
budget.
The I2-member council
is presided over by Ellis
and mayor pro-tern Dr.
C.C. Lowry. Council committees on public works,
public safety, and finance
and budget provide information on those particularly important areas
lathe full council.
The change to a strongmayor system from one
In which the mayor's
authority was weaker is a
gradual one. Ellis says.
Though not commenting
directly on the merits of
the change, he feels
"neap are going rather
well for city governaunt."
Considering the diversity of city issues with
which the mayor and
council must be concerned, the input of the city's
many advisory commissions is indispensable.
For instance, the 10member planning cornmission, chaired by Greg
McKeel, recommends
decisions regarding new
housing, business
developments, and zoning. Currently the corm
mission is completely
revising its zoning ordinance to reflect
changes in the housing
market and tile-style.
Recommendations for
quieter business signs
and smaller residential
lot sizes will likely be
among the proposed
changes when the commission completes Its
review.
Another advisory group
currently in the spotlight
Is the Downtown
Revitilization Citizens'
Committee, chaired by
Buddy Buckingham. That
committee, working with
the city-county Economic
Development Corporation, is developing a plan
for financing improvements of store
fronts and other ways of
upgrading downtown.
The cable commission
is completing an arduous
procees of reaching an
agreement with the
American Television
Corp. for a new cable TV
contract The doing of
that contract. which will

Murray City Hall

'1 think Murray is known throughout the state for highquality state government.'
— Holmes Ellis

mission, who served for
provide 33 channels to
about 12 years; Dr. Rex
local viewers, Is one of
Alexander, now deceasEllis' goals for this year,
ed, a long-time city counand is expected to happen
cil member; Dean
soon.
Thomas Hoagancamp,
Other public bodies affiliated with the city are:
chairman of the planning
commission for several
Housing Authority,
years; and Dr. Melvin
chaired by Irma
Henley, the previous
LaFollette; the citycounty Senior Citizens'
mayor.
In assessing the city's
Board; the city-county
progress over the past
Airport Board, chaired
year, Ellis mentions imby Dr. H.L. Oakley; the
provements of public
Board of Zoning Adjustment (Jack Andersen);
safety. Heading the city's
the city-county Park
police department is
Jerry Lae, whose Mall of
Board (Carolyn Adams),
21 offtcers helped keep
the Community DevelopMurray's crime rate
ment Board (Steve
West); the city-county
below the state and naTransit Authority (Pete
tional average last year.
The 26-member fire
Whaley); the Human
Rights Corniniasion; and
depertment. under Chief
the Building Codes ApJames Hornbuckle, conpeals Board.
tributed to a lowsdag of
The Electric Plant
as Ors
Board, Tourism Commiswá
sion, and Hospital Cop. _zgbis=luilli ler
mission are antonomson
governing bodies that inAmong 19112's acclude city appointees.
complishments were:
location of the Kroger
Involvement of university personnel in city
plant in the former Tapbusiness has been a key
pan warehouse, effected
to maintaining good
with the efforts of the
town-sown relationships,
'planning office, street
In Ellis' opinion. He
and water departments,
and the Economic
points to several ixof MSU officials'
Development Corp.; observing the city: =
taining of bids for the new
c
W.G. Na, first
emIllewetfer treatment
and for a sew
man of the
•

-

•ka 11-44
• 4.4 ft. SI •

•

sewer line to tie into the
existing plant, annexation of 138 acres for the
new treatment plant, and
of portions of Canterbury
Subdivision and an adjacent mobile home park;
and rehabilitation of six
houses, aqcuisition of a
duplex and relocation of
two families by the Community Development
Agency.
On Ellis' list of goals
for IOC are extension of
sewer service up North
4th Street; conversion to
energy-efficient street
lights; relocation of the
street department; a
position classficiation
and salary plan for
(employees; location of a
headquarters building in
the cemetery; purchase
of new equipment for the
landfill; and continued
paving and sidewalk
repair.
The major goal for the
farther future must be city cooperation with the
Chamber of Commerce to
bring new industry to
Murray, to help comps'ssate for the loos of Tappet Ellis says.
— That's a goat of
everyone. I'd drhre to
Detroit tomorrow if I
knew of anything I could
wort oat."

‘Sooday. Febntary TB. 19113
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Library, arts annex offer access to world of information, ideas
A bumper sticker campaign once read, If you
can read this, thank a
teacher." To expand that,
If you have a book to
read, thank a librarian."
Calloway County has
had much to be thankful
for according to the
bumper sticker addition,
En that the present library
and arts annex provide
free and convenient access to the world of ideas,
information and creative
experience.
The main library, built
in 1970 at 710 Main Street,
features 11,800 square
feet of floor space including a 200-seat
meeting room, Kentucky
collection, display areas,
periodicals, offices and
technical processing
room surrounded by, of
course, books.
Books, books, lots of
books, 62,000 at last count
and growing, are included in the main library collection.
There was such an expansion move in the nine
years following the main
library's conception that

In 1979 the Arts Annex, a
90-year-old Victorian
design house located at
712 Main, was added to
the present system, housing a story hour room,
dark room, meeting
rooms, display areas and
a furnished apartment
for library guests.
In its' history, the
library staff and system
has faithfully provided
free and public service including convenient
operating hours for the
community.
Weekdays from 9 a.m.
until 8 p.m. various staff
workers, including CETA
workers from both Murray High and Calloway
County High, and seven
Murray State workstudy
students, summer youth
program workers and.
persons referred by the
local correctional agency, are busy keeping services available.
Also. Saturday the
library is open from 9
a.m. until 5 p.m. and Sunday from 1-5 p.m.
Margaret Trevathan,
library director, says,

"The only way we can be
open all of these hours is
through government funding." But open they are,
and open they are to
everyone.

Part of the responsibility for keeping the facility
operating IS the library
Board of Trustees,
presided by Walt Apperson, and including Or.
Oene .Cook, vice president, Dr. A.B. K opperud,
treasurer, Elsie Parker,
secretary, Jack Rose, advisor and I.ynn Houston,
member.
Brenda Rowlett is the
regional librarian and
Susan Mason 13 the
Calloway Library program director.
Jerry Reed is responsible for coordinating an
active volunteer
organization numbering
approximately 70
members.
Also on the volunteer
staff is the Friends of the
Library club which meets
annually in October and
has approximately 200
members.

Calloway County Public Library
And Library Arts Annex
..

.2r

LIBRARY AND ARTS ANNEX — The Calloway County Public Library and
Library Arta Annex provide the community with free and convenient access to a
world of ideas, information and creative experience

"The Calloway County
Public Library Is
Your Library-Use It!
Hours:
Mon.-Fri.-9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m
Sat.-9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sun.-1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Located
710-712 Main St.
Murray,Ky.

Have A Question? Call Us!
(502)753-2288-Main Library
(502)753-9996-Arts Annex

Library And
Informadon
Services

Munda• Urbruan ZR
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MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUN
HOSPITAL

To get to know us
before you need us...
Contact the Public Relations Department,
kkIrsy-CallOway County Hospital. 803 Poplar.
Murray. Kentucky 42071; or telephone (502) 7535131. extension 338. Your questions will be
answered in a prompt and friendly manner.(If your
inquiry requires technical assistance, your
answer will be returned in 24 hours.)
".

HOSPITAL FACTS...
MCCH
is dedicated
to the continued
PROGRESS
of Murray and
Calloway County

•A modern, self-supporting. regional medical care
complex with adjacent medical arts building
*178 acute care beds and 40 long term care beds
*Highly trained medical staff, certified and
experienced
'Third largest Calloway County employer
*Provides three levels of care — acute,
Intermediate and skilled
*Operates Its own ambulance service
'Provides educational opportunities for medical,
nursing, and allied health students through
internships and school affiliations
*Operates child care center for employees

PAGE 1S-A

Get to know us
before you need us!
Recognized throughout the four-state area for its excellent
patient care, Murray-Calloway County Hospital is known for
its warm, personable atmosphere.
Its medical, nursing, supportive and administrative staff is
dedicated to a tradition spanning more than 70 years of
genuine concern for each patient's needs.
In this tradition, MCCH became the first hospital in the state
to establish a hospice program to help the terminally ill and
their families. The MCCH Hospice is a model operation for
Kentucky with more than 200 specially trained volunteers.
These volunteers help meet the physical, spiritual and practical needs of the hospice patients.
MCCH also makes available...
-Day Plan to Stop Smoking
•Five.
*Make Today Count
*Speakers Bureau
•Poison Control Center
*Community Volunteer Blood Bank
•Nutrition Classes
*Reach for Recovery
•Educational Tours
•Houston Memorial Health Sciences Library
*Wellness and Health Promotion programs
on life styles and attitudes affecting ,
personal health

THE UNIVERSITY
Murray State University is located in Murray, Ky. the city has a
population of I7,000 and was recently honored as an "AU-Kentucky City."
It is located in West Kentucky's beautiful lakes region.
Murray State is a tax-supported, coeducational university offering
undergraduate and graduate degrees.
The University is fully accredited, maintaining high academic standards in a wide variety of programs. A low student-faculty ratio allows
for individual attention. Productive career counseling and job placement
services are also available to Murray's8,000students.

THE CAMPUS
Seventy-two buildings, including a new ss million University Center,
are located on MSU's attractive 112-acre main campus. The modern
facilities accommodate 136 programs of study for undergraduates, in addition to graduate classes.
The new Harry Lee Waterfield Library and the Forrest C. Pogue
Special Collections Library offer students more than 500,000 resource
materials, including 350,000 bound volumes and subscriptions to 2,200
periodicals. The Jesse Stuart Suite, located in the Waterfield Central
Library, holds the noted author's original manuscripts, first editions and
materials related to his career as a writer and educator.
The University has two agricultural'laboratory farms, totaling 351
acres; a NASA-related land-satellite data processing center; a 100,000watt FM radio station which broadcasts to five states; and many other
educational and rercreational facilities. The Boy Scouts of America
recently chose the MSU campus as the site for the national museum.

OFF-CAMPUS
The University also has some unique facilities and services located
nearby. MSU owns and operates a fully-equipped biological research station on Kentucky Lake and a veterinary diagnostic and research center in
Hopkinsvilia. MurrayState also owns Murphy's Pond. an aquatic wildlife
area, northwest ofMurray.
Only minutes away is the Tennessee Valley Authority's "Land Between
The Lakes" — a 170.000-acre wildlife and recreational area between Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley. It is often used as a living laboratory for
Murray State science classes. It also provides opportunities to water ski,
fish, hunt,sail, camp,canoe orlust bask in the sun.
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Hospital complex today
far cry from first facility

‘4,

The sprawling MurrayCa lloway County
Hospital complex as we
know it today is a far cry
from the five-room cottage where it all began 72
years ago
For it was in 1910 that
lir William Herbert
Mason. generally known
as Or. Will" came to the
realization that his ambitions as a surgeon could
never materialize in a
small town such as Murray without some sort of
hospital facility within
which to practice,
On August 23 of that
year, he opened what
became known as the
Murray Surgical
Hospital. the facility
which was to become the
forerunner of the Mason
Memorial Hospital and
later the Murray Calloway County
Hospital of today.
This first, modest
facility was set up in a
five-room cottage on
Popular Street where the
Mason Memorial
Hospital would later be
built and where the doctors' parking lot for the
present hospital now is
located.
The cottage was
remodeled to provide

some attic space for patients and two rooms, to
be used for operating and
the sterilizing of instruments and equipment.
This pioneer Murray
medical facility opened
with one patient and one
nurse The Quadrennial
-- 11911-1922) of the
Report
Mason Memorial,
Hospital notes that there
was "no other help other
than the physicians who
were connected with it"
in documenting the initial
hospital's simple beginning..
This first patient had
been hospitalized for,and
immediately had, an abdominal operation.
The second patient,
stricken with appendicitis, was admitted the
second day the hospital
was open and for an
operation. Both were
cared for by their
families with the help and
supervision of the one
nurse.

According to the
report, both patients
recovered and the work
grew until a larger
building was purchased
in 1911. At this time. Dr.
Mason was joined by Dr.
Newton G. Evans and Dr.

Ben B. Keys in the operation of a still larger
surgical hospital.
Dr. Evan' left Murray
after a few years, but Dr.
Keys continued to practice here until his death in
1934•at the age of St
By this time: the facility, the report notes, "had
two nurses, a cook and
one other helper, a man
who looked after the
business."
The building was kept
Filled with patients,
although most of them
were of very limited
means while the expense
of running the hospital
was great.
The financial situation
of this early facility was
not a favorable one by
any measurement, and,
had it not been for the
loyalty and faith of those
aasociated with it. the
Mason Memorial
Hospital and the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital of today may
never have been as the
struggling litUe Murray
Surgical Hospital "would
have perished in its infancy," the 1911-1922
report notes.
An important facet of
the hospital's history is
the nurses' training

MASON HOSPITAL — The old Mason Memorial Hospital Barred the community from 1911 to 1947, at which time the Murray Hospital Association. Inc., was
established and took it over. It was razed in 1979 as part of the current hospital's
expansion program.
school, which was
operated for many years
by the Mason Hospital.
A.1912 report lists the
hospital with five
graduate nurses and a
three-year training program registered by the
Kentucky State Board of
Nurses.
The early contribution
of the Mason family to
nursing education in Wes*
Kentucky was recognised
several years ago when
the budding housing the

four-year nursing program and department at
Murray State University
was named Mason Hall.
The larger, 45-bed
facility, which had
become known as the
Mason Hospital operated
until 1947 at which time
the Mason family made
the hospital available to
the community which
took over its operation
and began the Murray
Hospital.
Also in 1947, the Keys-

Houston Clink-Hospital,
which was operated for
years ass partnership involving Dr. Hugh L.
Houston, Dr. Hal E.
Houston and Dr. Coleman
McDevitt was incorporated and its name
changed to the HoustonMcDivitt Clinic, Inc.
Later, when the ClinicHospital discontinued its
inpatient functions, its
physicians pined in the
operation of the Murray
(Comtism/Oa Papal)

Nuclear cornera expands medicakiere
Ejection traction,
tracers, phase fourier
mystical words to the
uninitiated, but to a
n uclear medicine
technologist, they mean
expanding diagnostic
capabilitien-isr patient
care.

In recent months, the
Murrpy-Calloway County
Hospital has purchased
and installed a scintillation (nuclear) camera
and new computer for its
X•Ray Department.
these have made posslbk
more extensive and
definitive tests to be cam-

911/CLIA.1 MIMIC= — With smeleer
malieles. patients am mein bob le onkel,
heart illeeese. kaes dissent.
Needles end al Weider and =dee=
Willi the eesclies Ismer MOM liwbesisidat
Dave Thempesa.

Nuclear medicine, a
radiology-related Inaction, offers five tests that
were not previously
available to patients at
the Murray hospital. The
theory behind these is
complex: speciallydesignated eimeads tagged with radioactive
anclides, or teeters, are
Injected or billeie& the
radioactivity detected
and measured by a
censers-las device and

electronically transmitted for photographic purposes
The complex process
results in visualisations
of organs that areal attainable any othsvisay.
Organs can be MO OS
they live and. mite 1111.
portant, judged 1110cordind to how well *ay
do their Ohs.
The tests give
diagnostic information
based on their structure,
size, shape and canfiguraUss, how bleed circulates Mad lleduali •
organ, Ideellise Meets
OM Wiese.dime pretepee awl eves shows
hew gimpy Meets the
asses.
' The endear medicine
apartment at lehrrayCalloway County
Hospital farmerly wee
rim by DIEM iliempeon.
He nemplOod medlar
medielne training at
Vamilleddit Usivenity.

He performed tests
physicians use to
evaluate patients for
heart disease, lung
disease, gastrointestinal
bleeding, gallbladder and
liver flusctisa.
Some tads. like those
on the liver, cannot be
risualised with camasWeal X-ray. Others, like
thallium cardiology
strew audios. can sew
take the place of more'stmts. such as
catheterisation.
which involves additional
risk.
In general, nuclear
medicine studios offer an
arely new approach to
looking at the problem,
&big Wonsan= and
visual records of an
organ's structure and
fusicbse.
Nuciser mididse testa
bivalve as mere exposers
le rediellee thee de cur
weitissig X-rays,Theysee emplieelese. This way
of etedyies wiper has
been Inmuses ese ter
abed al yews. yee Illie

=

tegration of computers
into nuclear medicine
technology has expanded
the field dramatically
within the past five years.
The Murray hospital's
department, which has
been in existence for
seven yews, has been offering keg, liver, brain
illedbeas studies since its
ietegration silk.
brilig
compuler function into
the departes•st,
however. has 'speeded
al that.
Now available are
multi-gated acquisition
testing (MUG A) which
includes a wall manes
display of the heart, a
study of the amount of
blood passing through
heart chambers and the
rhythm at which the
chambers week.
Others bided" teats to
detect and pispoint the
locatioa of
gastrehdeetimal bloodies,
and hopetetilliery Insole& obi& Is as
110111141001111:17:::
SUM
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Hospital complex...
(Continued from Page 19-A)
Hospital.
The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital had its
beginning in 1964 when
the facilities of what had
become known as the
Murray Hospital became
•lated, and, again, the
.mmunity rallied
..ound a campaign to see
that a new, modern structure was erected.
After. -construction of
the new hospital in 1964,
the old building was converted into a convalescent care unit, and was
used for the next 15 years
primarily for that purpose.
In 1976, however,
several of the doctors
located their offices temp o ra ri 1 y in the old
building after the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic
building downtown was
virtually destroyed by
fire on Oct. 11.
The modern, regional
medical center which today . is the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital came into being
with the completion of an
$8-million expansion pro-

gram
The project involved
the construction of a $6.2
million addition to the
hospital itself, including a
new surgical suite, expanded emergency
facilities, a 40-bed long
term care center, an additional 38 acute care
beds and remodeled
facilities for the X-ray,
respiratory therapy,
physical therapy, library
and educational functions.
Construction on this
began in October, 1976.
In July, 1977. construction was started onthe
three-story building.
which was dedicated May
9 as the Mason Memorial
Medical Arts Building.
The 40,000-square-foot
building, located adjacent to the hospital, provides offices for 22 of the
hospital's 36-member
medical staff as well as a
pharmacy and other commercial sp. e An allweather c
r connects the bui ing to
hospital.
It was occupied .y I ,
tors in January of 1979,

and since then has attracted specialists in
family medicine, an
ophthalmologist, an earnose -and -throat
specialist. orthopaedic
surgeons, an oral surgeon
and specialists in internal
medicine as well as
others.
Razing of the Convalescent Division
the old
Murray Hospital building
• began March 14, 1979,
and was completed in
about 12 days. A parking
lot for the hospital's doctors now occupies the
area.
From its simple beginning and because of the
dream of one man, Dr.
William Herbert Mason,
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
grown and developed into
a modern, well staffed
and equipped regional
medical center with 218beds
And, for more than 100
years, the Mason family
of physicians dedicated
o the community
and t e practice of
medicine
William Morris Mason,

1443

I 11•1111r *Wilma

born in 1816, was reported
to hi the first of the
group He came to the
Hazel area in 18511, and
was the grandfather of
Vanderbilt graduates
Edgar Perry, William
Herbert and Hobert
Macon Mason

a noted ph)so Ian inMur

ross the United
Canada
!The tradition of

Statt•S

and

Dr Ora Kress Mason,
wife of I/r Will Mason.
also was fur many years,

or many years.
through their hospital
work and private practice. hr Will. Dr Ora and
Dr Rob- seryi•el hundreds
of families across West
Kentucky and -.Northwest
Tennessee as well as participating in the training
of nursing students from
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ULTRASOUND - Judy Yates, a registered X-ray technician, procemes an ex pedant mother with the hospital's newly-enhanced ultrasound imagery equipment.

Calloway County Humane Society
"Our Animals Need You"
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Come Visit
The Shelter
You're Always
Welcome...

We've Got
An Animal
Just For You...
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Murry ,Ky.

We're Proud Of
Murray And Calloway
County's Progress
And Pleased To
Be A Part Of
This Thriving
Community!

Something for
everyone
With 136 two-year and
four-year programs of
study to choose, the approximately 11,000 Murray State University
students have many options for a well-rounded
education .
A Lax-supported, coeducational university,
Murray State is fully accredited, maintaining
high academic standards
and a low student-faculty
ratio allowing for individual attention.
In the recent past, Murray State's preprofessional students had a 90
percent placement success in both medical and
dental schools.
The Cooperative
Education Program is
one where students
receive outside-the classroom experience.
Through cooperative
education a student can
test his career choice
before graduation. The
program is open to any
Murray State student in
any field of study whoa

SCOUT MUSEUM — The old Laboratory school and interim student canter on
Murray State's campus lain the process of being convertad kite the national Boy
SCOUt

wants to participate in
very specific experiences.
The university also has
special facilities, including the biological station on Kentucky Lake,
the Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research
Center, Murphy's Pond,

There also are plenty of
out-of-the-classroom activities. The university
has over 150 academic
clubs and honor societies,
raternities, sororities.
social organizations, and
governmental associations.
Murray offers 56 intramural sports
throughout the year.
There also is a college
rodeo twice a year.
The Racers also have
made their mark in the

AIRPORT BOARD MTMBIRS
Cb. Ifegb L. Oakley
Trees. Otis N. train
Tommy L. Walter
Jimmy N. Fain
C.W.!saes
0.1. Waken
Mayor Noises Ins
Jo* Gaorge Weeks
Merray has i =odors safe all-weatflor
oirport *wood by tbe citheas of Mangy
aid Callowery Co., governed by the airport board, emmaged by Jobaay Paricet.
The airport foatmoss 5,000 ft. runny
with in instrumeat approach and
maintenance, AVGas end ,lot Pad
available.

an environmental studies
center and two college
farms.

For Murray And
Calloway County
Is Our
Continued Goal!
Compliments Of

County Judge
George H. Weeks

world of intercollegiate
athletics. With 39 winning
seasons and a winning
percentage of .1123 (34th
among Division I
schools), the basketball
program has a rich winning tradition. Athletic
Director and Head
Baseball Coach Johhny
Reagan ranks 10th
among active baseball
coaches with a 503-325
190i slate. The 'Breda
nickname used only by
the baseball team) have
won 10 Ohio Valley Conference championships
and recorded 20 winning
seasons.
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County government duties explained
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
With the shifting of
positions in county
government which took
place in 1976, several
departments or areas of
county government have
been taken over by the
state, according to
Calloway County JudgeExecutive George
Weaks.
County government is
directed by the judgeexecutive who serves as
head of the fiscal court.
Weaks explains that the
fiscal court is the
legislative body of the
George Weeks
county and is made up of
four magistrates.
the county judge exMagistrates are elected
ecutive's, the county
officials and those curclerk's and the sheriff's.
rently filling the positions ' Marvin Harris is curare Oyde Hale, Gil Hoprently serving as county
son. Ralph Bogard and
clerk and David BaIntine
Dan Miller.
as sheriff.
"The judge's office is
He adds that the county
an administrative one
attorney serves as legal
now," he says, there is no
advisor to the fiscal court
law business taken care
but that most of his
of there."
salary is paid by the
He explains that there
state.
are three county offices:
The jailer is another ex-

Soccer explodes on
recreation scene;
over SOO take part
a
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

'...probably the busiest of all county offices is the county clerk's.'
— George Weaks

ample of a county official
being paid by the state,
Weeks explains. "The
jailer is a state officer
under the Department of
Corrections. The county
does, however,contribute
about $50,000 per year to
the fail and the jailer."
He explains that county
officials work in conjunction with city officials on
anything that is for the
betterment of the city.
Some particulars include
the hospital board,
library board, health
board and airport board

Weaks says he feels
that "probable the
busiest of all county offices is the county
clerk's."
In

explaining

duties

and responsibilities carried out in that office, he
reports it handles matters concerning property
deeds, mortgages, marriage licenses, license
plates and hunting and
fishing licenses.
There are currently 36
Calloway County
employees.

residents of Murra). and
Calloway County. both
Community recreation
male and female. It's
in Murray and Calloway
definitely the fastest
CiVunty displays many
growing sport around, Ino
tennis.
familiar faces
doubt about it," Ilotunan
said.
Vitt SWITTIMINC, and
numerous seasonal
Because of the rapid
favontes like softball
growth of soccer
But the most explosive
pressure, has been apsport to hat this area in replied to product. more
cent years has been, socfields, more areas of excer.
, pansion for the everSoccer. soccer and
increasing number of
more soccer erupts every
players and teams
year beginning wtth sprlast year eight or nine
Fields were in almost coning seasons and. continuing with fall programs
stant use
two at the
Over 500 youths parnew park complex. which
ticipated in the no-hands
will increase to three by
sport last season with at
the fall season, four or
least three teams
five at Murray State and
representing Murray and
one at Robertson
Calloway County in state
Elementary
tournaments.
Two fields are in the
(;ary Holman. Murray
process of being landparks director, says socscaped and sown in the
cer is definitely the bigBee Creek bottom site of
gest thing to hit this area
the parks system and
since the invention of the
they should be ready by
ball.
fall or next spring at the
latest
*'It's -a wide-open program available to all
( Continued on Page 23-A
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*Free Banquet Facilities
*Greet Food
*Daily Specials
*Wenn Atmosphere
*Great Prices
*Friendly People
*Make yaw
*311 lton Seep t Salad Bar
own dairy
753-0440
cone 104
Free to kids
• Tigers.
11
p.m.
Fri. - Set.
11 a.m. -lip...

WE'VE BEEN DEDICATED
TO SERVING MURRAY
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY
FOR OVER 18 YEARS.
COME IN TODAY AND
LET STEVE HAMM
OR ANY OF HIS
STAFF HELP YOU!
DOING BUSINESS WITH THE
NOME OWNER AND
CONTRACTOR IN MIND

I
Left to Right
Bob Dial
2. Clifford Hutcherson
(New)
3. Bill Settles
4. Judy Stonfill
5. Scott Coleman
6. Roy Mitchell
7. Steve Rogers
8. Steve Hamm

Certakilbed
Insulation
25 Different
Grades & Thicknesses
of Plywood
Quality Materials - Fair Prices - Prompt Service

%nubby • Irhruary 21. I13
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Soccer...
(Continued from Page 22-A I
But the expansion
doesn't seem fast enough
to accomodate all the
eager soccer enthusiasts.
The local 'high schools
have yet to establish pro-

grams, but Hohnian says
its only a matter of time.
With the response
we've got in this area
from kids grades 2-12,
plus .a boys team which
includes some 19-year-

SOCCER — The pm* et soccer becoming the
fastest-growing apart in Murray and Calloway
County.

olds, I don't see how they
will be able to exclude the
sport much longer. With
the pressure of so many
interested kids and
parents, plus the start of
programs in surrounding
school systems Marshall
County initiated . a school
program last year) it
seems like it's just a matter of time before the
start something in the
local high schools "
One drawback to the
sport's fast-rising
popularity, besides the
strain on parents who
must cart their children
to and from practices and
games,is the fear of sport
overlap.
If soccer grows too big,
what will happen to football or the summer
baseball leagues. Which
sport will the players
choose? Which sport will
decline?
Hohman says he
doesn't see any problem
with overlap, except
possibly in the junior football programs in the fall.
T'he spring soccer season
ends before the baseball
seasons get too involved

FAST ACTION — The pace is quick and soccer players of varying ages fill up
the soccer fields during the year. Over 500 youths participated in play last year.
and the fall program includes many players who
wouldn't be playing football anyway.
Lee Barron, Murray
State intramural director
and a former pro soccer
player, agreed.
"I don't see soccer as
competing for athletes

Head tmu
Family Hair Care Center

with other sports and
don't like to think of
sports as colliding or one
overpowering the other
"I think they can complement each other,
especially soccer,"
because it teaches so
much coordination to
players, who in another

sport might not to gct to
play as much "
April beguLs another
spring season 44 ith
registration.s for ,sevcral
leagues starting in
March. Current president
of 'the Murray-eallowa)
County Soccer ASSOCIiiIWO is Jim limiter

-rs()
•eo.

Head Quarters Has Had 7 Successful Years Serving
Murray and Calloway County
Call

7155. 12th
Street

7532266

Across From
Storey's Food
Giant

For Appointment

Ear Piercing
With 241?.
Geld Plated
Wiled Studs
$750
ow,

We Specialize In Family
Hair Care Services —
Appointments Advisable
Walk-Ins We •

Helene Curtis
Von -Temp II
Curling Irons
WiHiSi,jCIsiui

$245°

Wes 34.S0 Sete 001y

4ondiv•

1'414 21

We've got

the shoes
kidsget into.
II vou•re looking fOr qUallt V shoes your
kids can get a lot (dust' out of. look no
urt her Because now we've got a terrific
m.141114)114St ride Riti:shiies in all t he
popular st vies your kids will love

Stride Rite

Many involved with success oftheatre
What do you get when
you combine a growing
community's need for
live theatre, young people
full of energy and talent,
adults with vision and
foresight. the financial
support of citizens and
businesses, and a long
neglected railroad depot
w ith historial
significance' The
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre and
its Playhouse in the Park,
is the answer.
In January of 1977,
Richard Valentine met
with a group of interested
Murray and ('alloway
County residents -to
discuss the passibihty of
beginning a community
theatre. In March. the
first production. **Fractured Fairy Tales!" was.
presented, followed in
April by "Androcles and
the Lion." After many
productions in schools,
libraries, and
restaurants, the IAN
Railroad offered the Old
Freight Depot to the
Murray-C-alloway County
Park to serve as the permanent home of Community Theatre.
Through the cooperslion of Murray, Calloway
County and park officials,
the depot was cut in three
pieces and the move
began in the fall of 1979.
By bliy 1980, the move
was complete and cleanup had begun. In the summer of 1980, the "Wizard
of Os" was produced inside the Playhouse in the
Park.
Since that first production, the Murray Calloway County Community Theatre has produced an average of one
show each month. From
musicals such as "The
Fantasticks," "The
Music Man," "Fiddler on
the Rood," "The
Boyfriend," "Godepell,"
"Anything Goes," and
"Bye, Bye, Birdie," to
plays like "The Thread
that R41118 so True," "The
Taming of the Shrew,"
"To Kill•Mockingbird,"
'The Man Who Cs

Dinner," "Wait TAIL-

&rideRitt

Astberized MIS,Castor

gamey Sseibsies /Amer 753-43113
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Dark," "Dracula,"
"Christmas Carol," "The
Importance of Being
Earnest," and '1'he Skin
of Our Teeth;" to
children's show' such as
"Peter Pan," "The Hob
hitt," "Toni Sawyer,"
and "Alice In
Wonderland;" all the

way to the vary motor
"Gourtnet Cobarits."the

WE LOVE YOU CONRAD — All the girls loved Conrad Birdie In the Community Theatre's presentatiny of "Bye, Bye Birdie." The production is one of the
many by the local theatre company.
Photo by Hal Rice
people of this region have
become involved with as
and new residents. ComIntegral part of the comdelighted in the actions
munity Theatre was a
munity.
strong category in the
and antics of numerous
characters that have tripThe Community
audio-visual presentation
that earned Murray the
Theatre, by virtue of its
ped across the stage of
honor ''All Kentucky CiThe Playhouse in the ,name and philosophy,
Park.
ty."
depends completely upon
Going strong since 1977,
the tune and money conThe 1983 Community
Theatre Fund Drive has
the Community Theatre
tributed by citizens and
begun and will end March
offers:
businesses. Only one-half
lb. This year, your donaof the money needed
•A good, broad variety at
tion will actually double
exciting family entertain- comes from ticket sales.
In value. If the theatre
ment,
The people of Murray
can raise $5,000 tram our
and Calloway County
• A showcase for the
creative talents of
community by the end of
have brought this theatre
the drive, The Kentucky
Murray-Calloway County
from a dream to one of
Arts Council will match
citizens,
the fastest-growing, most
it, dollar-for-dollar.
dynamic civic arts
• Educational avenues
organizations in KenPlease take the time to
outside the classroom for
send your tax-deductible
talented young people, tucky. Today, Calloway
Countains look with pride
contribution to ensure the
and
to a showcase for visitors
ongoing success .
• An opportunity to
MEMBERSHIP CARD,..,2
Name

Address

PhomM

Donation

Active Membership

Sponsor Membership

General 1110.00
PamilY

Cuftain Raiser $25-49
Entertainers
$50-99
$100-499
Directors
Producers
$500

Ly Theatre, Box 952
Murray, KY' 42071

Consmun

1'461
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Interest in fishing
for sauger is growirig
GOLDEN POND
When most people think
about fishing in the lakes
around TVA's Land Between The lakes (LBI.1,
they probably envision
the annual spring crappie'
run or the lunker
that may be caught in
either Lake Barkley or
Kentucky Lake.
Yet, there is a growing
interest among the
anglers of the area in
another fish known as the
sauger.
A smaller cousin of the
better-known walleye,
the sauger has been a
fairly obscure fish that, in
the past, was caught
mostly by accident.
In the '70s, though, interest began to grow,
along with the sauger
populations, and more
fishermen began to
specialize in sauger
fishing.
For the most part, the
sauger looks like its
cousin except the sauger
has a series of dark spots
on the dorsal fin and the
walleye has only a single
black spot near the rear
of the dorsal fin.

Another noticeable difference is the. size
Though the sauger ma)
reach six or seven pounds
— the. state record was
set in Kentucky Lake
with the 'catch of a 6.pound, 1-ounce fish — it
has an average weight of
one to two pounds.
Still, the sauger is gaining popularity due to its
excellent table qualit)
The sauger is the second
most caught fish in the
tailwaters of Kentucky
Lake. both in weight and
number, and within the
top five in both weight
and number in the
tailwaters
.Lake
Barkley. In Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes, the
sauger is filling anglers'
creels with increasing
regularity
There are a number of
ways to fish for sauger,
and like every other kind
of fishing, methods*are as
varied as the fishermen.
Still, there are somemethods favored by a
large majority of the
fishermen. These are
usually based on seasonal
Continued on Page 2S-A )

Multiple-use concept
utilized by lakes area
GOLDEN POND —
Land Between The Lakes
LBL , the 170,000-acre
forested peninsula between Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley in western
Kentucky and Tennessee,
La a uniquely managed
area, rich in natural
resources and abundant
In wildlife.
The 40-mile-long, 8mile-wide tract is being
developed by the Tenriessee Valley Authority
as a national demonstration in outdoor recreation, resource managem e 'nt.and
environmental/energy
education.
Since its inception in
11164, LBL has been
managed under a
multiple-use concept to
Increase its public
recreation and education
opportunities, to provide
better conditions for
wildlife, and to upgrade
the quality and appearance of the forest
and open lands.
Mittel for wildlife is
being improved to accommodate large
numbers of Missals for

the enjoyment of both
sightseers and sportsmen. Forest lands are
managed to provide a
well distributed and
balanced supply of food
and cover for wildlife,
and to ensure the continued halth and beauty
of the forest, campgrounds, and other
public use areas. Small
ponds and lakes are
managed to provide
wildlife watering sites
and a variety of fishing
opportunities for visitors.
TVA has cooperative
agreements with the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife mums and
the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency for the
cooperative management
of fish and wildlife in
1.131. Forest fire control
is provided under contract with the Kentucky
and Tennessee State Divisions of Forestry.
A wide variety of activities in I.B1. Is wholly
or particaly related to
management of its
natural resources. Hunting and [Ming are well
Willlitinuod on Pap 31-A)

"Our Clothes Make
People Happy"

Getting the best of anything
is knowing where to find
it...And when it comes to Fine
Fashions, think of The Place.
Dressing Murray people with a
true knowledge of Fashion
Trends has given us a reputation our customers respect. We
have clothes for all occasions.

+be naett
Sotribrcte uttboy
7134678
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Fishing...
Continued from Page 25-A)

We've Got Your
Style...
Fashions change, but one
fact remains the same.
Women are talking about
shoes.
You won't find a better
styled, more complete
selection of shoes
anywhere. We believe in
offering you the best of
both worlds...the comfort
of a great fitting shoe plus
the fashion of a great
style.

the

shoe

Southside Manor
P*4/fray, Ky

tree

changes.
In the winter, for example. a popular techruque
is drift-fishing. Using this
technique the angler
drifts along dropoffs, or
breaklines, and fishes at
depths up to 40 feet, both
below the dams and along
the old river channel
dropoffs in the reservoirs.
By drifting instead of
trolling, the angler works
an area more slowly and
completely, compensating for the slower
movement of the sauger
in the cold water.
A popular lure for this
technique consists of a 1ounce football-head jig,
with a leader of 1 to 1'1 inches tied through the eye
of the jig, or in the curve
of the jig hook) and tied to
a No. 6 or No. 8 treble
hook. A medium minnow
is then hooked through
the lips onto the jig hook
and through the tail with
the treble hook. This will
compensate for the short
strike of the sauger at
this time of the year.
Another tip is to make
sure to jig the lure next to
the bottom, since sauger
are usually found within a
foot of the bottom. Jigging also helps guard
against hanging up on
underwater structures.
Nine out of 10 times, the
sauger will hit the lure as
It falls to the bottom.
From late December to
late March, gauger will
begin their annual spawn
when the water
temperature reaches 45
degrees.
During spawning
season the 'auger will
concentrate near
shallow, rocky surfaces
I 4-10 feet deep I. such as
the areas below Barkley
and Kentucky Dams, and
at the mouths of the major tributary dreams of
the reservoirs, such as
Little River and Eddy
Creek on Lake Barkley
and Blood River.
Jonathan Creek, Big Sandy River, and the Duck
River on Kentucky Lake.
Doing a curly-tail grub
or jig. cast out over the
bnsskIlite. When the lure
baser the bottom, slowly
.1109 It over the breskline.
This is nasally where the
gauger will hit the hire.
Even bank anglers can
get in on this action by using 4- to 10-pound test line
and 1/11 to 1/4 ounce
Isedhead jigs tipped with
2- to 3-inch twister gall
grebe in smoke, white, or

chartreuse. The lure
should be cast and allowed to sink to the bottom
before reeling in slowly.
In summer many
anglers prefer trolling
methods. There are three
major trolling techniques: t 1) spreader trolling. 12) sash weight trolling, and )3) plug trolling.
The first two trolling
techniques, spreader and
sash weight trolling, are
used primarily below the
dams due to the heavy
current. Spreader trolling involves the use of a
stainless steel wire
leader and plugs with red
or orange undersides.
Sash weight trolling involves the use of a heavy
weight of 1 pound or more
old window sash weights
cut into appropriate
lengths are commonly used, thus the name "sash
weight trolling"
A
Rapala or Rebel-type
plug is tied on a long
leader which trails
behind the weight. The
third trolling method.
plug trolling, is used
primarily in the reservoirs. This technique involves the trolling of deep
diving plugs,such as Wiggle Warts, Hellbenders,
and Bombers, along
dropoffs in 10-to 154eet of
water near the old river
channels. It is rapidly
gaining popularity in the
Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes area. and has
resulted in many good
catches of sauger.
There are a few things
to look for when fishing
for sauger, which
depends an the area being
fished and the season.
According to Bob "Big
Bass" Beals, a local
fishing guide, gauger, like
walleye, are sensitive to
the light. Sauger will
generally hold on
shallower drops on overcast days or on days when
there is a light chop or
ripple on the water a
light chop diffuses the
sunlight that hiti, Illa
water).
TVA Fisher-ilia
Biologist Gary Jenkins
says that sensor will be
found along steep
breaklines and will
generally move deeper as
the sky gets brighter.
Ideally, fishing for
ganger would be best at
night. but following the
breakline in the dirk can
often be impeseibia.
Also, Ranger an usually found on hard bottoms,
such as rock.
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Kenlake Resort
a vacation spot
for entire family
When the pressures of
day-to-day obligations
become too much or if
you're looking for a vacation spot offering
something for the entire
family, look just 15 miles
northeast of Murray to
Kenlake State Resort
Park.
The resort is one of
Kentucky's many state
parks offering the beauty
of the date's natural
resources and the conveniences of man-made
facilities.
Located on the western
shore of Kentucky Lake
on Kentucky 94, the park
offers lodge rooms, cottages and camping
facilities on a year-round
basis with the exception
of a two-week period during the winter.
Recreational activities
readily available at the
park include boating.

V.

,

fishing, golfing, hiking,
horseback riding, picnicking, swimming and
tennis.
Other features of the
part are a gift shop with
a wide selection of Kentucky handmade items, a
200-capacity meeting
room, a recreation room
featuring video games,
table tennis and other
games.
The park has special
accomodations for handicapped visitors ineluding parking spaces,
ramps, rooms especially
outfitted for the handicapped,and an elevator
has recently been installed for easier accessibility
to the dining room and
meeting room.
For more information
or for reservations write:
Kenlake State Resort
Park, Hardin, Ky., 420441
or call 502-474-2211.

Finding
the right
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Child's Play at

The Step Ladder
,

Sol Ak Coster
641 South
*army, Ky.
Moors: 94 61-F
9-5 Set.

••••• tiom

,P7
1 Boy's and Girl's
virtP sizes from infants
to size 20

"
1`•

We will be glad to help you
with all your child's clothing needs.

8 years of Serving You with
the best selection and price!
sweet & Sassy
IDorisso
Ruth of Carolina
Gloria Vanderbilt
Martha's Miniatures

Donmoor
Koynee
Izod
Health Tex
Open ,o

A

4,4 ri

Sat

Chips & Twigs
Quarterback
Jack Tor
Billy The Kid
Fri ci to 8
( h•klnen s Fashoons

Step ceadd6,t.

8.1 Air ShoPPF^"
V
nr
.
r
753 7796
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'Dickens'Christmas'
brings bock
spirit of yule season

CHRISTMAS OF LONG AGO — A yearning for an old-time Christmas celebrants* came true I taw years
ago and is relived almost every year with "Dickens' Christmas to Press Alley." The e,ent. with a Milos
similar to a Dickens-era London market square, was the braise:Mid a few Murray people wanting to bring
beck tradition and the old-lashion meaning el the yuletide mama.
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Losing 58 Pounds In Murray
You Can Do it Too!
This is the last weight-loss program you'll ever seed!
*Sound Nutrition _
*Private, Daily Counseling
*Behavior Modification

*Lifetime Maintenance
*Low Prices
*No Contracts

TIE DIET CENTER
Weir*

I.ii.....,‘

Call WayIOW
1411 Ds Ulla,Illa-Fd14:aSt 10-1

1.11 1 11111 W 11"11 11"1 1 1

Lisa Filler
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Homes
in
community
Hermitage Drive

•

Oaks Estates

urEsniz - Homes reflect the liteetylesci
cities and counties. Three homes here show some of
ths individual tastes al local residents and are
prime enemies et the many beautiful homes in
Murray and Calloway County.

Eirktis Strive

"1.1.!••••••11.•••••.1.0.4.4-0...V.

I'Ala% 511-A
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You'll come to love it.

STATE RESORT PARK
Hardin Kentuck

116

MAU MBOIN...the tennis resort of the
Park system, features co tennis center
which caters to every need,of the tennis
player...at lakeside is o 1200-seat spectator court, four indoor latexlte courts, pro
,shop ond resident pro.

The Charm and welcome of the Old South
await the guest at Kenloke Resort. Great
food, fishing, golfing, tennis and booting
are offered with a smile.
Open Year Round...Hardin, Ky. (502)
474-2211

COMO 10 WM IL

erottte Nertmes

r etnuary la. Iva)
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Land Between The Lakes...
(Continued from Page ro-A)
known, resource dependent, recreation acUvities; however, the interests and activities of
photographers, artists,
birders, hikers,
horseback riders,
campers, field trail enthusiasts, educators, and
many others are also
greatly enriched by the
wise use and management of the resources.
The resources
at LBL
The basic resources of
LBL are not unique.
There are millions sat
acres of land throughout
central and eastern
United States that have
potential for outdoor
recreation and education.
However, LBL is unique
in its unity of ownership,
administration, and purpose. There is no other
lock of public land of
equal or greater size
almost entirely surrounded by water and devoted
in its entirety to such a
broad array of activities.
Among the outstanding
resources is the more
than 300 miles of
shoreline of Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley.
Within LBL the water
resource includes apple:finitely 1.80surface
acres in three whimadtnenta of Lake
Barkley, one small interior lake, and over TM
ponds and waterholes.
Yeareound, free-flewtoll
strumsare rare.
Most of the land is
made up of a series of
narrow ridges with
moderate to steep slopes
separated by narrow
valleys. The majority of
the soils are gravelly, infertile, and generally not
welt suited to large-scale
farming acitiritiss.
Forests occupy about
IMAM aeres(SI preset)

•

of the land area and are
made up primarily of
oak-hickory hardwood
stands. Open areas consisting of cropland,
meadow, and reverting
fields occupy about 10,000
acres concentrated in the
valleys.
A ma* resource of
LBL is its wide variety at
wildlife, including
whitetail and fallow deer,
turkey, rabbit, squirrel,
dove, raccoon, beaver,
fox, bobcat, skunk,
waterfowl, and a
multitude of songbirds.
Bald and golden eagles
Inhabit the area from late
fall to early spring. The
turkey flock, one of the
finest wild stocks in the
eastern United States,
was at one time the only
surviving turkey flock in
the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
The resource
management plan
One of the earliest programs TVA initiated in
LBL was a detailed
resource management
plan. The plan was
developed by a team of
specialists in cooperation
with Kentucky and Tennessee state forestry and
wildlife agencies and
reviewed by wildlife
management experts
from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and
Louisiana State University. The plan is continually
updated as new resource
management techniques
develop.
Per convenient
management the peninsula is divided into 116
wort areas ranging in
sins from LON to 3.1110
acres. Partials of dee or
len areas at a time are
worked each year en a 7year retain schedule.
Agrices'-orral cropping is
amencted on a yearly
basis is theme same

SAILING AWAY — A strong wind and calm,
smooth waters make sailing one of the many lake
aerie activities enjoyed by local remittent'.
TVA photo
areas.
Resource specialists go
into the field to determine
the management needs
for small land units
within each work area.
Forest conditions. inchiding size, volume,
vigor, and growth, are
determined. Wildlife
habitat conditions — the
need for water, cover,
food plots. den trees, and
open land requirements
— are recorded.
This information is
analysed by the resource
management staff and a
menaigement treatment

prescription is developed
for each of the land units
Recommendations may
include cover plantings,
woods openings, Umber
stand and wildlife habitat
I mprovement.
waterholes, erosion control, fire access trails,
food plots, agricultural
cropping, forest
preserves, and Umber
harvest.
The prescriptions are
then reviewed by the
combined 1J3L staff of
landscape architects,
conservationists. wildlife

-,agriculturists.

TIMING TONIGHT —.aldo web"Woo wasstor,ompollos wit MI op ullh amporo reedy to got bock
OP miono.
TIM Onto

outdoor recreation
specialists, program
planners, foresters, and
administrators.
Resource management
activity plans are
modified as necessary to
complement the recreation and education opportunities in I.B1.
Although the management practices
themselves are important. where they are applied and the time
schedule followed are
equally important
Implementing
the plan
Woods openings, from 3
to 10 acres in size. have
1 -mile
been developed at .
Intervals throughout Iii!.
In. heavily wooded areas
They provide the •'edge
effect" with the variety of
food and cover required
by many species of
wildlife. Contrary to what
many people believe,
most species of wildlife
do not founsh ma heavily
wooded area. Deer,
turkey, rabbits, and
songbirds do far better in
a combination forestopen land environment
Woods openings
developed now total 246.
Wildlife waterholes are
developed in association
with the woods openings
and in other key areas
where needed. More than
700 have been constructed in addition to
those already present in
the area in 1964
Plan cover plantings
from 5 to 20 acres are being established at kv-mile
intervals throughost the
area where suitable
cover is lacking. At about
15 years of age the pines
begin to produce seeds
which are utilized by
some species GI wildlife,
and at about 20 years and
older they become preferred roostingsites for wild
turkeys. Pine trees are
also planted to refurbish
severely eroded areas.
Timber stand improvement ITSI1 involes
deadening and/or removing trees lacking potential wildlife, recreational.
or Umber value. The better trees remain to provide an overall improved
forest and increased food
source for wildlife.
Timber is harvested
mutually on. land units
averaging about 50 acres
In size. When done in
small blocks and
distributed strategically
throughout an area as it
Is in MI,timber harvest
Is a wieldy wombed

technique for providing
the variety of habitat
beneficial Iowan>
species of wildlife The increased growth of tender
browse !woody sprouts',
herbaceous forage, and
small fruit-producing
plants following a timber
harvest Is one of the best
guarantees of an adequate food supply during
winters when there is a
shortage of acorns and
other foods for wildlife
Special preca utIon ts
taken to leave two to four
active den trees per acre
for wildlife Following
timber harvest, logging
trails are disked. le-Mill:ed..'nd seeded with
grasses to twnefit wildlife
and prevent erosion
Agricultural land is
farmed in 1111. by TVA
personnel and by private
fanners under contract
in a sharecropping basis
TtW fanmiers

'TOW%

and leave N to 25 percent
in the field for wildlife
food and cover or provide
equivalent services such
as planting special food
plots or bushhogging
Reverting fields unsuitable for domestic
crops produce woody
browse for deer and food
for small wildlife species
They must be treated
periodically by bushhogging, disking. or burning to
prevent them from reverting to forest Approximately 12,000 acres of
Land requires such treatment once every four
years
Fishery management
Is practiced on more than
30 ponds and waterholes
in t.HL along with
Hematite Lake, a 90-acre
lake, and three subimpoundments of I.ake
Barkley. The ponds,
small lakes, and sublmpoundments are stocked
with game fish species to
accommodate visitors
who prefer to fish the
smaller, quieter waters.
Various special management techniques such as
provision of tire and
brush shelters, fertilisation, and use of hybrids
will be tested in selected
water bodies.
Surveyi and'studies including the turkey summer brood survey,
Audubon Christmas Bird
Count, browse surveys,
midwinter eagle censuses, and date collection
at hunter check stations
are conducted to aid
management of the
area's natural resource.
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EST VIEW
Nursing Home

Skilled Nursing Care and Intermediate Care Facility...
24 Hour Nursing Care
At West View Nursing Home we believe that life at any age is too valuable
to be ignored, too precious to be wasted. We, there%te.-fitave created within
our facility a climate in which quality care is the rule, not the exception.
Our meals offer the best possible personal menu choices, preparedwith
the utmost care and served to please you.
In addition to providing for their medical and therapeutic needs, it is our goal
to make residents feel comfortable and at home. We also recognize the
importance of genuine love and concern and place great value on the
healing effects that can result from a word of encouragement and a warm smile.
Come visit West View Nursing Home... where we value the wisdom
and experience that oge brings and treat it with the respect that age commands.

1401 South 6th

Murray

753-1304
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SPORTS SPECIALISTS
808 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.
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One Day Only Sat. Marchl2th
NyavasssrermararramaNzramert,aNytw.
Eagle SSI Fish
Buy4Of A Bait Get1Free
$12495
Locator
Blakemore
Mister Twister

Monns
Mepps

Storm
Strike King

Bomber
Bagley

Bill Norman
Cordell
Heddor
Whopper Stopper
Rebel

Buy120f These Baits
Get2Free

For Ladies Only!
Register for 1 year free sebscription to
Basin Gel Alegesine Phis A
$50 Free tare Peck

Buy Any Rod & Reel Combo
And Receive10% Off Purchase
In Fishing Tackle
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Betts

Fill Your Reels
With Berkley or Stren
Line For Only
14

Shimmano
Lew s
Skyline
Reliance
Zebco
Master
*Coleman Rep will be available to give advice and
help you repair your old stoves & lanterns
*Factory Reps of over 50 major lines including
all those listed in this ad.
*Door Prizes given away hourly •16mm Fishing Films '
*Free Baits will be given away by Factory Reps
*Many Sale Items - Byrd, Minnkota & Pflueger Trolling Motors,
Plano Tickle Boxes, Marine Accessories & Much More
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Chamber to begin Marketing program on plant
By MATT SANDERS
Managing Editor
Starting tomorrow, the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
will implement a 12month marketing program to attract industries to the vacant
portion of the old Tappan
plant.
Bill Teuton, executive
vice president of the
Chamber, said the program will include advertisements in several national industrial development publications, mailings and extensive phoning.
The Chamber's action
comes following six months of idleness from any
marketing efforts.
"We ceased our efforts
because we felt the
building was sold,"
Teuton said. The
Chamber was in the process of finalising financing and leasing arrangements for a
Michigan firm to locate in
Murray when the operation's "parent company
was bought out by a
foreign investor."
The move took Teuton
and several other local officials involved in the
recruiting efforts by surprise. 'Their home town
paper said in the headline
the company was moving
to Kentucky. In the story,
they mentioned Murray,.
Then the next day it was
all over."
The Chamber director
also said advertisements
for personnel for the new
plant had been placed in
-newspapers in Murray,
Paducah, Louisville and
Nashville. "They had
four engineers in Murray
10 days nuking layouts
and taking photos(inside
the plant). They had all
Uhe machines placed and
ready to move."
He added the entire
operation could have
been relocated within SO
days.
Teuton declined to comment on the identity or
exact location of the
ktichigen company or its
parent firm_ However, he
did say the compsuiy
manufactured heating
and refrigeration equipmeat for 111-wheel trucks.
Locating a plant in Murray would have been the
result of company expansion and closure of a company facility, Teuton
said.
"The lease desirable
avows to go" would be to

LOOKING FOR AN OWNER — Indusbial recruiting officials in
Murray have been looking to find a new owner for the vacant Tappan plant_ The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
convert the Tappan facility into an industrial
apartment complex.
Teuton said the portion of
the plant not occupied by
ICroger's Ken Lake Foods
possibly could be divided
into three complexes for
different industries.
"There could be a situation where a fender company is next to a company
that make mattresses
and beside that, an electrical company."
The interior construction of the plant, with
high ceilings, would be
suitable for medium to
heavy machinery operations, over 50 percent of
all industries, Teuton
said.
Renovation of the interior and water and'Metrical systems would be
too expensive to make the
venture a top priority, he
added. However, if it
were done, three industries could move in
and have accese to the
nearby railroad easily.
But, lack of truck
loading-dock access
could pose a problem.
Teuton said.
Despite the problems
with locating an occupant
for the empty structure,
Murray has experienced
a manufacturing increase since the closing
of the Tappan plant.
Fisher-Price added a
molding facility which
created approximately
WO jobs. Aldeougb It hod a

temporary cutback late
Last year, the plant is

will begin a new 12-month marketing program Tuesday to locate
an industry in the facility.

almost back to full force
Ken !Ake Foods, a

PESSeveb:=s,

Kroger food prtx.essing
plant. employs 75

*orkerN and is expected
to add etriother 75 by May

beicher oil ca inc.
murroy. koritucky

We Are Proud Of
The Positive Attitude
Throughout Murray
And Calloway County
And Glad To
Contribute Our
Time And Effort
To Make
Murray The Best
It Can Become

Rotary Of
Murray

Texaco Petroleum
Bulk Plant Has Been
Serving Murray And
Calloway County
For 43 years.
It Is Now Owned
And Operated By

Belcher Oil
Company
Of Murray, Ky.
733-0212

Back row from left, Bill Page, Don Powers, Phillip Lile, ond Jeff
Darnell, front row from left, Neal Ford, Randy Mabry and Tim
Dunn, working to serve Murray and Calloway Co.

Thanks for Allowing Us To Be A Part Of Your Heritage
•The Winning Tradition Of Your Nigh School &College Teams
•The High Standard of Educatimi You Provide
•The Progressive Rersourcefiluess Of Your
Strong Agricultural & ImiIstria, Groups
And The Sincere Civic Pride Your Community Takes In
Everything It Does.

23.19a3
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Paducah Coco-Colo plant continues tradition
The Golden Anniversary Celebration of the
Paducah Coca-Cola Bottling Company's 50th year
was opened with a buffet
luncheon on Monday.
May 11, at the plant
where old acquaintances
were renewed.
A dinner was held the
same evening at the Hotel
Irvin Cobb in honor of
Luther Festus Carson
and his company which
he started in 1903. Harrison Jones, former
chairman of the board of
The Coca-Cola Company,
now retired, and principal speaker of the evening, praised Carson for
his progress during the
past 50 years in the CocaCola bottling industry. At
the conclusion of his address Jones placed a 50th
anniversary pin on the
lapel of Carson's coat.
Other distinguished
guests were DeSales Harrison, president of the
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
(Thomas), Inc., Chattanooga; E.J. Forio, vice
president of The CocaCola Company; Sebert
Brewer, Ray Mathews,

50 YEARS AND STILL GOING — The Paducah Coca-Cols Refil- the corner of Broadway and LaBelle Avenue. its site since l939.
since 1003. It Is located at
ls* plod has been serving the arse
vice presidents, Thomas,
fl fit of $2 700
I Al thcr
Kirksey area of Calloway " know well two men who
Cola "
and his brother, the late
Inc.; Berry Goodnizn,
County where he lived on
Luther and John Carchanged the course of his
John (*arson. bottled that
regional manager of
a farm with he was 28
life into the Coca-Cola inson had their choice of
first ease of -Coke- at
Thomas,Inc.; and Wilbur
years old He left his
dustry. These two men.
several unamigned areas
10 45 a in , March 27.
G. Kurtz, Jr., advertising
native state for ChatB.F. Thomas and Joseph
but their first choice was
1903 Their father, the
department, The Cocatanooga where he was
B. Whitehead. were busy
Paducah because it was
late 'Minna%
Carson
Cola Company. In addiissuing contracts for botemployed as a ticket
just 35 miles from their
was also av‘ociated in the
tion, the managers of all
agent with the Lookout
tling and selling a soft
birthplace The first plant
business for a number of
branches and sub-plants
Mountain Railway. While
drink that was first proto be opened was located
years_
attended.
working with the railway
duced in 18a6 under the
at 426 S. 3rd St. and
I Continued on l'age
Carson is a native of the
company he came to
Trade-mark "Cocarepresented an invest-

WNW'

INTRODUCING

We're Happy To Have
Been Serving Murray
Since 1976 And We Look
Forward To A Bright And
Prosperous Future!
Big breakfast
sandwiches.
Two delicious new McDonald's' breakfasts—a big big
sausage biscuit, and a big big sausage biscuit with egg
Both made from good, rich buttermilk and filled with
lean, sailing country sausage. fttnd one's even fixed with
a whole fresh Grade-A Large e
Pull into McDonald's for your bg big biscuit. If you
missed it this morning, don't miss d tomorrow!

AleDomes, g
6 AL10:30 AM lileseSat.
7AM.11AMSsusP4

107 N. 12th

753-5548

Smola). 1rbrury

I' 11.1 ft II

Igo

Irnotilt• srctiun

MURRAY ELECTRIC IS HERE TO WORK WITH YOU!
•

•

Ryon Milk

Co.

INDUSTRIES NAVE
UNIQUE & DIFFERENT POWER
DEMANDS, AND PROBLEMS.
WE AT THE MURRAY
ELECTRIC SYSTEM ARE
EXPERIENCED AND CAPABLE Of
WORKING WITH YOU ON Mit ENERGY NEEDS.
FROM THE LARGEST
INDUSTRY TO THE SMALLEST
RESIDENCE, WERE HERE
TO NEV.
GIVE US A CALL.

Murray Electric System

401 Olive

Murray, Ky.

753-5312

'Monday. Frbruary 23. 1983

Coca-Cola...
(Continued from Page 5-B)
Sharing in the operation of the present string
of bottling plants is
William Carson, a
nephew of the founders.
Luther Carson placed
the first case of Coca('ola on his shoulder and
walked up the street to
George Wolf's Grocery to
make his first sale for 70
cents. That first case
displayed on the sidewalk
in front of Wolf's Grocery
did nothing more than
cause curiosity, but finally the product began to
sell. When the 81-year-old
bottler refers to the early
days he says, it was
mostly a matter of nerve
and the rest of it was just
hard physical labor."
The Paducah CocaCola Bottling Company
began bottling operations
on the morning of March
27, 1903. The bottling contracts had been signed in
November 1902, in Chattanooga by Luther F.
Carson and his brother
John. Between them they
had up to $1,100,
representing sufficient
investment to cover initial orders for bottling
equipment. They lost no
time in committing
themselves for Coca-Cola
syrup, 2 CrOWTIer,, a carbonator, a tub to be used
u a bottle washer, and a
quantity of bottles and
cases. The syrup and
equipment met Luther
and John when they arrived in Paducah on
March 13. When bottling
operations began it pg
necessary for (he
brothers to invest an additional 8500, making the
total original investment
amount to $2,700.
During the first year of
bottling, Luther and John
paid themselves a monthly salary of approximately $90 apiece. At the
conclusion of the first 12
months of operation the
little plant jubilantly
stood on its own feet and
showed a net profit of

o.

During the nine months
of 1983 the Paducah plant
ordered 2,300 gallons of
Coca-Cola syrup. The
gallonage figure for 1104
inenpad to tin and then
to 9,372 gallons in 1905.
From 1908 on it was sihiply a matter of more and
mire sync being Weld
each yaw. By 1041. the
year before wartime rationing, the Paducah
plant showed an anssaal
gallons. and par capita
mord
The Carina Wpm IbsS.
dig at al arnica*
•
t-

minimum required for
operating but they both
made it a point that their
little business should
more than break even.
Any other result was unthinkable. Moreover,
through the years no expansion was undertaken
unless it was completely
justified, and it may be
said that it became frequently justified during
the subsequent five
decades.
In the fall of 1903
Luther and John became
interested in acquiring a
territory including the city of Evansville, Ind. In
February of the following
year both signed a contract with B.F. Thomas
for the Evansville territory. In this contract
Luther and John each
received a third interest
and Thomas retained the
remaining third. In later
years the Carson interests acquired one-half
of Thomas' third interest,
leaving only a sixth interest uncontrolled by the
Carson family. This territory, in addition to
Paducah, was the first of
several to be acquired by
the Car-sons. John went to
Evansville in the winter
of 1904 and remained with
the Evansville operation
until his death in
December 1938. The time
soon came for expansion
in Paducah. By April 1904
the business had so
outgrown the South 3rd
Street premises that a
decision was made to
move to larger quarters
at Fifth and Jackson.
Here the plant remained
until 1907 when it became
Imperative to move for
the second time to a still
larger structure, inasmuch as the bottling
business was fast growing into a strong and sturdy giant. The building,
located at Sixth and
Jackson, just a block
away, housed the bottling
plant for thirty-two
years, and was strung out
nearly a block long as a
consequence of structural
additions made through
the years. Here the comps,remained until 1939
When the beeutiful new
plant at Broedway and
LaBsih. Avenue was
dialleated and opened.
Carson today controls,
operates? or he. an interest in II bottling plants
which serve territories
covering portfbas of
ICaotocity. Indims,and Moab. Ot all
Iha pilots 0/1 one at
livanndle Is the largest
aisle"maw
irr •

Have You Tried Our

41%

MENU?
(Buffet-no limit per person or a la carte)

Music

In Depth News

Classical
Jazz
Folk and Bluegrass
Big Band
Broadway
Contemporary

Drama
Information

Identify Your Business With WKMS
Through Our Underwriting* Program
*Underwriting is providing funds necessary to defray
the costs of selected public radio programs and
receiving on-the-air credit.

Underwriting Benefits:
*Gives your business exposure to audiences
that are difficult to reach
*Exclusive identification with the program you underwrite
*With underwriting, the public will associate your business
with quality.
•Involves you in your community
•Incorporate underwriting into your total
advertising program
*Creates a positive awareness of your company.
For More Information
Coll 762-4359

CFM
=0913

Motrirlay.IF'eferliari IS. NO
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FEDERAL
MATERIALS

Our Motto is...

"Quality Concrete
On Time
*Concrete
•Pea Gravel
*Etc.
The Customer is our
No. 1 Business
753-335S
Off 014 641 N. Tortoni Sees. Sy rite oil. viestsweler
freeload pt.

Merrily, Ky.

PTL — Paechall Truck Lines has been operating in Murray since 197 when it began as a one-truck
business. It services states and continues to grow and prosper.

Paschall operating since 1937
Paschall Truck lines, a
growing, dynamic, service oriented trucking
company began operations in Murray in 1937 as
a one truck operation.
Since that humble
beginning, the
grown to where
companyhs direct

service is now provided to
every state in the,pation.
PTL has made a committined to serve the needs
ol customers as completely as possible. The
company thinks of the
concept as a "coalmanment to excellence." This

committment has made it
possible to establish a
reliability record that is
the hallmark of the inAl the company
entered the 1990's, inflation was a fact; the
economy was showing

signs of entering a deep
recession and deregulation was almost a certainty. To insure further
growth and financial
stability, goals were
established that would
keep the company
(Continued on Page 11141)

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC.

Nearly every product you as
o consumer find in your home
come to you by truck transportation. At Paschall Truck Lines
we're commited to providing a
fast and economical service to
this areas business to help
them keep their prices at o
level you con live with. We're
proud to be a part of MurrayCalloway County.

Now Serving 48 States
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC
111111111111T NS MN
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Wierray Ledger & Times
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Fire destroyed the facilities — but not
the spirit — of The Murray Ledger and Times
in the early morning hours of Saturday,
Aug. 29, 1981.
Publisher Walter Apperson and the
staff of the daily newspaper did not miss
an issue. They moved into makeshift
quarters across the street from the
smouldering ruins and put out the Saturday edition just hours after the fire.
Undaunted by cramped conditions,
lack of equipment and the inconvenience
of shuttling to Mayfield or Paris, Tenn.,
to print, the staff continued to publish
the newspaper in the temporary location
for the next several months.
Meanwhile, Apperson purchased one
and a half acres on Whitnell Avenue and
started construction on a new building of
12,000 square feet. In February 1982,
just six months after the fire, the
pressroom was finished and the
newspaper used its new six-unit Goss
Community press to print for the first

.

time in its new home.
The entire operation moved into the new
building on June 12, the 35th anniversary
of the date the newspaper went from
weekly to daily in 1947.
About two and a half months later —
on a Sunday afternoon — the public got
its first really good look at the beautiful
new plant during an open house. It was
Aug. 29, 1982, exactly one year to the
day from the date of the fire.
At the January meeting of the Ky.
Press Association, The Ledger and Times
received three awards for the two top
Sports columns and top sports pictures.
The Ledger and Times also took three advertising awards for special editions, special
sections and original ad ideas from the
KPA in 1982.
We pledge to build an even better
newspaper in the future and give this
area total support for growth and progress with the paper and its staff
dedicated to this .0°1.

F.,

$1.00 For Ono
or,Throe For $2.00
Murruyt.d,.r& Times
Profile blithe
Meniey,Feb. 2$,11183

New is yew chow
te brag sheet
the areemte
fee*,friends, bunion
Is-es.',
.y.s.ysusuWlk.
te sheet ow
wee.Seed ibis profile. 4.4

to
Circulation Deportment
1 The Murray Ledger & Times
•P,0 Box 1040
I Murray, Ky. 42071
Please send one copy of Profile '83 to
(Phrase print)
NAME:
ADDRESS.

I

I CITY_
STATE
ZIP
Delivery not guoranteed unless zip code includ
ed. Be sure to enclose check or money order
Payable to The Muntsy ledger & Times
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HELPING SHAPE THE
CALLOWAY CO. AREA
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For 6 years, Adorns Construction Company has been helping to shape Calloway County and
Western Kentucky. As the area has grown, so have we. But we're not so large that we're no longer interested in smaller construction projects. We hove the capability to design and construct your building
project within budget requirements but never sacrifice quality.

Adams Construction Company
Arr*us Dr.P.O.Oft rn
K .42071

-

(Formerly Builders 11)
,

NI Adams.k.
753-7177

Costs, weather give local farmers rough time
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Whatever Calloway
County has going for it today, it owes greatly to the
strong backs and

persevering patience of
its farmers. Stewards of
the soil since the area
was settled, they continue
to tend about half the
-county's land and provide
the basis for the local
economy.
Yet lately slumping
prices, jumping costs,
and fickle weather have
made the farmer's hard
life harder than usual,
and this spring will be a
telling time for many
farmers here as
elsewhere.
Many local families
have been in the business
of farming for years:
families such as those of
Philip Murdoch, Clinton
Burchett, Joe Pat Carraway, Gus Robertson,
Thurston Furches, and
Andrew Taylor. But it is
increasingly rare to find
sons willing to carry on
the increasingly risky
family farm business.

AGRICULTURE SCENE — All seems quiet on the Jim Stahler dairy farm but the chore never stop. Dairy
farming la only one at many facets of agriculture in Calloway County.
and the area is known as
Agricultural products
the value of surplus hogs
percent is planted in
one of the country's betbring in $36-$38 million
in 1849 was one-third that
crops and another 10 perof the tobacco crop
ter popcorn producing
yearly for Calloway's
cent devoted to hay or
regions. Dark -fired
farmers, of whom there
pasture, according to the
tobacco, though not the
Around 7,000 or 8,000
are some 1,500. That's acSoil Conservation Sertop cash crop, is producacres were in* tobacco at
cording to the latest cenvice. That adds up to
ed here in greater abunsus, which counts as a
the turn of the Century,
more than 100,000 acres
dance than probably
and tobacco and livestock
farmer anyone with 10
of farmland.
anywhere else in the U.S.
were the major
acres or more.Something
About 65,000 of those
Tobacco, corn and hogs
less than half that
agricultural products
,acres are planted in soywere the principal 'pronumber are full-time
through the 1950s,
beans, the county's
ducts of area fanners in
Howard said. However, a
farmers, Extension
number one cash crop at
Agent Ted Howard
the middle 18003. Actrend toward row crops
about $12 to $15 million.
began in the later 19603
estimates.
cording to recent
In the middle 'Ms the
Of the county's 245,760
research by Murray State
acres of land, about 47
historian Hughie Lawson,
county had 1.200 acres of

Modern farmers are
putting into progress what
modern technologists are
discovering in the field
of agriculture. Their
efforts are creating the
ground work for progress
by doing their best to keep
the land rich and fruitful
for generations to come.

Industrial Rood

soybeans. Howard explained. 10 years later
there were more -than
50,000.
At the same time
. armers 'began cutting
f
back their tobacco production, growing just ,40
to 50 -percent of their
allotment in the late '60s.
and '70% tillw tobacco
production is back up to
about 95 percent of the
allotment 3,000 acres of
dark-fired. no of burley.
and 140 of air-cured
Tobacco was once the
county's riE411 CrOp. but
the scare precipitated by
smoking's link to cancer
d e pressed tobacco
markets That plus the
strong grain market and
easy lending prompted
many farmers.to convert
to row t•rops..
When the grain market
• slipped and interest rates
shot up, many farmers
found themselves with
huge debt loads. Tobacco's more stable market
and less expensive
capital costs have begun
to look more attractive
(Continued on Page 14-B1

*Fertilizer Spreading
*Hardware & Paint
*Seed-All Types
*Farm Chemicals
*Fertilizers Bag & Bulk
*Feed
*Garden Supplies
*Appliances
*Tires

WE'RE NO. 1 IN MURRAY FOR TIRES AND SERVICE...
No
Money
Down
90
DAYS
SAME
AS
CASH

*6, 12, 18,
24, 36
MONTHS
TO
PAY
VISA,
MASTER CARD,
AMERICAN
EXPRESS

No
Interest
W.A.C.

AND WE PLAN ON STAYING THAT WAY!

-

ASY TERM

90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH
*6, 12, 18, 24,
36 MO. TO PAY

FRIENDLY, EXPERIENCED, SERVICE DEPT.

PICK YOUR WAY

TO PAY
LARGE INVENTORY OF TIRES

GOOD?IrEAR

[

.judolph Tires & Alignment, Inc.

ni south 12th

,mwm•Ims Murray. KY. 42071

(502) 753-05911

1'114 I3.K

38 Yrs. Serving The Farmer

Vinson Tractor Co.

IN FIELD SERVICE

THE MANIFOLD KING OF MURRAY, KY.

38 YRS.
SERVING
THE FARMING
COMMUNITY

2nd LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF MANIFOLD's IN THE U.S.A.

LARGEST DEALER OF USED FARM EQP. IN AREA

LARGEST
VENTOR
OF FARM
TIRES
TUBES
IN

Vinson Tractor Co.
a.

753-4892

Murray, KY

Hwy 94 E.

Profile'4.•••1ion

Mmetts‘, F.linstr, 211. 14113
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Farmers...
It makes sense to feed the best.
Buchanan Feed and Seed and
Purina team up to bring you Top
Quality products. We're not fancy
but we'll give you courteous service
that is unmatched in the
alloway County area.
•
3•

1.

Sm.

t
•

•

.414 •
• NO,

•
• * I

•

••
•
'
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'Horse Chow
*Cow Chow
'Pig Chow
*Goat Chow

'Cot Chow
*Wild Game Chow
*Tools
*Seeds

*Plants
'Dog Chow
*Animal Health Product
*Tack & Grooming
Supplies

Buchanan Feed & Seed
Industrial Road

m m
o

Murray, Ky.

753-5378
PURINA
NOM

(Continued from Page 11-B
again to some farmers.
"Right now we're in
difficult times," Howard
explained. 'That's one of
the reasons we're going
to tobacco, because the
market hasn't softened
there like for corn and
soybeans."
In addition, "Farmers
can expand their tobacco
programs without its
costing them an arm and
a leg."
The concern about
smoking and cancer
ultimately helped the
dark-fired tobacco industry, since most darkfired leaf is used for
chewing and snuff.
Though small in proportion to the total tobacco
industry, the dark-fired
market is a specialty in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee, and Calloway
specializes in the specialty.
Some dark-fired is
blended into pipe tobacco, Howard said, and
some of the thinner "cutting" tobacco is shipped
to The Netherlands,
where it is used for handrolled cigarettes. Howard
estimates 30 to 40 percent
of local dark-fired goes
overseas.
Though the cost of
tobacco production has
gone up like that of all
agricultural products, it
remains a labor-intensive
crop with less machinery
costs than others. Virtually all fire-cured
tobacco must still be
hand-harvested, Howard
said.
But the cost of
machinery and fertilizer,
and high Interest
- payments on the
has hit the row-crap
business hard.- LOW
prices, which many
farmers blame on the
Soviet grain embargo of
the Carter administration, have come at just
the wrong time. For local
farmers those problems
were compounded this
year by uncooperative
weather: a drought in
summer and early rains
in the fall, which considerably hurt yields.
Howard feels many
farmers were hurt in the
"Ms by too-liberal lending. Boosted by the
rapid appreciation of
land and equipment
values, lending institutions encouraged farmers
"not to get economically
sound but to buy
everything they cou"
Mlle eider and-or fiscally prudent farmers held
beck, many younger

farmers or poor
managers got themselves
badly in debt.
Farm organizations
are now calling for a
moratorium on
Foreclosures and farmers
are banding together to
help their neighbors buy
back their farms at auctions. The government
hopes its new paymentin-kind "crop-swap" program will help. But
nevertheless this spring
will be a make-or-break
proposition for some
farmers.
A kind of hidden gem in
local agriculture is the
popcorn industry. It brings several million
dollars into the local
economy • each year,
though those in the
business don't like to get
too exact with their
figures. Nebraska and
Iowa out-produce this
area in popcorn, but
western Kentucky is
recognized as a leading
popcorn area. The soil of
this area, plus its long
growing season, provide
for production of the
large-grain, sweet corn
desired for concession
sales.
Parker Pocorn,
established in 1937, is
Kentucky's only popcorn
protessor, according to
President Jack Bryan.
Ellis Popcorn, another
local company, produces
but doesn't process, he
said. Contracting for corn
in Tennessee, Missouri
and Illinois as well as
Kentucky, Parker ages
and cleans its popcorn
before shipping it out.
Locally processed popcorn ends up not only all
over the U.S. but in 38
countries abroad, including those of the Far
East, Middle East and
Africa.
Local agriculture has
gone in cycles, and a new
cycle may develop to
cope with the economy.in
Howard's view. Originally a community of diversified, self-supporting
farms, Calloway evolved
Into the business of
specialization, he explains. Vow many
farmers are deciding
they'd better not be "putting all their eggs in one
basket," but diversify to •
protect themselves
against downturns in particular markets.
"It's easier to be one
type of farmer," and
specialise in a particular
enterprise, Howard said.
"But if that enterprise
stays down too low far too
Long. you're broke."

For 10 Years...Fisher-Price
And Murray, Progress & Cooperation

New mothers everywhere
know toys they can trust
Crib & Playpen toys mode in the Murray Plant of Fisher-Price
found their way into nearly every nursery in the United States
and in nurseries the world over. In fact, about four Fisher-Price
toys were purchased for every baby born in America last year, or
over 18 million total.
Because mothers wont toys they con trust with a baby, they
paid a grown-up compliment to the men and women of the Murray Plant who hove earned a reputation for caring about quality
and safety. To Fisher-Price and parents everywhere, Crib 8,
Playpen toys which ore mode in Murray means mode with skill
and dedication and resourcefulness. It means pride in work and
a respect for timeless values.
Of course, the employees of the Murray plant have done more
than contribute toys to the world of the very young. In the past
10 yews, they've helped to re-affirm a belief that people are entitled to value in what they buy. And that babies deserve special
attention end more than a little bit of by..

Moeda 7 rloruory 2S,PM •
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Local plant specializes
in Crib, Playpen toys

FISHER-PRICE — The Murray Flaber-Price plant began operation in October MI.The facility specialises
In the manufacturing of Ow& toys in the Crib Si Playpen line.

The Murray FisherPrice plant, which began
operation in October 1473,
is a division of The
Quaker Oats Company
and specializes in the
manufacturing of .the
plastic toys in the Crib &
Playpen line.
The plant is located on
a 176-acre tract of land
and has nearly 550,000
square feet. As of today,
the facility employs nearly SOO people on a threeshift per day schedule
engaging in production
areas such as assembly,
fabrication, and injection
modeling. Part of this
figure represents support
areas such as quality cont ro 1 , maintenance,
toolroom, shipping, and
receiving. Other support
groups include purchasing, material control,
engineering, accounting,
systems,and personnel.
The Murray plant is a
major worldwide
distribution center for the
entire Crib & Playpen
line, dolls, and audiovisual toys. A touveyor
system automaticaly car-

ries toys from the production facility directly to
the distribution center. It
has a capacity to assemble 60 toys at various
times. Currently there
are 10 assembly lines running. The fabrication
area has a capacity to set
up 76 unique operations,
of which 20 are now rurinmg.
In March 1980, the Murray plant expanded to include a new molding area
and warehouse. By
December 1900 the plant
had 26 molding machines
in operation.
Potential long range
plans call for a total of 40
machines of various
types. The approximate
costs of the molds range
from $3$00 to $100,000,
while the machines cost
between $45,000 and
$195,000. Over 250,000
pounds of raw plastic is
processed per month. The
molding facility is a
seven-day week, 24-hour
per day high volume
operation.
The Murray plant is the
(Continued on Page 73-8)

Fisher-Price introduces
Construx toy;enters
building set business
EAST AURORA, N.Y.
— Fisher-Mc, is intraducing a whole new
way for children to build
in ISIS. Contra,: — a
bask connecting system
— is the company's new
action-oriented. nonblot building system
that is versatile and simple to use. With Construe
a child can easily build
large scale toys worthy of
the best adventures imaginable.
The company is entering the building set
business - a solid,
steadily growing segment
of the toy industry -- with
11 new building sets aimed at children five years
and older. Using this new
building system. young
contractors can create
airplanes, rocket ships.
dragsters, hovercrafts.
boats, trailers, cement
mixers, bridges, towers,
rescue vehicles and much
mere.
The action building
system comas packaged
i 11Meted .Crimint:

sets which reflect different subjects and range
in sue from about 50
pieces to over 250 pieces.
Sets are individually priced competitively. It's a
broad line with a wide
age appeal whose versatility and action themes
will be advertised to
mothers through ads in
women's service
magazines and network
television commercials
The sets' sturdy
building materials come
In cool blues, greens and
greys, with black, bright
orange and yellows accents And, there's a versatile. take-apart Canstrut man to direct the
building operation and
test drive new vehicles
Fully illustrated inetrucUon booklets come with
each set.
Construe Vehicle
Assortment — Construct
a ready-for-action vehicle
- an airplane.
spacecraft, tractor.
helicopter, dragger or
(Contiwillah.PAIN

BUILT FOR ACTION
— Fisher-Price toy _
designers built OW—
movable crane state ckis• 1•41109 pieces the company's new,
spatial (non-block
building system called
Ceostraz.. Thie crane was
designed to demonstrate
the verestility and action
at Ow new, basic meredog system. Mbar-Price
sidering the budding
sat bestow Is 11MS with
11 Carina orb aimed at
ral awe years mid
Oder.
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Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.
& Vanderbilt Mineral Corp.
are proud to be part of
Murray and Calloway County
Our involvement in the
total affairs of
this local gives
us great satisfaction

Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.

I'

i ,F

8 II

Profile Seetioa

I.-

Local Vanderbilt plant deals in many areas
Vanderbilt Mineral
Corporation located on
Penny Road is part of a
company that opened its
doors in New -York City in
1916 by 31-year-old
Robert Thurlow Vanderbilt who had -$1,000 of ins
own, $24,000 from a family loan and a contract to
sell clay for a company in
the south
Since then the company
has expanded to sell more
than 60 categories of
inineraLs and chemicals
made up of over 500 products to 10 different industries. Industries serviced by the company include rubber, plastics,
petroleum, paint, paper,
pharmaceutical,
agricultural, ceramics,
cosmetics and household
products
There are now six subsidiaries operating
chemical manufacturing
facilities in Connecticut
and Kentucky and mining
and milling facilities in
New York, North
Carolina, South Carolina.
Nevada and California.
The Murray facility
helps provide the comp a n y''s need for
petroleum, rubber and
specialties products for

cosmetics, pharmaceutleal, household
products, agriculture and
building industries.
Vanderbilt serves the
petroleum industry with
over 50 additive products.
The lubricants and fuels
required by modern
vehicles, machinery and
industrial systems demand special qualities
for satisfactory performance and Vanderbilt
additives help made the
difference.
These additives are used in such products as
anti-freeze, automatic
transmission fluids.
engine oils. diesel
lubricants, industrial
greases, metal-working
fluids and turbine oils.
Vanderbilt has been
selling to the petroleum
industry since 1946.
In the rubber industry
Vanderbilt offers over 100
different products. Many
of the breakthroughs in
chemical additives for
the curing and vulcanizing of rubber came from
the Vanderbilt
laboratories.
In Vanderbilt's
Specialties Department
the company offers products used in a wide

VANDIERSILT — The Vanderbilt Mineral Com,laid se the Paw Read Ms boss operating in Murray
for 12 years.The company wasloneded in Mt
range of everyday items
such as toothpast, antiperspirants, cosmetics,
vitamins, ceramic ware,

antacids and suntan lolions.
Vanderbilt clay and
minerals are used in

agriculture as carriers
and diluents for insecticides, weed killers and
animal dusts and also in

the roofing and wall
board fields.
Vanderbilt has been in
Murray 12 years.

Construx...

CONSTRUX SUPER
SET — Tim Construe
Super S•t.•saw. spatial
(non-block) building
system, ens of Mama
toys menulaelered in the
Murray ?labor-Price
phut to be released that,
year.

(Continued from Page 16-B ) Towers Set — This Conhovercraft — with one of
di= set which has 145
the new Construx Vehicle
pieces and panels makes
kits. Each kit comes with
It easy for children to
approximately 50 pieces,
build bridges and towers
all the parts needed to
to transport their
design one of thole-- -Wicks. The structures
vehicles or others of a _7-est includes a Construx
child's own imagination,
man with three headand a Construx man to
pieces (hair, construction
supervise. 5 yrs. and up
and space helmets),
Construz Sea/Land
pulley/crank and lots of
Adventure Sot — this 13panels.5 yrs, and up
piece set comes with
Construx Land/Air
wheels and a blow Adventure flet — Conmolded boat that lets kids
struct a variety of
design land and sea
realistic action vehicles
vehicles. Kit includes
with this lie-piece set
cargo for traneport and
which includes sunscreen
Construx man with hairdomes, pulley/crank,
piece. II yrs. and up.
three headpieces (hair,
Cosstraz Action
construclian and .pace/.
Which@ Set — A child •eeklea,turntable
min create action easily
and helicopter rotors. $
with this lel-piece
yrs sad op.
building vehicle set.
Cato= impend —
Thom ethicist lift, turn
With this largest Conand dump and cotnewith
eves set of 257 pieces, a
a Cklastrux man with two
child can create limitless
bsedpiecos (hair and a
structures and vehicles,
cindrectisa hsleist). Kit
Including games and hirWham cam pulley
niture. The set comes
string. turntable and two
with a Canino man.
motor panels. $ yrs and
hairpieces, and all ether
pley pieces except the
gri•
Cower= Bridges &
bee1 hat6 yrs. and up.
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We Are Proud To Be A
Part In The Construction
And Progress Of Murray &
Calloway County

Since 1920
Specialist
In
Exterior
Insulo-fing
SW"'

Dry Wall'Metal Studs

Acoustical
Collings

LASSITER PLASTER
COMPANY INC.
OF MURRAY &PADUCAH
6W N. 4th

-

Murray 753-5370
Paducah 442 0498

Murray

Profile Section
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Rudolph has Goodyear tires
Robbie Rudolph. owner
of Rudolph's Goodyear,
located at 721 S. 12th St.,
announces that the local
(;oodyear franchise has
been in operation since
August 1981.
They specialize in
Goodyear tires,
automobile service, truck
tires and serive.
The business operates
with five trained

employees and on Feb. 1.
opened another,store in
Fulton.
According to Rudolph,
the store has five vehicle
hoists, one alignment pit
and the latest diagnostic
equipment for use in
alignments; tune-ups, air
conditioning charging
systems and tire balancing.

Many operations of the
business will become
computerized March 21.
Rudolph says that invoices, ordering, accounts receivable and accounts payable will all. be
done by computer. He
adds that inventory information will be instantly available through this
system.

Rudolph is also proud
of what he terms "moat
liberal budget terms," offering a 90-days-same-ascash plan and financing
from six to 36 months.
Rudolph and wife Lisa
are Murray residents.
She is employed as a
recovery nurse at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Paschall Trucks...
you
We wekome the season and in
to see us for your landscaping needs.
*Landscaping Design
*Landscaping
*Seeding-Sodding
*Nursery-Greenhouse
*Complete Line of Perenniqls,
Houseplants, Nursery StoEk,
Landscape Supplies
•Fencing-Gazebos-Decks-Potios
753-1725
Marra
407N. 12th

(Continued from Page 6-B)
abreast of changing conditions in the
marketplace, and provide innovation in program development.
As predicted, the Motor
Camer Act passed in July 1903 and by August the
company had begun a 31state direct service
truckload operation. By
late 1961, this service was
expanded to encompass
the entire 48 states.
While the initial effects
of deregulation, coupled
with a further deterioration of the economy, had
a severe, sometimes fatal
impact on many small
and medium size trucking companies, Paschall
Truck Lines, utilizing the

concepts developed in
1980 has continued to
grow- and prosper. Flexibility and service have

been the cornerstones of
this success.
At present, PTI.
operates a fleet of over

250 pieces of equipment
that insures the service
levels that customers
have come to expect.

Vinson has used farm equipment
When CD. Vinson Jr.
came out of the Navy 36
years ago he started his
own used tractor and implement dealership in
Dover,Tenn.
About 25 years ago Vinson moved the business to
Murray and Vinson Tractor Company, located on
Cadiz Road,one mile east
of town, has become one
of the largest used farm
equipment dealers in the
country.

In addition to the tractor and implement
business, Vinson reports
that in 1976 he began the
manufacturing of
replacement manifolds
for tractors.
He says the manifolds
are not actually made at
his business but that he
owns the patterns and has
foundries to poor them
and machine shops to
manufacture them.
According to Vinson,

there are only three
replacement manifold
manufacturers in the
country.
Another feature of the
three-employee business
is the fact that it is the
largest farm tire dealer
In the area and is the
Goodyear farm tire
dealership.
Vinson invites anyone
wanting more information about his services to
contact him at 753-4892.

D&W is proud of Murray and
Calloway County and the
positive attitude throughout
this area. We've been
serving this region for
over 31 years and we
will continue to provide
you with quality service!
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Local industries, residents
served by electric system
Industries and
residents of Murray are
served by the Murray
Electric System, a
municipal, whose power
wholesaler is Tennessee
Valley Authority.Murray Electric
System has existing
substation capacity to
serve twice the present
demand of our industrial
and residential
customers. The Tappan
plant presently could double its consumption of
power without any Murray Electric System construction.
Murray Electric
System rate levels, which
are the lowest of TVA's
rate schedule, are among
the most economical in
the nation for both
residential and limnerdal customers.
The Tappan load can be
served from three different substations,
thereby providing
reliability and
eliminating the likelihood
of extended power

MURRAY
PCA — Persons who run the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association
office in Murray are (from i.ft) Dwayne Paterson, field representative. Anita
McCallon,secretary; and Michael Overcast,attic* manager.

outages.
As in the past, Murray
Electric System would
continue its service
policy with the plant. This
policy consists of
assistance for the plant's
maintenance on
transformer banks.,spare
transformers and
associated equipment inventory, and engineering
services.
Engineering assistance
Includes access to the
Murray Electric System
consulting firms in addition to TVA's commercial
and industrial services.

Consulting advice is
available relative to
distribution systems,
power use, and energy

conservation.
The efficiency of the
electric system organization is demonstrated 'by
the fact that the system is
debt-free, operates on the
lowest rates permissible,
and maintains one of the
healthiest physical plants
In the Valley.
In summary, presently
Murray Electric System
provides the city of Murray with reliable service
at an economical cost.

Jackson Purchase PCA
serves county since 1952
The Jackson Purchase
Production Credit
Association has been serving Calloway County
since April l952.
Located on U.S. 641
North since 1979. PCA
began business in Murray
and Calloway County
with the idea in mind to
promote agriculture and
farming and help develop
a better and more pro-

sperous life for rural people in Calloway and Marshall Counties
PCA. a member borrower cooperative owned
by the borrowers.
believes that goal has
been realized and still
stands ready to promote
and to support the most
important industry in this
American
county
agnculture

Michael S iKercast
serves as office manager.
Dwayne Fulker4on as
field representative and
Anita McCallon as
secretary
Services offered include Agrifax -computer
record service. credit life
.insurance. and short- and
intermediate-term loans
to part-tune and full-tune
fanners

Pg

stands for50 Years of lending Strength

LENDING
MTH
FOR F7FTY
WARS

The reason your Production Credit
Association went into business half a century
ago still holds true today; to serve as a
dependable source of short and intermediate
term credit for farmers and their families.
Farmers like you who still own and control
us. And after 50 years of changes and
challanges, we're still standing by to help
you borrow wisely. So call or visit.
You'll like what we stand for.
•

JACKSON PURCHASE PCA
Hwy.641 N. Murray

i44-St11114 FOP F011,14111.

753-5602

000
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SERVICEMASTER HAS BEEN
PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING TO THIS AREA FOR
OVER30 YEARS. WE OFFER
COMPLETE CLEANING OF
CARPETS,FURNITURE,
FLOORS AND HAVE SPECIALITY
SERVICES AVAILABLE.
4

COME SEE US AT OUR NEW FACILITY
IN MURRAY,TO BE OPENED FEB.28
AT 500 MAPLE ST.
•Contract Residential
*Maid Service
•Acustic Ceiling Cleaning
/Away Moen _
502-7534114

6

VELINCIA MILLER
DENNY LAWRENCE

BILL AlcALPIN
DON BitINDLEY

ismsPhuis
512-n14324

SERVICEMASTER PIM OF WESTERN KENTUCKY
Professional Masai
Carpets, feraltere, Rows, Specially *trek*,

+11110.-

6.

-
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FisherPrice...
(Continued from Page 16-B)
first Fisher-Price plant to
install a modern, up-todate energy saving water
process system. It is controlled by a programmable micro
-processor
and has a chilling capacity of 415 tons, pumping
1,200 gallons of chilled
water per minute to the
molds in each machine to
cool the plastic. In a
year's time, the plant will
use approximately
9,000,000 kilowatts of electricity.
The world's largest
manufacturer of
preschool toys, FisherPrice has proved conclusively that quality
counts and that bright,
durable, safe toys will attract children and their
mothers and grandmothers. The red and
white scallops that identify each Fisher-Price
box constitute the awning
under which the company
has made good the vision
of its optimistic founders.

TOYS MADE IN MURRAY — Some of the many !tither-Price
toys for children manufactured in the Murray plant include the

• ICKENS,
Catering To All
Your Electric
Needs
WE DELIVER

53-6822
-

1918
Cold wotor
Rood

Rocking Puppy(left)and the Fisher-Price Stereo System. FisherPrice is the world's largest manufacturer of pre-echool toys.

PICKENS
SUPPLY
CO.
Is Happy To Have
Been A Part Of
Murray And
Calloway County
For The Last 6
Years And Look
Forward To Serving You In The
Future.

Come By And See Us At
Our New Facility At
1918 Coldwater Road,
Murray.

Evers' limeNixflurn It(
xi ftcl A Littie Smarter.

Thomas Industries

We also carry Jerk°, Active, Kichler,
American Lantern, Phoenix, eibi and many
more name brands.

.
pbruar! 2s
Monday 1,
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